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1E(O) ka 194 447 (OU 6This is the book I would have liked to have found in print when |
first became interested in the subject.

Âs it turned out, I had to do my own research and lists by
consulting books, advertisements from period magazines,
househoid brochures of the time and instruction bookiets of the
original products.

] hope that ali these efforts into researching and organizing these
records will turn the curious person into an interested party or
the already interested into a collector. Sinclair products were so
advanced at the time and so elegantly designed that they are
bound to become coliector's pieces. The time to start collecting is
NOW when availibility is still good and prices are still low.
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| am sure that the interest in this brand of technologicai products
will soon grow so that they may become part of the industrial
worid heritage.

Happy reading-and coliectingl

Frrico Fedeschi
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sinclair radionies Itd.es newumarket rosd cambridge

CHRONOLOGN_____îÔ®ëï—…………

F.J.CAMM/ LONDON

1958 {November)=Micro midget receiver (article in P.W.)

BERNARDS RADIO/LONDON

1959=book:Practical transistor receivers 1

1959=book:Practical stereo handbook 1

1960=book:Transistor superhet receivers book 2
1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No2
1960=book:High fidelity tape recorder for the home constructor
1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No3
1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No4
1961=book:High Fidelity transistor FM tuner for the home
constructor
1961=book:Practical transistor audio amplifiers for the home
constructor
1961=book:Transistor subminiature receivers handbook for the
home constructor
1961=book:Transistorized test equipment and=semiconductors

nanual
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1962=book:Transistor audio amplifier manual
1962=book:Modern transistor circuits for beginners
1963=book:Transistor circuits manual No5
1963=book:22 tested circuits using micro-alloy transistors
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD/CAMBRIDGE

1962 (November ) =-Micro-amplifier
1963(February)=Slimline radio
1963(September )=Micro injector
1963=TR.5 quality amplifier
SINCLAIR RADIONICS/ISLINGTON

1963=TR-750 power amplifier
1964(April)=Sinclair News
1964=Micro-6 radio6 ae Introducing

965=micro- i .micro radio Mike
SINCLAIR RADIONICS/COMBERTON Farrard
1964 (October)=X-10 audio amplifier
1965=X-20 audio amplifier
1966=Z-12 audio amplifier
SINCLAIR RADIONICS/CAMBRIDGE

1966=PZ-3 power supply
1966=Stereo 25 preamp and control unit
1966=PZé power supply
1966=2-120 power amplifier
1967=Micromatic radio
1967=0-14 loudspeaker
1967{September)=Neoteric 60 integrated stereo amp

1968{June)=IC-4 integrated circuit
1968=IC-10 integrated circuit
1968=230 power amplifier
1969=System 2000 hi-fi system
1970=PZ6 power supply
1070=PZ7 power supply
1970=PZ8 power supply
1970=Project 60 hi-fi system

SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS/ST.IVES

1970=Project 604 amplifier
1970(June)=Z-50 amplifier
1970 (November) =Stereo tuner
1970(November)=0-16 loudspeaker
1971 (June)=IC-12 integrated circuit amplifier
1971=Project 605 hi-fi pack
1972=System 3000 hi-£i amplifier
1972=DM1 digital multimeter
1972=0-30 loudspeaker
1972{September)=Executive pocket calculator
1973{August )=Cambridge pocket calculator
1973(November)=Project 80 amplifier
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1973{November ) =Executive Memory pocket calculator
1974=Cambridge Memory pocket calculator

1974 (March) =Cambridge Scientific pocket calculator
1974=System 4000 amplifier
1975=IC-20 integrated circuit amplifier
1975(January)=DM2 bench nultimeter
1975=Gillette GPA (USA) mod.PC-1 pocket calculator
1975(March)=Oxford 100 pocket calculator
1975(August)=Cambridge Scientific Programmable calc.
1975(november)=Black Watch LED wrist watch
1976=Microquartz car clock
1975=Oxford 150 pocket calculator
1975=Oxford 200 pocket calculator
1975=Oxford 300 pocket calculator
1977=Cambridge (pregnant) Programmable pocket calculator
1977=Sovereign pocket calculator
1977=PDM35 digital multimeter
1977=PFM 200 digital frequency meter
1977=TV1A pocket television
1977=MoniA portable monitor
1978=TV1B pocket television
1978=TV1C American version of TV1B
1978=TV1D European version of TV1B
1978=PP3 9 volt version of Cambridge pocket calculator
1978=President table calculator
1978=Enterprise pocket caiculator
1979=Enterprise Programmable pocket calculator
1978=5C110 Portable oscilloscope
1978=DM235 digital multimeter
1978=PFM 200 digital frequency meter
1978=DM350 digital mulitimeter
1978=DM450 digital multimeter

SCIENCE OF CAMBRIDGE/CAMBRIDGE

1978=DIY Wrist calculator
1978=MK XIV microcomputer
1980(January)=2X 80 personal microcomputer

SINCLAIR RESEARCH/CAMBRIDGE

1981 (March)=ZX 81 personal microcomputer
1982=ZX Spectrum personal computer
1983=ZX Microdrives storage medium
1983(september)=flat screen TV

1984=0L personal computer
1985=ZX Spectrum+
1986=ZX Spectrum+ 128
1985 ({January)=C5 electric tricycle
SINCLAIR RESEARCH/ LONDON
me ze 2 0 0 00 1 0 a 0 a 0 0j 071992=Zyke electric bicycle
1993=ZETA electric byke accessory
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Sir Clive Sinclair (formerly affectionately known as Pacte Cffre) must be
one of the most well known personalities in Great Britain (and in the
world) to-day.

Why? Because his ideas and products have always been at the forefront of
technological advance. He often dreamed up products that were not there
{and not even possible at the time because of the technological
unavailibility of certain components like the tube for the micro-TV) but he
eventually made them happen.
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His most important quality must be the fact that he always put ideas
before the actual possibility of seeing the product materialize and he
pushed and bent the existing technology to its limit so that it could be
applied to the actual consumer product (like the pulsating power supply
for the pocket calculators). In this sense, even if he did not actually invent
anything, he can be called an inventor.

And like all inventors he always had to battle against the psychological
resistance of the more conservative people around him more than with the
actual hardware limitation. But he also met and joined with some of the
most inventive people of his age who were crucial to the design and
development of products which made people's dreams come true. Even if
his market strategy was really appalling (remember the 26 days delivery
time?) for this he can be forgiven because of the large number of
innovative products and designs which are now part of the British and
world heritage.

When I decided that the time was ripe for this guide to Sinclair's
collectable models I adventured into the world of their past to find out ail I

couid and for me it was like digging into a past that, even though it is so
recent, appeared as distant as the stone age. So I pictured myself as an
archeologist trying to find out and study events and circumstances so near
but yet so distant to be rightly regarded as historic. That is why I decided
to call this book SINCLAIR ARCHEOLOGY and consequentiy have divided
the various chapters as periods (or ages).

1 hope you will find this guide as interesting and useful as I enjoyed
researching and putting it together.

Thank you for your interest.

Ga



Sir Clive is reported to have always been obsessed with miniaturization.

He ‘unofficially started his electronic designing career at school by
designing a miniature one transistor MW receiver in 1958.

This model never materialized but the next one did as an article in the
November issue of Practical Fireless magazine where he was
working as an (actually the only) assistant editor of the famous author,
editor and publisher F.]Camm. It consisted in another miniaturized MW
receiver this time with 3 transistors.

He even appeared on the front cover of the magazine (complete with hair)
looking lovingly at his miniature creature which was later to become (with
different design) a real commercially available product in February 1963
as the Slimline radio (and later the Micro-6).
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In 1954 he soon moved on to join Ferssrds radio boc£s another book
publisher headed by Fernard Fabagi “whose books are still in print
to-day as Bernards Babani (publishing) Ltd. During this period he started
writing and editing books on the application of transistors as receivers and
amplifiers. He even managed to do a bit of selling by writing a book on how
to use the Micro-alloy transistors he was buving cheaply as rejects from
Sermicormduchors Limited one of the many firms then concentrating on
the manufacture of the relatively new solid-state amplifier.

In fact he was buving them cheapiy by the thousands and selling them at
market value to home experimenters who wanted to build his published
projects. His idea was that, although these transistors did not meet the
manufacturers specification, they had to have some specification. So,

having bought an ex-army oscilloscope for £25, he, his wife and Jim
Westwood, an early collaborator who remained with Sir Clive for many
years, tested about à million of them and remarked them as MAT 100 &

120 and as MAT 101 & 121.

He was then (1962) working with another publisher who put him in charge
of /estrament Practice another specialized electronic magazine. But he
still had a burning deside to go really commercial and so we come to the
Radio period which he started by giving a name (SINCLAIR RADIONICS)
to his fantasies.

«DOIdd gdHor
the firat Sinclair produot
was resily an “article”!
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THE MICRO-MIDGET POCKET PORTABLE

PINAGTIG/AIL ®

F. J. CAMM

CON PRmi Jul CEST 95/4
SÉRVICING RADIO RECEIVERS

À TWO-VALVE HIGH FIDELITY

AMPLIFIER

À NI-Fl RECORD PLAYER

TRANSISTORS IN PRACTICE

MAINS MODEL-CONTAOL

TRANSMITTER

HIGH QUALITY TRANSISTOR

POWER AMPLIFIER

STABILISED TRANSISTOR

CIRCUITS, ETC, ETC.

« SOSNdSdONOcOOcS So

november 1958 isate

PRACTICAL WIRELESS November 1958 Ncvember, 1958 PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PROBABLY THE SMALLEST RECEIVER 1N THE WORLD, THIS AMAZING 3-TRANSISTOR
POCKET RECEIVER IS CAPARLE OF OPERATING A LOUDSPEAKER

however, is due te the use of so-called invisible
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PRACTICAL
TRANSISTOR ; +3

RECEIVERS 078751106984
BOOK I

#il

aa»

+1

30 COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
RECEIVERS

by

CLIVE SINCLAIR

Complete Circuit Diagrams with list of
British and American Transistors

BERNARDS RADIO
MANUALS pomme

; 5 II
Il

qiI MUIILMAIIIEE

GENERAL
“22 Tested Circuits Using Micro Alloy Tran- 5/6
sistors.”” Post free
SHORT WAVES
“Tested Short Wave Receivers Using MATs.” 5/6

Post free
S.W. & COMMUNICATIONS
‘“Tested Superhet Circuits for Short wave 6/6

BERNARDS RADIO/LONDON and Communication Receivers, using MATs.”
All three ordered together 16/- Post free

THREE BOOKS OF

TRANSISTOR DESIGNS

AND CIRCUITS

TRANSISTOR SERIES 2

ra

1959=book:Practical transistor receivers 1

1959=book:Practical stereo handbook 1

1960=book:Transistor superhet receivers book 2

1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No2
1960=book:High Fidelity tape recorder for the home constructar
1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No3
1960=book:Transistor circuits manual No4
1961=book:High Fidelity transistor FM tuner £or the home
constructor
1961=book:Practical transistor audio amplifiers £or the home
constructor
1961=book:Transistor subminiature receivers handbook £or the
home constructor
1961=book:Transistorized test equipment and=semiconductors
manual
1962=book:Transistor audio amplifier manual
1962=book:Modern transistor circuits for beginners
1963=book:Transistor circuits manual No5
1963=book:22 tested circuits using micro-alloy transistors
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COVERING ALL ASPECTS OF
DESIGN, SERVICING AND

CONSTRUCTION

OF 50

; TRANSISTOR
SUPERHETRECEIVERS

INCLUDES CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
DIFFERENT RECEIVERS

No. 167 2/6

Eleven Tested Transistor
Circuits using Prefabricated

Circuit Units

= s
CLIVE SINCLAIR

CIRCUITS AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUILDING

Transistor 3 wave band Superbet Recelver.

Subminiature 1 Watt Transistor Hi-Fi Amplifier

Transistor IF Amptifier
Guitar Amplifier.
Stereo Amplifier
Intercom

Baby Alarm.
AF Signal Tracer
RF Signal Tracer.
Telephone Pick-up Amplifier.
L'ovdhailer

FTEvspapuenee

BERNARDS RADIO MANUALS

3 VALUABLE BOOKS

FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
GENERAL—“22 Toptod Cirenits nsing 5 /6Post freeMiero-Ailoy Transistors
3HORT VAVES—“Testeà Short Wave 5/6Recewvers, Usinx MATs.
SW. & COMMUN(CATIONS—"“Testeä

Pos: tre

comte 6/8
SPECIAL PRICE FOR à ToosTRER 16/-

erMODEL P:2380

THE EVER READY SKYLEADER
Ye Skyleader, fig. 36, is à six transistor feil

ae purtable The frequency

she fong wave band. 1e
[ue 28 output of SW

sstors are as follows

s fnanststue spas anses
x LM sud LA, und MW, cod LI are

opposte ends of 4 Fermie rod 1e
«

|
k en L tagan thé vateral acrial. Tuning on M

R À = led hs C3i, aod où LW ty 1e fived con

BI 300 ohms eu  3K Pa
' wi ik ro ve ce

Ke 4M obme RI9 #80 ohms
Sigaals acc appéred from te hi palace

y windings où the Fernse serial to 1be

Transisior TRE which wocks as à mixer oscil-
lator. Thehe emittor of TRI is consactad vo 6

on the oscitiatce trans
former 1} which is tunédby C2) on MW. nn
pre-set hy C4 und C2S foe LW

TK operates as an eurihed ester LE, aa
into the second | F, transformer

vropedanue secondary. Sigrals are pass

thus winding to 1M3 which operales a the
cond 1 F, amploter ve signal being vases by

letLE. and cou 10 tbe cryvtal diode
detector CDI

Noutralising is by CV. RS for TRS, va by
CHRIS far TR

TRANSESTOR SUPLMET RECHIVIRS “«

Model

ISO

80

The
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No. 173

Practical Transistor
Audio Amplifiers

for the Home Constructor
Book 1

by

CLIVE SINCLAIR

Full Circuits for Preamplifiers and Power Amplitiers.

lhirty-two Diug ams and Plans.

Complete Building Data.

Design Suggestions.

Biasing and Power Supplies.

BERNARDS RADIO MANUALS

4 THANSISTOR SUPFAHET RECEIVERS

IS Seul gang (rimvmers, oscillaioe coil cor
and uerial coil trimmer with wax,

Voltage vu Current Tables
The figures given below ate typieul reudings

which will be obtained using a model 8 Avo-
meter
Battery Voltage sav
Toul Current

TRI

vb 12V
Junction of R6 C9 SSV

AN the above measurements afe with no
signal. Slight deviation from these figures can
be ignored since They will be due to normai
tolerances
Approximute DC. Resistance
Valnes of Tuducroes and Transformers
Circuit No
LI. L2 (in series)
LI
LA
Ls
T1. T* Primary overall)3

ai

Primary(overall)
Primary (2-3
Secondary

T4 Primary
Secondary

Loudspeaker
Vi — Verylow( 0.5 ohms)

PAM RECFIVERS
Pans manufacture à wide range of transistor

receivers most of which em more oc less
standard circuitry. Their M 710. however.
which is shown in fig. 34 bas several unusual
features which make it very i

Instead of the usual antodyne converter a
separate oscillator and mixer are used, VI is

the oscillator the output from which is couples
to the mixer, V2, by means of L3. The oscillator
sippal is fed to the emitter whilst the signal to
be received is fed to the base. Two stages of
common emilter LF. amplification are used
These operate at unusual current levels, 1he

emitter currents of V3 and V4 being 0.22ma
and M.Sma. respectively. V6 is biased s0 as to

operute in à nonltineur
thut detection
“s base
signal is
the output
collector Class B

imy

into n centre tapped speaker

PYE
Pa 26 mous barreis only one of a fairly

i

by

Jenther case which is almost small enough to
fit in & pocket.

The voltages and currents at which the tran-
sistors operate with no signal input are as
foilows :

1

06éma 065
13ma 05
08ima 058

AF. Amp. 1 2

Output sé  150ma 1.3

Components List

0.008uF
Selected between 100 and 160pF
0.03uF
250pF
fuF
OONF
0.03uF
250pF

003uF
Selected between 39 and 62pF
l6uF
O03uF
WF
tuF
OO0tuF

fuF
C? OOtuF
* Part of Gang caracitor.
+ Integral part of TF. transformer.

3'6

TRANSISTOR SUPERHET RECEIVERS

FAM POCKET RADIO

PAM PORTABLE MODEL TK.20



MATE TORANTSTIS TOURS

PeMICRO-ALLOY TRANSISTORS
MAT 100 7/9 + Extremely high gains even at very low and high power levels.

À Cut-off frequencies of 120 Mc/s. Ideal for V.H.F.

MAT 1 20 7/9 À Gold-plated for easy soldering and protection.

+ Very small size for compact circuits. Low noise levels.

MAT 121 8/6 + Far and away the best for all A.F., R.F. and V.H.F. applications.

SEND FOR COMPLETE BOOK ON MICRO-ALLOY TRANSISTORS

e ©

22 18CIRCUITS
USING MICRO-ALLOY TRANSISTORS

Only 5/9 including postage
This book includes new circuits for amplifiers, transmitters, micro-radios, F.M.

tuners, pre-amplifiers, etc.

©o--.e e
Ÿ TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

M.A.T. TRANSISTORS
ausire SINCLAIR “MAGNAGAIN”
PERFORMANCE POSSIBLE

These amazing new Micro Alloy Tran- POWER OUTPUT
sistor:Ar take Pare né perte tanCE jets
RETLÉ, KE, and V.LLF. frequencybande TRANSISTOR
they provide2er greater gain for less power
consumption so that two MAT Transistors
can do the work of three ordinary types With a power handling
with considays savine Àin space,re capacity up to 30 watts and

onents an cost. aci one is carefully àedbeforre leavinns the factory. For twice the normal power
full description, sen for our book 22 gain, the ae Magna-
TESTED RIRCUITS UsI gain”  out-performs any- /NSISTO 5/9, a ‘

9 TcGdinE poceuué,; RS”, price thing in its class and brings =
new scope to constructors
in hi-fi audio.Id-plated leads MAT 100 MAT 44eeeparce tee MAT 120 79 MAT podLe

MAT 100 High gain low leve / ; a EN 7/9
MAT 101 Extra high gain, low level s. L» 8/6
MAT 120 High gain, medium and high level a . 7/9
MAT 121 Extra high gain, medium and high level a, 8/6
ADT 140 For FM, TV, VHF and UHF E. ss . 15/-
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This is what Sinclair
WORLD LEADERSHIP +

Within an amazingly short time, Sinclair Radionia
has leapt forward to become « worké-lender in its own

specialised fleld of mmcro-<lectronis desgne for ine
home constructor, The reasons for (his are not hard
to find, and even if, at first, ihey appear simple, they

represent ns much of à brenkthrough in relations
between customer and suppèer ax do the designs
which we have introduced.

SPECIALIST TEAMS
Our object is to produce micro-clectronic transistor
designs which are not simply interesting 10 busld, but
which are weii ahesd c€ anything ollereé by our

sompetitars, They are also technically abeaë of any
available manufactures producs. To achiere these

sandands, we employ our ca highly qualitied team
vf électrons Engineers. and wien Uhey have con-
tributed their share to a desugut, we “mary” 14 to the
services of an indusariat desies gromp lo ensure chat

ver cases are boch elegant and functsonally righe
Developiments on these lines are going 08 all he

time in the carefuiiy planned 15 programene

INSTRUCHIONS
Presentation of instroscieons is another Sinclair

feature in what we mataralls take prose, The ex
Burider will readily rocoynise and apprécie

withosst sechnical knowledge can busid a Sinclair
design with 1 sacs from the word "Go

FEATURED Ou THE FOLLOWING PAGES

SINCLAIR macho-6
Pie svetient rashe va the meolt

SIMCLAIR sumiine
Dengred fesroi,Med speed mu

SIMCLAIRAIR
HN INJECTION PRO
sovérument fat feu forteSINCLAR AMPLIFIERS

SINCLAIR TRANSISTORS
CONSTRUC TIONAL AGOES

APRILIMAY, 1964

service means to you
With the Micro-6, for example, building is actually

Mow about you, ihe customer} We insist on your
besag compietely satisfied in all your dealings mich us
In fact, we have à special service depariment run

willingg and la to be of help à someching extra
which even we cannot property sonvey in ihe unique
puaranies offéred in our advertisements We can

aty tell you of Che hundreds of setters which we
reveive every week fram all aver Me world peaising
both our service and our designs Pal sraits of
these appeur on the folkoaiee pacs

PrrS_=
Incroéucing

aracter
created for
Senctaur
Éleccromes

>
Ken Ward

arntc 1964

Ne DEN

More Micro-6

THE MiCHOH CICUIT

Mon vendre mur be cufious 16 ko how ve
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The first product of the RADIO AGE consisted in a Micro amplifier
(1962) which was claimed to be "tte smatlest of its type im tire
worfkd" and employed (guess what?) the usual micro alloy transistors

which also were used in the following product: the Micro injector.

The first proper radio came out in 1963 (theSlimline) but the really
successful one appeared later in the year as the Micro-6. Branded again
as the sma/fest radio 1e bre work it was just too late for the
revolution in miniaturization which involved USA and Japan and which, at
the time, was nearing its historical end. Miniaturized transistor radios 37à8
foudspes£er like the incredible STANDARD Affcromir Fubry were far
more sofisticated and industrialized products than the pathetic Sinclair
radio kits.
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Notwithstanding this the Micro-6 and its subsequent model the
Micromatic enjoyed a relatively large success in Great Britain alone.
Between these two models Sinclair managed to produce and market an FM
model called Micro FM.

Another more powerful amplifier, the TR 750 designed especially for the
Micro-6, was put on the market in 1963. But this product takes us to the
next period of the Sinclair story: THE HI-FI AGE.

WUL(GAO) AVUIEUR UES

_ ECTS
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD ©'istonnoap,camsrioce

Build the Sinclair MICRO-AMPLIFIER
This microscopic amplifier, the smallest of its type in the world,
out-performs amplifiers 20 times as large.
Power Gain—60dB (1,000,000 times).
Frequency Response-—30 c/s to 50 kc/s ; 1dB.

Output Power--sufficient for any earpiece or small loudspeaker.
Simple to build using ordinary tools

ACTUAL SIZE
ONLY #° x #" x !” Uses brand new micro-miniature components and micro-alloy

transistors.
Very low noise level. May be used as tape recorder pre-amplifier.

Free applications data supplied with every kit showing how to use the micro-amp in micro-radios and
transmitters, and with high and low impedance pick-üps, microphones and stereo headphones.

28/6 plus 1/6 postage and packing Trade enquiries invited.

BUILD AN F.M. TRANSMITTER
WITH THE

SINCLAIR MICRO-
AMPLIFIER

Smaller than
a 3d. piece.

Frequency re-
sponse 30 to

SINCLAIR MICRO-AMPLIFIER
AS USED IN LABORATORIES, RESEARCH

ESTABLISHMENTS, ETC.
This fantastically small, powerful amplifier is
smaller than a 3d. piece. With a frequency
response from 30 to 50,000 c/s + IdB, and
power gain of 60dB (1,000,000 times) it
makes a superb broadband R.F. amplifier as
well as a sub-miniature hi-fi amplifier with 50,000 c/s +1dB, power gain 60dB
an output suitable for = earpiece or a (1 ,000,000 times)—can also be used

. loudspeaker. This amplifier makes a valuable =

Smaller than à 3d. piece. col in the hands of the experimenter, and for a broadband R.F: amplifier, oradu eteieations is widely used in industry, research, etc. sub-miniature hi-fi amplifier with an
data and” circuitry With MAT  Transistors, micro-miniature ! output suited to any earpiece oreven

quality components, micro-printed circuit | | d Wi h MAT:28/6 and instructions. \ tou speaker. it s 28/640 dB gain at ! Mc/s. instructions and all parts.

Er]



Sinclair Radionics [id Micro-Amplfier Instructions /Applications

HOW TO WIRE UP THE SINCLAIR
MICRO-AMPLIFIER

First check that you have all the components.
These should be as foliows:

One printed circuit board
Two transistors (one high-gain type with red
spot, one low-gain type with green spot.)
Two Capacitors (C1 - lpF

(C2 - 32pF
Four resistors (RI1 - 12Kohms

(R2 - 1.2Kohms
(R3 - 1.2Kohms
(R4 - 660Kohms

The colour coding of the resistors is shown on
the wiring sheet.

For the assembly you will also require à

solde ring iron with a finely-pointed bit, à supply
of thin cored solder, à small pair of long-nosed
pliers and à pair of wire-culters. Some means
of gripping the board firmiy but gently during
assembly is also helpful, and the work should
be carried out under a strong light.

The diagram on the wiring-sheet shows the
printed side of the board, and indicates the lay-
out of the components. The numbers correspond
with those on the circuit diagram.

First, mount the four resistors. Bend the
wire al one end of each resistor through 180

as indicated in the sketch of the finished amp-
lifier. Push the wires through the appropriate
hoies in the board from the blank side. The
appropriate holes can be found by reference to
the diagrams. It is important that the bent wire
and the straight wire should go through their
respective holes as indicated; if they are revers-
ed the components will not (it properly onto the
board. For example, R3 is seen in the circuil
diagram to be connected to points 16 and 17.
From the board layout drawing, it will be seen
that the resistor sits over hole number 16, and
therefore the straight wire goes (brough hole
number 16, and the bent one through hole num-
ber 17. Do not cut the wires to length yet. If
difficulty be experienced in getting the wires

into the holes, the latter may be slightly en-
larged with à needle.
C1 and C2 are then mounted, care being taken

to observe the polarities. In the case of Ci the
posilive end goes siraight into hoie 5, the negative
end being bent over into hole 8.
C2 is mounted so that the positive wire goes
direct to hole 18, the other wire being bent over
to hole 19.

The positive leads of Cl and C2 are those which
are insulated from the outer case by à rubber
bush, the negative end being connected to the
case.

Lastiy, the transistors should be mounted.
Spread the wires and push them through the
holes, which are so placed that if the transistor
is correctly connected it will sit right down on
the board.

All components should now be correctly
placed on the board, with their wires projecting
through the holes to the printed side. Make
sure that the components are pushed well down,
and that the folded-over wires return to the
board close to their respective components.
The wires may now be cut off 1/32" from the
board, and sôldered to the copper printed con-
ductors., Use à small iron, preferably with its
bit filed to a conical point, and the minimum of

solder. The soldering should be carried out as
quickly as possible to avoid damaging the trans-
istors. Finally, insert four wires to the input,
output, and positive and negative supply points,
and solder them into position.

OPERATION

Although the Sinclair Micro-Amplifier will
operate on à wide range of supply voltäg
(1.5 - 9v), thère'are certain applications where
à superior performance may be oblained by a

more critical choice of voltage-
It should be borne in mind that à higher

supply voltage gives increased gain and output
power, but at the expense of a slightly degraded
signal-to-noise ratio and frequency response.
In general, therefore, à lower voltage should be
used for low-level applications, and when a

high-impedance input is used.

CIRCUIT OiAGRAM
DE sINCLAI

MICRO-AMPLIFIER

VIEW OF PRINTED SIDE OF SINCLAIR MICRO-AMPLIFIER
PRINTED-CIACUIT BOARD COMPONENTS, MOUNTED ON OTHER SIDE

ARE SHOWN DOTTED. HOLE -NUMBERS REFER TO CIRCUIT DLAGRAM

MICRO-AMPLIFIER APPLICATIONS
HOME CONSTRUCTOR

The Sinclair Micro - Amplifier is a two stage
unit with a power gain of 60 dB (1,000,000
times) and a frequency response extending Lo

several Mc/s. The remarkably high gain and
good frequency response are due to the use of

specially selected Micro-Alloy transistors with
cut-off frequencies in the region of 100 Mc/s.
These transistors also have very low levels of
saturation voltage making them ideal for use in
a.f. amplifiers.

The circuit diagram of the amplifier is

shown in fig. |. The first stage is operatedat a
collector current of l00uA for low noise opera-
tion and the output stage has à collector current
which ranges from 0.3mA with a 1 3 voit
supply to 2mA with a 9 volt supply. Any volt-
age supply between 1.3 and 9 volts may be used
but, in most applications, there is noadvantage
to be obtained by using a supply of more than
3 volts

Using the micro-amp. with microphones
and pickups

Fig.2 shows how the micro-amp may be
used with magnetic and ceramic or crystal
transducers such as microphones and pickups.
To avoid the need to repeat the circuit diagram
of the amplifier only the connections are shown.
These are ‘in’, ‘out’, + and -. Their positions

on the amplifier are shown in fig.! on the right
hand side. The connections are also markedon
the copper side of the printed circuit board.

With high impedance crystal or ceramic
inputs the value of ohms should be 250Kohms
whilst with magnetic transducers the best value
is 10Kohms. The earpiece may be any type,
either crystal or magnetic but, for maximum
volume, « 1Kohm magnetic type is best, Two
amplifiers may be used to drive a pair of stereo
headphones with very satislactory results. A

loudspeaker may also be driven by the amplifier
via à suitable output transformer, With a 3ohm
loudspeaker the transformer should have à turns

ratio of about 20:1 whilst à t0ohm loudspeaker
requires à 10:1 output transformer, LE the amp-
lilier is built specifically for use with a loud-
speaker R2 should be lelt out as the primaryof
the transformer will provide the necessaryd.c.
path for the collector current of the output
transistor.

Fig.3 shows how a volume control may be
added to the circuit when amplifying the output
from a microphone or a pick-up.

Crystal set tuner circuit for use
with Micro-Amp-

Fig.4 shows a crystal set suitable for
driving the micro-amp. The crystal diode
may be any germanium point contact type such
as the Mullard OA70. L, may be an ordinary
crystal set coil or a home made coil may be
wound on a 2 inch length of 1/4" diameter
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ferrite rod. The primary should consist of factory for people suffering from slight deaf-
50 turns of close-spaced 38 gauge enamelled ness but it should be realised that the fitting of
wire and the secondary of 7 turns of the same à hearing aid for an individual is a specialised
wire wound beside the primary as drawn in the business and should only be undertaken by à
diagram. The receiver will cover the whole trained audiologist.
medium waveband with a 250 pf. capacitor
The output from the micro-amp may be used tu Telephone Pick-up circuit
drive an earpiece or a loudspeaker. Mina oiophone mekces apres or ii

Pocket sine reflex ra type shown in fig.8, it is possible to hold the
unit within à foot of a telephone in use and toA very small pocket radio may be built P

$ hear both sides of the conversation quite ctearlyusing à micro-ampand à single transistor front
in the earpiece. The pick-up coil may be of theend. The resulting set requires no aerial or

earth and gives good reception over the whole
of the médium wave-band. The circuit is shown
in fig.5. EC

type supplied for use with tape recorders.

Pocket Radio using 2 Micro-amps.
he Sinclair Micro-amplifier may be usedFri, à MAT 101, available from Sinclairy Cara as an R.F. amplifier just as well as in A.FKadionies Ltd., at 8/6d acts both as an R.F.

and an A.F. amplifier with detection being
performed by D, and D, which may be any point

applications. This makes it possible to cons
nsitive pocket radio using one [ |truct a very j‘

|

Pantaégerumnionn diodest Micro-a if for the R.F. amplifier and 27 ue
Hi }

another one as the A.F, amplifier. Such a cir- pb |
The ferrite rod aerial may be home made cuit is shown in fig.9. The ferrile rod acrial 1and is the same as the one required for (the is the same as the one for the crystal set exc noacno-ur LE darts |

crystal set except that the secondary requires that the secondary has 5 turns. The diodes are fon1amp 4 aa
only 5 turns instead of 7 point contact germanium types.

À loudspeaker, with suitable transformer, The applications for the micro-amplifier
may be used in place of the earpiece but in this
case the battery should be increased to b or 9

given above are, of course, only a smallpro- Lei

portion of the Lotal possibilities, The construc-
volts; tor will probably be able to think of many

others for himself.
Pocket F,M, Transmitter

The Micro-amplifier is ideal as a trans-
mitter modulator. The circuit for an F.M. € A3
transmitler, which may be only match box size, ; =

is shown in fig.6. An MAT 121 transistor N _— I ]

vscillates within the F,M, band providing the ae , ! + |

output to the aerial. The input is to a magnetic teen = TU J

microphone which should have an impedance of qe 0 ee EU, TOP VIEW

250ohms or more. It is not necessary to spealc : ;

FIG | CONNECTIONS TO MICRO-AMPvery close to the microphone as the circuit is
very sensitive. NS +

" 1H MAGNENC == a Î
=

With a good F.M. receiver and à 9 inch PURES AUCUN NET Ë pere a 08 _L.. Press

acrial the transmitter has a range of about 100 CEMAMIC OR CATSTAI
]

' durBr 02, f À

eu $ 3,104 Micro. Qu Mar | micro-lour]
yards. + 2sopr SES ae 1 amp se]cous 248, | se et 3; z 3 Tes o 5, : >

Stenple Hasriog Aid FIG 2 CONNECTION OF HIGHOR LOW imPEDANCE pi |

INPUTS TO THE MICRO-aMP FIG9 POCKET RADO USING TWO MICRO-AMPS

A very simple and compact hearing aid is menée it eteshown in fig.7. The microphone sho _& phone should be a ao IMPEDANCE a-Low mMPEDANcE
magnetic hearing aid type with an impedance of =. + >

n

about 2.5Kohms. This aid may well be satis FIG 3 VOLUME CONTROL CONNECTIONS sinceair

GO TRANSISTOR
WITH SINCLAIR

BOOKS * CIRCUITS * TRANSISTORS - EQUIPMENT

SINCLAIR MICRO-INJECTOR
THE SMALLEST AND MOST EFFICIENT OF ALL

_ = — YET IT COSTS FAR LESS

SINCLAIR MICRO-INJECTOR
THE SMALLEST AND MOST
EFFICIENT OF ALL INJECTOR
TEST DEVICES
lt is amazing how useful th ion
instrument is. Using two MERERTLOY
TRANSISTORS it generates and injects a

test signal into any part of a receiver or
amplifier at any frequency from | kc/s to
30 Mc/s. By this means the location of
faults can be rapidly found

Using two MICRO-ALLOY TRANSISTORS, the Sinclair Micro-
Injeetor is a precision sub-miniature instrument wbich generates

and injects a test signal into any part of a receiver or amplifier at
any frequency from % kc/s co

30
Me/s. By this means the location

of any fault can be rapidly found.
The Sinclair Mi jector is powered by a 6d. standard battery
which will last régroem 6 months. les size is 14/5" x 13/10" x 4",
excluding probe, by far the smallest and most versatile instrument

of its kind available.
Assembly is extremely simple and will cake even a beginner only
half an hour. Clearly illustrated building instructions are pr
together with operating instructions.

© COVERS 1 kc/s TO 30 Mc/s
© PERFECT FOR EQUIPMENT OF TRAÈS>

“The Sinclair Micro-Injector is powered by ALL TYPES —
a 6d. barzerywhich will last for All parcs with © FASCINATING TO BUILD THAT
about 6 months. Its

size
is 14/5” x 120” x instructions come 27/6 Total cost including oll parts, ant”, cxcluding the probe whichis 1e one, to

MAT Transistor, printed circuit 27/6 gaythe smallest inserument of i board, plated probe case insausble. Assembly is extremely simple. anse bulle and 32/6 royal blue with gold trim. >,
ES



x IN SIZE À DESIGN
x PERFORMANCE

x QUALITY X VALUE
THE.

noRUE)
il mars char satisly Use expert
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pAbu La

A1!4 es
-
æ E. à TOTAL COST OF ALL PARTS 49/6 p.p. 1/6 |

You've never seen or heard a transistor set design like
this before. Small enough to conceal in one hand, the
Sinclair “Slimline” gives choice of British and European
programmes with staggeringly

y

qpod qualiey from its
own internal ferrite rod aeri ith its entirely new
R.F. Reflex Circuit, superhet selectivity is achieved
without any of the latter's problems of alignment
And it's so easy to builé with its neat pois cirevit
board and well illustrated ané presented instructions
Success is assured before you Les.vel,to build even if

you are new to receiver construction.

Such drematic new siendards within even smaller dimensions are

PTT

EE

made pansible through the wonderful new MAT Transistors in

circuitry developed racer to exploit their amazing <horae

teristics--yet it costs so littie to burid his minute recelver with

its giant performance—1 start yours NOW

THE PERFECT SET FOR YOUR HOLIDAY ! “SLIMLINE”
MICRO-RADIO

. RECEIVER

RECEIVES HOME, LIGHT, THIRD AND
COUNTLESS EUROPEAN STATIONS
WITH FANTASTIC EASE AND QUALITY

Mardas susM A T. TRANSISTORS SRANESTORE=peerges miam24se calforates CrAT. PA otforteavrac de topbe are reM eee eoMAKE THIS WONDERFUL A encet 1 pate o; a
PERFORMANCE POSSIBLE A 5 urfo ae

Trace ermanéeg new Micro Alter Tran
5 ‘ormance

Tares craie crMoreA Tee =
REC TALET, on4Hiregeaba Many10id Plan nend tr, moe for, che re ste fan
Piprétante goreSpa pee |. #=ve mere ra eee CAL.Nero
Snrés Vhe net o6 Shrae préirars voue | lPr pe abionies

UD. 49 HISTOH ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

% Plaase send Parts for but

Cadre EiseuieS Una Partner esES TavetC
……. vie abonispaeties DATI 7/9 HAT 3/6

Re
SINCLAIR radionics LTD
69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE LOCK LEVTERS PLEASE

Gives you Europe in
the palm of your hand

For POWER, SELECTIVITY and QUALITY, the

circuitry using famous M.A.T. Transistors—even so,
it costs so very little to build this superb recelver.
te givés you Home, Light and Third Programmes as
well as many European stations with amazing ease,
playing even in cars and trains. For a brand new concept
in radio listening, BUILD A “SLIMLINE" NOW—
its the set you will want to have with you always.

UNIQUE
BECAUSE
À 1e u00s PLATS nd latest

cro-miniature components.
+ le ec FULL coverage of the

M.W band.

A TRIUMPH OF MOCENN

TRANSISTOR MINIATURISATION

You can
«mi build this set

complete with
featherweight

| quality ear-
piece for only

SNOCONOOcoo docoogodaa >
the reference to beiné able to "give

vou Europe in the palm of your hand”
wag really a reference to the fact that
many listeners were eento tune intopirate Sinclair ‘SL/MLINE’ MIGRO RADIO

À lt gives hi-fi quality with
incredible volume.

+ le will play in car or train.

& |t is completely self-contained
with ferrite rod aerial and
PPS battery In elegant gold-
trimmed royal blue case.

À Building is simple—results are
fantastically good.

music station of the time À BREAKING ALL RECORDS Sages cecree pe rte “10e CrMaSESSSSgdg=SSgeSO=oHoSSsggogssgga = fe RADIONICS LTD, 67 HISTON ROAD,Ige ;
Piesse

send port for bad Stimfine(s) for

SINCLAIR Radionies LTD. |!"63 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 1e. x RS. = 5

33
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THE ORIGINALS OF THESE who have written to us about the Slimline.

AND COUNTLESS OTHER UN- Mere ave ol more typtcol cxarsgles of hat coustrucases write

SOLICITED|TESTIMONIALS mme 1 huave built0MAY BE SEEN AT OUR OFFICES —.
AT ANY TIME DURING ee Ne tbe est small trancator net | have cver bemrd.

The pertormance ie a car was semaine!
BUSINESS HOURS Was hemestly mosneed at tte performance, expecially tive cour.

D with tiewonderfu

>inclain2
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(ecrire cod 2e
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BUILT IN À

- COUPLE OF HOURS

success is assured
before you begin

49/6
ne

2H EE Eomarions praD re areaire RAR

TOTAL COST WiTH
HATHERWEIGHT

QUAUTY tANNECE,
INSTRUCTIONS, au

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

THOUSANDS ALREADY IN USE
. « and thanks to all the hundreds of enthusiasts

and rmvoalls déiaiced vit fee els1.D.G., Covemary
PGP, Bedford

FARTH. Uondon, SM

soccesstul
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NAME

ADDRESS

LOCK LETTERS MLEASE

TO SINCLAIR Radionics LTD, 69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

se rush... . . . Sinclair Slimline (s)
FOR WHICH | ENCLOSE €

te

0

Q 2

sertempen 1963 z

SINCLAIR
“ SLIMLINE

uw“Ed

n
Lee!

N
=
3
S

MOST FANTASTIC TRANSISTOR PERFORMANCE

YET—GIVES YOU EUROPE IN THE PALM OF YOUR

HAND, SIZE 246" x 1H" x #"

Build one foror1and then

= TAKE IT WITH YOU EVERYWHERE!eeresauiéne|LIGHT PROGRAMME TUNED IN 800 MILES AWAY

manced  spatrwctions, improved|From M.V. Orelia, E.D.H.W. wrises:
solié dialectric turisg capacitor,|"I have just completed ‘Slimline’ Recriver and | am

primed cireuit aneahe rev els rogs te UK1couts sul
prid{ aus sad Sat 49 6 receivers in the last few

3

œurx years bat none widh us good à resultma Pl ds / 25 the Slimline", | bave sow my , and
more orders will be in tbe future.

TO SINCLAIR Radionics LTD, 69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

Please send at once ........000000 ce»FOR WHICH | ENCLOSE £ “ d.

NAME ge 28
ADDRESS. pépins MES

MLOCX LETTERS PLEASE __— en =era tif
NOVEMBER 1963 mn



SUGGESS!The SINCLAIR SLIMLINE has proved
itself. Over à thousand consteuctors have

already built this wonderful little recciver

and dozens have written to let us know

how pleased they are. The reasons for this

enormous success are simple

GEL

4. The Sinctair Slimline is (he srmallest receiver of
them all, only 2ÿ x t} x fin. Yet in performance
and design it far surpasses sels many times us
large.

2, Using only its internal fes rod aerial it will

foœnve ail stations on the medium wave bu

including Home, Light, Third. Luxembourg
dozens of continental trammissions.
3. Elegant decp royal blue case with gold lettering
and calibrated diai in gold on white. Both
designed by a professional artistLans TOTAL OOST

tion free from noise or distorsion and sufficient !

the components are brand new and P.P. 1/6
FUCROLALLOY TRANSISTORS are employed
throughout

6, The completely new reflex circuit developed by
Sinctair Radionies engincers results in a radio
with the tivity and selectivily of a good
superhet but with no alignment
7. Well illustrated, superbly clear instructions are
provided

JUST TWO OF THE MANY LETTERS WE HAVE
RECEIVED. THE ORIGINALS MAY BE SEEN AT

OUR CAMBRIDGE OFF
Dear se peut built

pour
Trancetor Micro-Radéo ve “Slimline”

n'es vshe boot 10 scatiors echange
N, Seutégars ns$ Munich. Fe Salt many secs but this leaves À

Si srnoctimelefu e Ceres printed Greuit board, on
pnents are mounted, is Pants fond.

2 = Dear Sirs
| 9. Assembly is perfocily straighiforsard and À have qecives divers of che “Sincair Simbme” and bave
f

or n © » pletod assembly. The « of rep sionaf bots voice ann
simple cven for a complete beginner yet the ample maembls. The quatre ds 9e ous vas
brilliant performance will more than satisfy the
expert

en À say var 1 have lu interest in the er sacre cepvoncomsl

éramsésor ets that à ave pui} lvve one ex ali 1000
Soi decrihes om ess apsire theirVo at Gone cn, a an Tac persons hulemiré

pers
A complete book on MAT's entitled “22 ci pa Caunes qucie mureLe benpeae

nraitabde (d'axsarte the mn a tue
TESTED CIRCUITS USING MICRO: Starr, d'eméise cheque im quyment foe

his
Curaber onde.

ALLOY TRANSISTORS "is available from
usat 5; luding, postage.

Prices of MAT'S PerMAT 100 and MA
MAT 101 and MAT 121 ser POST FREE

SEND FOR YOUR SLIMLINE TODAY TO:—

SINGLAIR radionics … ‘Msnoce
713

"A

may 1963

You've never seen or heard a transistor set design like
this before, Small enough to conceal in one hand,
Sinclair Slimline” gives choice of British and European
programmes with staggeringly quality from its

own internal farci rod acrial, ith is entirely now

without any of the letters problems of atigument.
And its 50 easy to build with ies neat printed circuit
board and well ilustrated and presented instructions,
Success is assured before you begin to build even if
you are new to receiver comtruction.
Such dramatic new stondards within even smaller dimensions aremode possible through the wenderful new MAT Transistors
eircuitry developed exclusively to exploit Their amazing aout
teristics—pet it costs so little to build this minute receirer with
its giant performance—so start yours NOW !

THE PERFECT SET FOR YOUR HOLIDAY!

RECEIVES HOME, LIGHT, THIRD AND
COUNTLESS EUROPEAN STATIONS
WITH FANTASTIC EASE AND QUALITY

CE  e SSÉEM.A.T. TRANSISTORS sRaR = CE ETES te
MAKE THIS WONDERFUL prssoqate Pre A

PERFORMANCE POSSIBLE and où trnirs and

anisyPaie coverage.
REA ET va LE onde “ passa

RE
reRTE

Ve
ceesS could be no pod fromsosmailanet, Iuiooksemart, too.” EX.H., Buringatoke

etes enee ea I

TéstéD Esneurrs Unie “mien ranvatons” |
ALLOY TRANSISTORE", price 59.11 MAT 100 MAT 135 MAT 108 MAT 121 Tramisters

decgoissinmsion HAT IS 7/9 MATIO 8/6)! dar mbich | encione Coh/Cheque Many Order far €. !

fretperfeetsemeet|HATIRS ay HATISE dl Moet off true reœutres |

|
NAME - —— 1

A ASINCLAIR radionics LTD ; PR I

69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
|! poux iervens mea al

s THE RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
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SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE "'SINCLAIR SLIMLINE""

The Sinclair Slimline is a two transistor reflex receiver of
advanced design and very small size. Exceptional sensitivity and
selectivity with perfect fidelity, free from noise, have been
achieved by the use of miïcro-alloy transistors in a new circuit,
The radio is simple to construct and no previous experience is
required but all the instructions should be followed carefully.

First check that you have all the following components: -

R1 22K ohm. C1 Tuning Capacitor
R2 68K ohm. C2 5,000 pF.
R3 68K ohm. C3 1.25 micro F.
R4 10K ohm. C4 250 pF.
R5 1 M ohm. CS 1.25 micro F.
R6 10K ohm. C6 1,000 pF.
R7 22K ohm. L1 Ferrite Rod Aerial.
D1 Diode. Trl MAT 121.
D2 Diode. Tr2 MAT 120.
Crystal Earpiece and Socket.
One foot of plastic insulated wire.
One 8 B. À. screw and three 8 B. À. nuts.
One case and one calibrated dial.
One pair of battery clips.
One printed circuit board.

You will also need a soldering iron with a small bit, some
flex cored solder, a pair of wire clippers and a pair cf long-
nosed pliers or a pair of tweezers

The positions of the components on the board are shown in
fig. 3. The resistors, diodes, transistors and capacitors are
mounted vertically with the exception of C1, C2 and C6 which are
mounted horizontally. Each component is fixed in position by

bending its leads, where necessary, and passing them through
the appropriate holes in the board. These are then soldered to
the copper by holding flux cored solder and a soldering iron onto
the lead and copper for as short a time as possible. The leads are
then clipped to within 1/10" from the board. Care must be taken
to ensure that each joint is a good one making a flux free bond
between the component lead and the copper on the board.

| The components should be assembled onto the board in the
| following order:- D1, D2, C4, R3, C3, R2, C2, C5, R4, R1, R6,EESEEEETDESSTESC6, R5, R7.

Di, D2, C3 and C5 have + signs marked on them at one end.
It is essential that this + sign corresponds with the position shown
in fig. 3.

C1 has two tags. One tag is made of a single layer of metal
and the other of two layers. It is important that the tag made of
two layers be nearest the centre of the board when C1 is mounted.
After soldering C1 in position clip the tags to within 1/10" from
the board.

Cw is a trimming component made of two pieces of insulated
wire twisted together. Cut two 1 1/4" lengths of the plastic
covered wire supplied. Bare the tip of one end of each wire and
solder them into the Cw holes. Now twist them together for half
their length.

Solder the four leads of L1 into position. The number of
each lead is shown in fig. 7.

Solder Tr1 and Tr2 into the positions shown in fig. 3.
making sure that the leads go into the correct holes. The tran-
sistor lead positions are shown in fig. 6.

The earpiece socket has a built in switch which is on
without the plug in. This must be modified so that it is on with
the plug in as shown in fig. 4.

Cut three 3/4" lengths of plastic covered wire and bare the
tips of both ends of each wire. Solder one wire to each tag on
the earpiece socket and then solder the socket to the board
making sure that each lead goes to the correct position as
shown by fig. 3. and fig. 4.

Cut two 1” lengths of plastic covered wire, bare both ends
of each wire and solder them to the battery clips. Now solder
the other end of the wire connected to the socket type clip to
the hole marked BATT + and the wire on the plug type clip to
the hole marked BATT - .

3Q
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All the components are now mounted on the board and it
should be inserted in the case. First remove the nut on the ear-
piece socket and monoeuvre the socket so that the screw section
passes through the hole in the side of the case. Screwthe
retaining nut back on the socket and check that none of the leads
are touching one another. Check that the contacts on the switch
touch one another when the earpiece plug is inserted and that they
do not touch when the plug is removed.

Screw the 8 B. À. screwprovided through the hole in the
centre of the dial and hold it in place with a nut on the other
side. Now remove the screw from the centre of C1 taking care
not to lose the two washers underneath it. Screw the dial, from
outside the case, into C1 as far as it will go. Now replace the
two washers and screw two nuts on top of them until the blades
of the capacitor just begin to be depressed. Tighten the nuts
onto one another without compressing the blades and seal them
in place by soldering them to the screw. Now start unscrewing
the dial. This should compress the blades of the capacitor.
When they are fully compressed loosen the nut behind the dial
and rotate the dial so that the arrow on the case points to
1500 Kc/s. Now tighten the nut again really firmly using pliers
or large tweezers. The capacitor and dial assembly is shown
in fig. 5.

The receiver is now complete and an Ever-Ready PP5
battery or equivalent should be fitted and the earpiece plugged
in. Tune to the high frequency end of the band, that is with the
dial screwed right in towards the case, and twist the wires of
Cw together until a rushing noise is heard. Now untwist them
slightly so that the rushing just stops. It should be possible
to receive stations by tuning across the band. Cw may be
adjusted slightly for best performance and then bent over so
that the lid can be fitted.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd.,
(9 Histon Road,
Cambridge.
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A fantastic development in
micro-miniaturisation
Just look at che remarkable specilication of

this fatest Sinclair micro-electronic design
and then look at its size—15" x 1°, x 5.

He

is almost unbelievable that a set with these

tested and proven standards of performance

can be contained within a case considerably

smaller than a matchbox. Yet it gives superb
results from stations all over the medium
waveband vÂth a power and sensitivity placing

it years ahead of anything even the Japanese
have produced. This is a professionally styled
set brilliantly designed by the Sinclair research

team to incorporate all the important circuit
features of a de-luxe receiver. You will find

building che Micro-Six the most absorbing

experience you have ever had in electronics
So send for your Micro-Six today, and you will

have for your pride and pleasure the smallest

and most efficient receiver of its kind in the

À teaspoonful of power!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICGATION

Two stages of RF amp n with double diode
detector followed by three stages of audio amplification.
The application of negative feeds all AF. stages
en ear amplfication, while amplified A.G C

applied to the first R.F stage
distant stations such as mbourg. Sensitivity 15

actually superior to that of conventional
larger. The M

world.

SINCLAIR GUARANTEE
Should you not be completely satisfivd
with your purchase (although we are con
fident that you will be delighted) the full
purchase price will be refunded instant!y

and without question.
separation
stations
switches on avto-
matically when che
high-impedance
featherweight

exrpiece 15

plopged into
the specially

SIX-STAGE SENSITIVITY

BETTER THAN MANY SUPERHETS..."UNIQUE CIRCUITRY GIVESa IMMENSE POWER AND QUALITY

PLAYS IN ANY CAR, TRAIN, » Ci

BUS, PLANE + MORE SINCLAIR DESIGNS ON NEXT PAGE

Me” SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD
SELF-CONTAINED AERIAL 69 HISTON ROAD CAMBRIDGE

CHASSIS VIEW ai avps AND BATTERIES
GREATLY ENLARGED V4 y

A + RAD ONSTRUL TON remet

ONLY 15° x Ph0" * "2"

ALL YOU NEED TO BUILD THIS
AMAZING RECEIVER

All parts necessary to build this wonderful
receiver, including MA scors, diodes,

o-miniature compone

YPE ZMIN2—EACH 1/11

bosré, special territe-rod

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL
SINCLAIK CUSTOMERS

jo SIMCLAIR RADSONICS LTD. 59 MISTON HOMO, CAMBRIDGE

Pionve sand parts for Duitdion à mocsirerta) 004
Mañisey Cats Vyne EMIIE a1 144 ouch ter =hih 1

sw

VRAIRTS
DT HR [114105

SINCLAIR MICRO-6
SIX STAGE RECEIVER
Now over 9,000 built and in use in
all parts of the world
Have you built yours yet ?

THE SINCLAIR MICRO4 continues enchallonged ns che

weicits UNDER ! er

runeS Over MW.”,PAYS in ass, BUSES, TRAINS

both as an intriguing design te build, and à mose practical var SZ BAnOSPREAD TÜNING FOR EAST

SINCLAIR TR750 POWER AMPLIFIER | tite
—e ES 1

most

a single even

THE TRIO Gr
way

built)
vanne

ppanismTA iepresse 116Famanon mencunt, p/Bat emat<sse 1/11

UNIQUE SINCLAIR

Guarranter
7

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD
COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone COMBERTON 682
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2 PTT OS IR CUIR: M 0 mn.

POCKET WITH THE sindeir LCro
VAIO a THE WORLD'S SMALLEST AND MOST EFFICIENT

pe

À AN ALL-BRITISH DESIGN |;

À WEIGHS LESS THAN 1 oz Ÿ

À ANYONE CAN BUILD IT IN | N
A SINGLE EVENING _

À WITH BANDSPREAD TUNING FOR
EASY RECEPTION OF LUXEMBOURG

When you have built your Micro-6, slip it into your pocket
ar on your wrist by means of che special “Transeista” scrap
available, No matter where you take your Micra-6 you will
be stapgerwd by its performance. In face it will be so powerful
ind dérendable, 7ou vil fd roursell using and enjoring Si NCLAI RMt mare and more each day. After dark, as you tune by — the world's smallest Radio
means of tbe unique vernier-cype control. stations simply|AI porte ieciusine
pour in from all over Europe, and with bandspread tuning|Space inriractions “ spa
ac che high frequency end of che medium vaveband Cie SRE Né1s x 9/10" x À

Dompantes everyariure--indoorsRadvurciecùr, ben,

Craie
rbaraver Fos

L'uxembourg comes in like à local station, THE SINCLAIR 3 incue poaruaEatie oomures do acer ne
MICRO-6 15 À GREAT TRIUMPH OF BRITISH L sovaraet

aperacine

is 4 svvait “chat you can vear our
DESIGNING FAR AHEAD OF ANYTHING PRO- 5 COVERS MW. BAND et racine Meteréréguaner EeeDUCED IN JAPAN. USA, GERMANY OR ANY- = aiEsrembqure Continental” and oiber veations,  Untering ie br means À
WHERE ELSE. IT MEASURES ONLY 1%/,x 13/19 x in: Ce Tiphernig hipqualiey rérgieee providré (except chan pou vaneda veeea, Re Sete T6 SnVIEN Marge oisvecol fume=for ae icro-6 ve … 1 0Z. COMPLETE WITH

, MIÈRO4 AND HAVE 1T WORKINGINÀ SINGIPEAUE SELF-CONTAINED AERIAL including ar0eCA
AND BATTERIES Maliory Mercury Cell Trpe ZM.312 2 required) —{/11 eu.

FOR SPORTS

SINCLAIR TR750
POWER AMPLIFIER
MAKES A caRADIO OF YOUR MICRO-6

resmomse | 148 from 19 ce 20,000 cin. Trandermariass œut-pureTs irrètes for ABEV input Gate AAC, vire tarder 13-355Sparties tram

Mestre 20/6 et14 = - AG
Suepiseut mb plug bac cenmeniee te écrat on Vente

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, 69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE. Telephone 53965

COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: COMBERTON 482

MICRO

THE SMALLESTSET
SINCLAIR MICRO-6
SIX STAGE RECEIVER

Over 8,000 built and in use in
all parts of the world

THE SINCLAIR MICRO-4 continues

Acta. size

fr Phx"
werchs UNDER # oz

TuxES over Mw.
.

PLAYS IN CARS, BUSES, TRAINS
# 1eView ; °

se 98.” The iicrad cannot be doc bigbiy recommended,
both sine Pot RUN Gosse où QUÉ cad à quest peactieal BAMOSPREAD TUNING FOR EASY

radio to ue. RECEPTION OF LUXEMBOURG

Easily buitt in
SINCLAIR TR750 POWER AMPLIFIER|«

«
single eveningES Designed specially for use

K with the Sinclair Micro-6

4/6
uanemeraces x FIGMr vertmaciosy rascuer 1rennes 1/81

Hanty pois ef 6 cuite 10/6

sclair UNIQUE SINCLAIR GUAR:ANTEE
mie amconéicone! guasrances ephlies bo crerpthitg pou buy free Sactesr

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD
COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone COMBERTON 682 À FULL SERVICE FACILITIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS

comptepacisfd veith peur Qurcbare (we are Cufident p4v mail be
our fin; burchorse prien mil be refoniies inuzanciy nd wiitrant questine

31]



PLTINS
w BUILD À SET TO WEAR

LIKE À WRIST WATCH
The unbelievably small size and fantastic power of the
Micro-é make ie possible to wear chis set like an ordinary

s we now introduce our specialsed nylon strap. The Micro4 can be
WEIGHS attached to it instantiy and removed whenever required.
LESS This opens still further new and some oaches to

THAN
radio listening and ensures your obtai es such
as you have never known before from any radio recaiver

AN You can build che Micro andbaOUNCE space of a single evening, and
using your set out of doors youJuil Indes bave di

tomarrow today. Tunes over entire medium
with bandspread at H.F. end for good separation.

AG Circuit comprises two stagesJe ; 1 of R.F. amplification, double-

sens | [mens diode detector and high-gain
ame.== 3-sage A.F. amplifier. Powerdes fui AGC. ensures fade

ee reception from distant
size

fr €

6-STAGE CIRCUITRY

GIVES POWER AND

SELECTIVITY
ÉBAVa)

sPonrs
EVENTS

SINCLAIR

MICRO-6
THE SMALLEST S
IN THE WORLD

MALLORY 6-CELL
PACK OFFER

TRAVELUNG

qu.
chacss far more adaptable to vour caqué

Lee nai m pormietiog a much vider
degree of experimentatron

ECONOMY

SINCLAIR DESIGNS ARE ALL-BRITISH Aii Dreveràparts

2%

S$

a
SAFETY

MATCH

|
AVERAGE

48

CONTENTS

7x

the world’s smallest radio
YOU CAN BUILD IT IN AN EVENING

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
THE SINCLAIR MICRO-6 uses Micro -Alloy Tronsistors
(MATs) in a completely new circuit comprising six stages

Two stages of R.F amplification are followed by an efficient

double-diode detector which drives à high gain three stage
AF, amplifier, Powerful A.G.C. is applied co the fisc RF
stage to ensure fade-free reception of che most distant station,
and tuning covers the entire medium waveband. This is

widened out at the high frequency end ta 9

Continental » e
earpiece socket were both specially

This socket incof porates à switch which operates automar
on inserting the earpiece plug, ané switches off when the plug

is withérawn. Listening is dy means of the high-impedance
ligheweighe carpiece provided. Quality of

outstandingly gB06, Instructions for buildi
à new standard of clarity and simplicity
masterpiece of technical illustration and th

the information you require.

“ÆCHASSISTs > ‘
/COST NEW

*« #  ACTUAL SIZE
PROFESSIONALLY STYLED IN EVERY DETAIL

diagrams are à

contæns all

|ju SINCLAR
RADIOS LTD."nasend gares dcr bailding

FULL SENVICE FACILITIFS AVAILABLE TO AU
SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD
69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

1 you de nec eh te € ‘9, prtance mention RCA vtr

NEWS
No. 3 JUNE, 1964

‘
enormous interest in the Micro-6, we|Micro-6 has two high gain of RF lifica-

at Sinclair Radionics have been devoting much of our tion, à double diode éstocior madthéoé stuntCAE.
which amplification. Thus we have used exactly the same

TR.750 power romeo ypfycn;aniel voler ignore pes lg6 transistor superhets.
low-priced high performance design has, of course, yearseue 1040 0 Nucumee veus panels

to construct
The latest Micro-6 accessory is just as exciting! We because we don't have to pack them so closely
have designed and produced an clegant nylon wrist=together. If you would like more details just send
strap which clips straight on to the Micro-6, converting||/ for our booklet on the Micro-6 which gives the

QEinto à wrist radio—the first of its kind in the worid! complete circuit diagram und technical description.
The earpiece lead may then be run up the siceve and= radio listened to without any trailing jan BRITISH BEATS THE WORLD!
decicod, but ia une die rai auscisd and the au We recently launched an export drive for all our
cannot come loose. lt will add immensely to the products. We have already received enquiries for the
pleasure and usefuiness of your Micro-6, particulariy eeeESSwhen out of doors. agents throughout the world. One well-known

company ItheUS A. has ordered 1,000 TR.750 amp-
THE MICRO-6 CIRCUIT lifiers and 1 icro-Amplifiers. Naturally, we are

particularly os by this as the orders were obtained
Many readers may be curious to know how we in the face of very tough Japanese competition.
achieve the high performance we claim for the
Micro-6 in « set of such minute dimensions. That

our claims are genuine is, of course, proved by the
countless constructors’ letters we receive, more of
which we give below, but you may like to Lo—>about the design. The circuit is a
one based on our micro-alloy transistors (MAT).
These transistors have higher gains than any other
types at low voltage levels and, as they are also very
small, are ideal for miniaturised equipment. The

From our Postbag
SSP, MA, MIEL, from Hampion, Middiesex,
writes: “Thank you for the two Micro-6 kits. | have

just completed assembly of one of these, and should
like to say how satisfied [ am. Neither in design nor
performance is it in any sense à compromise.

JA, Warton, near Carnforth, Lancs, tells us" have
just built the Sinclar Micro-6 with quite remarkable
results in an area where MW. reception is notonously.
W.A.S., Beaconsfield, Bucks., writes: “| have made up
two Micro-6 units and am delighted with the perform-
ance reproduction is excellent.”



The
Worlid’s
Smallest
Radio

AG.c.Free

When pou have built your Micro, you

Miad ie à conctant companion

WEIGHS LESS THAN
ONE OUNCE COMPLETE

IN CASE WITH TWO
MALLORY CELLS !

BUILDIT >>
IN AN EVENING! Te

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, 69 HISTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE. Telephone 53965

OUMMER DAYS

Masterpieces
TRANSISTORISED DESIGNS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

WEAR IT LIKE
A WRIST WATCH

JUNRE
SINCLAIR

MICRO-6
SIX-STAGE POCKET RECEIVER

The smallest set in the world !
Easily built in an evening !

NEO SINCLAIR MICRO contiquesTHE (00: BRITISH DESIGNES | MICRO continuesathe word
caryErorothing eucopt, che

amact, mimete white, gold and

PEAU AAhe moi @ wucns vnven 1 oz

EEE tone © sakD SPALAO TUNING JON KASY MÉCEPTION FROM

ee @ Vesniin-TYPE TUNING OVER MEDIUM WAVE BAND

vours CHOICE OV MANY STATIONS

Leaet praciient radis au @ BATTERIES
AND FEANITE ROD ALMIAL CONTAINEO

A.G.C. SIX-STAGE POWER cities
ie

uote

EE a
à _ AND SELECTIVITY eand RF. The Micro-6 uves vly cire sero-Alloy

Kedpe pèse 0 5 /6
16rcfist JT] Tôje

Ast A.F. 2nd AFF. 3ed A.F.
Amp. Amp. aa serial end

Hague ciny case

P.W.M. AMPLIFIERS
MICRO-RECEIVERS

MICRO-DESIEGNS

Every constructor should build it
THE SMALLEST RADIO SET
IN THE WORLD

that is, if you can see it from there .. . !
What is #1? ts a radio—a real honest to goodness station-getting

six stage British set so smail that not even the Japanese, Americans
or Germans have got anywhere near it. A gimmick did vou say?
Indecd not! If you're technical, you”Il see on the pages which
follow how this cute little Micro-6 works. Al L can tell you is

that it's loud, it's clear and there seems no end to the stations
you can tune in. You have to build it yourself of course, but they
say that's half the fun. This one was given to me . . .

lovely present for someone, docsn’t it?

It’s the SINGLAIR MICRO-6
—the smallest set on earth!

A BRITISH
PRODUCT

RUESmakes a

@ SIZE 14/5" x l3/40® x */2

@ WEIGHS LESS THAN | oz.
INCLUDING SELF.CONTAINED AERIAL & BA Res ACTUAL

@ YOU CAN BUILD IT IN AN EVENING “ZE

Technical details and more Sinclair
designs on next pages

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE 2525005
Now ox to next pages
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Other Sinclair Transistor PRCEIE

Designs for you to build
SINCLAIR X-10 COMBINED 10 WATT HI-FI AMPLIFIER THE WORLD’S SMALLEST
AND PRE-AMP
The mout advanced amplifier of its type in the world. Uses 11 transistorsDeee Se Lare TRANSISTOR RADIO

r
input can be =

E *

mormal use. Manual available, price 1/-,

Set of parts for building Æ5 1

Ready built end tested LG 1
X-10 Power Pack - 221

“ SLIMLINE “ RECEIVER
Site 2.15/16° x 1.41/16° x ve this is « simpler, but highly efficient
recoiver. Tunes over the medium wave-band. end has sall-contained
ferrite-rod aerial and space to take standard PPS battery. Switches on
by inserting plug of featherweight serpiece provided. Royal blue cas,
trimmed gold. Parts and inttructions come to 49/6
MICRO-INJECTOR
Generatus a signal atps frequency fram | Ke/s to 30 Mc/s for injection

By this means the location of any faultES of its kind you can
3 site 3/10" 4 Vas lus probe. Tales standard 64.

battery. Parts and instructions coma to
5 € 27/6

Built and tested 12/6

MICRO AMPLIFIER
Smaller than à 3d. piece. Power gain 6048. (

qupech rond band R.F. empior. Wil ven de
or low-ostput pickups, microphones, etc. With intructions, applica
data iacluding how to make an FM. Transmitier and all parts 28/6
BOOKS FOR CONSTRUCTORS
72 forted circuits uuieg Micro-AlloyTropasors 5/5.
Tested short-wave Receivers using MAT: 5/6.
Tested, Superhot Cireuits for short wave and Communication Recoivers
vsing MA. 8/6.

ALL THREE BOOKS TOGETHER — 16/6.

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE TECGHNIGAL DETAILS, ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONSDe AND OPERATING NOTESam (2)00 amas

SINCLAIR MICRO -6 TECHNICAL DETAILS

The Sinclair Micro-6 in the worid's emallest transistor radio requiting ne mal

asrial or earth. Although the sise is only 1.4/8" x 13/10" x 1/2° 8 has à sit stage
ving « performance comparable to that of à aix tramistor suparket.

The cireuit diagram of the recsiver is shown in Fig. 3. The RF. signal, picked up
by LI and selected by LI and TCH, is amplified by Tr! and Tr2 prior ta detection. The

gain of Tri and the selectivity of 1he receiver are both increased considerably by CW
a vemi-variable capacitor formed by fwisting two pieces of insulated wira together. CW
increases the gain by praviding positive fwadback or regeneration from the output of

Tr! te the tuned circuit. The level of the reganer automatically controlled by the
A.G.C. circuit

The RF. output from Tr2 is coupled to the double diode detector, Di and D2, by

C4. The output fram the datector consists of three parts; an unwanted residual RLF.

/ ,

Ÿ signal which is removed by CI, a de voltage which is proportional to the signal
, strength and wbich controls the collector current and #hus the gaïn of Tr} and thirdly

the A.F. signal which is fed to the base of Tri. This A.F. signal is then amplified in

turn by Tri, Tr2 and Tr3.

The reason for the high sensitivity of the Micro-6 is the fact that both Tri and Tr2

are reflezed, that is to say they amplify succenively both at R£. and A.F. Because of
the very careful design the quality of reproduction is extremely good and the sensitivity

compares very faveurably with sois many times av large. The very low current
consumption and low battery voltage are made possible by the use of Micro-Alloy

ACTUAL SIZE tranistors.

COMPONENTS PRICE LIST —e——TCI 52 mé =1E
RI to R9 at 6d. each
CI, C3, and C5 at |/- each
C2

FIG.3 SINCLAIR MICRO-SIX CIRCUIT DIAGRAMTR3
Di and D2 1/6 each

NOTICE

All the components for the Micro-6 are tested bofora despatch but if
jou consider that any of them are faulty we will replace them immediately

Larot charge € you rotor ten fo du require Snaiaarod edras!
envelope.

The Micro-6 should work perfectly when comploted. If it doos not,
you may have d jed one or more of the components or your assembly
maybe incorrect. EeeEE we can
service it for jpfor a fixed charge of 15/-

Total Cost 59/6 Just send the set together with earpioco and batteries to us with cash,
postal order or cheque for 15/- taking caro to pack the set so that it
cannot bo damaged in the post. |f the fault is a very minor one your

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED, COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE 15/- will be returned to you with the sot put right.

LI
Printed Circuit Board
Earpiece and Plug
Socket
Case with trim
Dial and spindle assembly

tre
Instructions |
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Ts TES

minute,= veinstructions ox. be components spoci p
should be used and a miniature soldering iron, such as the Antex 15 Watt Da;
model with a smail bit, is dosirable. You will also require some thin flux

Ëcored solder and a pair of side cutters or nail clippers. À small pair of snpliers or twoozers

will
also be useful. nESSTORS

Bofore starting construction ensure that you have all the following
components. The diagrams will help you idontify them.

RiI- 22K TCI Tuning capacitor|Tr! MATIO) (red top)
R2 22K CI OImF, 3Vw Tr2 MATIO

re æ

mac | ances

R3 4K C2 SmFolec,25Vw [y pearreed'nie no
R4 ik C3 O.1mF,3Vw Printed circuit board
Rs 100K C4  250pFPolystyrene Crystal earpiece and socket
Ré 47K C5 OIimF, 3Vw Caso and dial
R7 47K Cb 1,000pF, disc 4 inches each of single stran-
R8 68K Di Diode ded and multi-stranded wire.
Re —220K D2 Dicde Washer and nut. Labels

Wipe the copper side of the printed circuit board to ensure fresdom 7 ansyiareo ven Kfrom grease and dirt. = phao Te|The positions of all the are shown in Fig, 2 and details are AT Vac and CC
clerifiedàfige, 2a ta 26.14eponte0buid the sot from these diagrams

3 = Î [
alone but please read all the instructions before starting assembly. “ f esAll tho components are mounted on the opposite side of the board to xd ee nethe copper and in the following order :— + » [Ju —toen
TCI, CI, RS, C3, R2, R3, RI, R4, R8, R9, R7, TRI, C6, TR2, C2, CS, fs e60" 2arecsTR3, Ré, D2, Di, C4, battery clips, earphone socket, CW, LI. Se —MTnantisros céaos SalMis important that all the components used to build this set d+-0ens vuots

à

ano wire
La alnteder >rmire to the board as possible. The leads must be pou CRE a;2 COMPONENT LAVOUT
ci to within about 1/32” from the board and thon soldered. The FIG 2b CARPHONE SOCKET ASSEMBLYse not protrude from the board more than absolutely necessary. AND BATTEAY CLIPS

and the joint made quickly with the iron atfolheat The transistors can be damaged by excess sois
heat and it is wise to grip the transistor lead ) ENsoldored with tweezers or pliers to act es a hoat BR in Fig. 2e.
sink. |+ is not essential to hold the soider to the eXS suce STAGE | STAGE 2 STAGE 3joint in the case of the transistors as the leads are sig. 2e 5HOV1N6 ATTINO ngold plated. Ré, RS, Me, 402 RE and Ce soaeucet / / SoES

00e )'uucéen ( 01) "ataus"( our)eeeCASE AND DIAL
\ ‘ / 5

A
Fix the labels provided to the case and dial so that thoy appear as I nesshown in the photograph. The labels are self adhesive and care is needed éspsaneattaching them, Should you damage them we will be pleased to AEE CR Tante0€send you froe roplacements if you send a stamped, addresed envelope C6 15 ATED 1 Ts sanawith a note of what you require. UT MAY NELO SOME INSULATION REMOVING.

Remove any insulation from the leads of CI, C3 and C5 as shown

D1, D2, C4
The

FIG dé SHOWING FITTING OF
DIONFS Di ané 02, AND CAPACITOR C4

TRANSISTORS
Bend the transistor leads so that they can be assembled onto the

board as shown in Figs. 2 and 2f. Clip of the leads after mounting and
keep them as two are required to make the battery clips. Remember tosut the solder joints quickly and to use a heat sink if possible to avoid
damaging the transistors.

Tet and Yes Tr2

mestueves senDer ndine 7 sad en22 som |
4

( Pa<<
ec à tes>= Cuir cr PAsnSOCDER

FIG 2{ SMOWING FITTING OF
TRANSISTORS Tr 1, Tr2 an Tr3

TUNING CAPACITOR—TCI
TCI, the tuning capacitor, must lie flat on the board as shown in Fig

2. The eyelet and the bush profrude slightly into holes provided on the
board. + may be necessary to bend the leads slightly so that coincide
with the copper on the board to which they must be soldered. The leads.
Shan

Che
teletat not'affent arte fee A7 from tbe Board nd dealbe soidered as in Fig. 2a.

FERRITE ROD AERIAL—LI
Mount LI onto the board as shown in Fig. 2 and then fix it te the

board carofully with clear cellotape so that it cannot move. !f wished,
the aerial may further bo gluod to the board for oxtra security.

cw
For CW use two pieces of the single stranded, plastic insulated wire

just over 17 %a'tenoit." Bare ces'esid'ef ecr aout ste 08e ition asshown in Fig. 2. Ÿ is not necessary fo twist these wires together
stage. The single stranded wiro is only required for CW.
BATTERY rs E 22 ËThe assembly of the ba clips is shown in Figs. 2 and 2b, These

are bent from the frendiatéé ace vu will have 2h The positive

roghpesti 4 on the ams) The.
d (numbered 3) axtonds under the board, v gh the holo ed

2, across and down again through hole 1. The section batwoon | and 2
must be covered with 2” of plastic sleeving takon from the 4” length of
single strand wire. This insulated wiro link holps to keep the batteries in
position. The clips must be solderod very firmly under the board to ensure
sufficient rigidity. They must be cloan at all times. Corrosion or dirt
must be removed by gently filing or scraping.
EARPIECE SOCKET

Soider the earpiece socket to the board using three 4” lengths of the
multi-stranded, plastic insulated wire as shown in Figs 2 and 2b. Be
caroful to join the tags to tho correct holes.

Remove tho nut and washer from the carpiece socket and fit the
entire assembly into the case passing the threaded nock through the hole
on the side, Now replace the washer and nut of the socket on tho outside
of the case and tighten tho screw firmly but carefully.

ASSEMBLY

prets the screw and tes from TCI and ais in piefrom the front of tho case until indie projects through TCI. ce
the paxolin washer and fit the sper/ sped locking washer provided
over this and scrow tho nut ided tightly onto the end of the threaded
spindie. The whole assembly should now ès in Fig. 2a. Theo original

metal washer and scrow from TCI are not required.
BATTERIES FOR THE MICRO6

The Micro-6 uses two Mallory ZM312 (or RM312) mercury cols [those
may be obtained from Boots the Chemists, from your local radio shop
or, in case of difficulty, directly from Sinclair Radionics. They cost
1/11d. each}, Fit tho cells between tho battory clips being very caroful

to insert them the correct way round as shown in Fig. 2. You will probablyneed to bend tho battery clips inwards to ensure that they grip the calls
tightly enough. Make sure tho clips are always clean.

OPERATION
Plug the earpioce into the socket. This automatically switches tho set

on and you now be able to tune in a station or two. Tune to the
high frequency end of fhe band, that is with the dial turned clockwise asfar as it will go, and twist tho wiros of CW tightly together until

you
hear

à rushing or whistling noise. Now untwist thom slightly so that the noise
just stops. CW may be adjusted slightly for best and then
bent over so that tho lid can be fitted, Two lids are ided ; ono inpa and one in clear to give you à choice, Thefi slides into
place from the end of the box.

In areas of strong signal strength the Micro-6 may be used with only
a single ZM312 coll
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DESIGNS THAT ARE YEARS AHEAD

SINCLAIR
RADIONICS LIMITED

Dear Sir,

your money immediately.

always at your disposal.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS 69 HISTON ROAD CAMBRIDGE

Thank you for jour order. A11 the components
you need to build the Micro-6 are enclosed and I hopethat you will enjoy building and using this set as much
as we have enjoyed designing it for you.

If, having looked at the parts and read the
instructions, you think that you will be unable to build
the set, just return everything to us and we will refund
your money once you have built it but the servicefacilities described in the instruction leaflet are
to answer any queries you may have.

Telephone: Cambridge 53068

DIRECTORS C. M. Sincis
A. Travor-Briscoe

Colin Wade

We cannot, of course, refund

We will also be very pleased

Yours faithfully,
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED,

Ad
YC.M.Sinclair.

Managing Director.

VAARRCLINMU
6 STAGES FROM ONLY 3 TRANSISTORS
IN À CIRCUIT THAT ONLY UNIQUE M.ATs AND APPLIED RESEARCH MAKE POSSIBLE

[54sr

rage ge fe 0 me T6 sr vilME MICRO -6 83
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE consexron «

PIRE NACAES

components ever
We show here some of the

jaxcoptcasa,di and earpiece) requiredforcase,
che Micro- 6 dravn to sctual size. |

SINCLAIR
TR750

POWER 0ci 108, Ti amp matàportable radio vsed
AMPLIFIER Porae Sais rocaiver er à dû cord

reproducsr wivgiy + puired for stares,

perfect for use There are many acher vaus for cha TAISO wbich
" vedibe for boildieg or rendy ailewith the Micro-6

“Shi i ” au pers titand ‘Slimline
frrtin 22 3M6 nes 451.

UNIQUE SINCLAIR
SINCLAIR MICRO-INJECTOR | SINCLAIR *SLIMLIME* GUARANTEE
Ucisg coco MAT: EXTRA CAST TO SUILO

M you re net compleselr“ ad Hes

vel
contained acte rte —

Besa inte 25 SREnovar Ércu(rrre créas

be deligiieed)cie moon semerquency from + TH 245. Tunes mineur w you
Kcjs co 30 Mois ve che medium rotere aoû =
ve locate fau vuveband. Gronr rourioatan qe por enter Bxélufies always
auciediog probe. en AYAILABLETOAi parts wich a inchoding royol blue av CuiromunsFree = mers = 4/6|remecrsES SS ST 0e ur me as au ue au a an us us a 00 Cesea0{ TO SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE. Combertond@ |;

t Please send iterns detailed beiow € ‘ ui I
i Le i
1 | nopness è
1 | I
i TOTAL € | Î

Far mich | enclase conhichagueimanez orderL==EEen=À
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MI(GROBEMERANDIO

7 TRANSISTOR

TWO-OUTPUT

F.M. UNIT

THE WORLD’S FIRST POCGKET-SIZE

FM TUNER-RECEIVER
@ A.F.C. The SINCLAIR MICRO FM is a high quality FM tuner designed tobe used with hi-fi amplifier or tape recorder and as an independent
© NEEDS NO self-contained pocket FM receiver for personal listening anywhere.

Barely half the size of a packet of 20 cigarettes, the Micro FM is
ALIGNMENT à fully fledged 7 transistor-2 diode superhet circuit incorporating

many unique and original design features to achieve fantastically
@ PULSE COUNTING good standards of performance. Pulse counting detection ensures

better linearity than conventional detection methods, and thereforeDETECTOR better audio quality. Powerful A.F.C. and good sensitivity make
tuning easy. The set’s own telescopic aerial suffices almost every-

@ TUNES FROM where, |n styling, this is the most elegant, most professional looking design
88-108 Mc/s in miniaturised equipment ever made available to constructors, and is one you

will be very proud to possess. YET WITH ALL'THESE WONDERFUL
@ À GUARANTEED FEATURES, THE SINCLAIR MICRO FM COSTS POUNDS

LESS AND OFFERS ADVANTAGES NOT FOUND IN ANY
SINCLAIR DESIGN OTHER F.M. TUNER.

SUPPLY VOLTAGE—9V from self-
contained standard bactery

CONSUMPTION—S5mA
SENSITIVITY—Typicaliy 3 microvolts

AUDIO OUTPUT—300-MY ac )

» TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Seven transistor, tw
T telescopic aeria

plifier foilowee dy elf-osc
++

+

F. dispenses with the need for from 28 strié
rt. À three stag amplifier am + HIGH LEVEL AUDIO OUTPUT

mir roduce à square IV peak
wave of his fed into the * AUDIO RESPONSE—IO zo 20,000 c/s
puise counting and converted + {dB
to uniform pu € average output from * TUNING RANGE—875 co 108 Mc/s

SIZE which is directly rctional to the signal % SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO—306B
frequency, so t € original modulation at 30 microvoits
is reproduced exacciy. The signal is fed to the
audio output socket for use with an amplifier THE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS for
or recorder and also the recciver’s own audio building the SINCLAIR MICRO FM including
amplifying stage for the Micro FM to be used extending acrial, 7 transistors, case, tuning;

as an independent self-contained recciver. dial, name une front
Should you not b letel fi A.F.C. makes tuning simple. THE SINCLAIR panel, lightweighe ear-n neaus MICRO FM is housed in a neat plastic case piece, plugs and sockets

° °
with your purchase when you receiveGUARANTEE it from us, your money will 164 Estunded faced by an elegant front panel of brushed and instructions cost

and polished aluminium with spun aluminium onlyin full and at once without question, 5

, tuning dial to match.

15” ”, 3"215 x 1 x

Sinclair
Micro FM

specificationquestion, this must be the
;

lechnical
able frequency modulated 3 pransis

init in the world. The unique !

ris7transistor fm. super

The worlds :

only coucombined... Pulse counting discrim-
tion thus assures better audio bes ble audio 7 Trantiatoe coatised IN cace recdveef. m. tuner which in so scasitive Mat ii Quality pecsamanherte- - in ll but thepoor-  Tetescopi ovided.sulficient for metrens Geste

itsowmtelescopie good rec in all bat the worst
and pocket d'a an De oi ra ccfor-amplilier. t t Audio response 10-20.004 dB

receiver M Sigeeal 16 noise ratie !

‘ cu r « al AI PES!

containe tuliy designed Sensitivies ” crovoi

e oUe han Packet NÉ IEN Power source sel-contained standard
Micro FM is profes- vv

hrushed and
sanel and



SINCLAIR MICROMATIG
6 STAGE TRANSISTOR RECEIVER

There could not be a better time than NOW to enjoy using the
Sinclair Micromatic. The performance of this British designed
and made 6-stage transistor set is fantastic. Ic assures reception
from stations all round the dial and all round the clock with
unsurpassed power and clarity, thanks to the new circuitry
which this set incorporates. It plays virtually anywhere, indoors
and out and you can enjoy your listening without ever disturbing
the privacy of others nearby. You will particularly like the fine
appearance of the Micromatic—it is completely professional
inside and out and you can build it for yourself or buy it complete
ready to play at once. The Sinclair Micromatic carries a 5 year
guarantee.

minonanie uit

Technical description PACKch curpece,

Pen Micpet amer cotdraie der

| Please send NAME ss
Guarantee l

ADDRESS
!

be completely
Î ï

purchase
Se vour money =

9 full nù once anû aTivhout question. Lu ee 1 n 00)
NEW FROM SINGCLAIR

ACTUAL SIZE

PEUR TTL
PUTUPET ET
Ré ait de gétiltLeTaVSPILE ETPatCTreTe
PRIT ET LE
LaésPA)PEUT
Par

NULLTTPART US

Guarantee

AVATLAGLE TO SINECAIR
Eustomens

Fmeene
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED be

22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBAIOGETelephone: OCA

es

JW orld's
smalle
radio

Here is a brand new design from an organisation
world famous for its production of micro electronic
equipment for the constructor. This new sec, «

SINCLAIR MICROMATIC reaches fantast
standards of pe
new circuitry with new elegar
professionally right in every de

build it yourself or buy ic ri

perfect personal radio, ready Lo serve wherever
and whenever required. Reception from a wide

rmance. In (c, we hav

cells type

range of stationsisassured with e € selectivity const
and quality. The MICROMATIC is will be Dii marked in K

proud to be seen using—and ‘t makes an excellent
gifs too

Complete Kit inc. Case, Transistors
csepice, and insuracuions 59'6

TSaNCLAIA RADIONICS LTD, 72 KEWMARKET ROAD, CAMERIDGE =

818



SINCLAIR MICROMATIC
the world's most successful miniature radio
Considerably smaller than an ordinary box of matches, this
is a multi-stage A.M. receiver meticulously designed to
provide remarkable standards of selectivity, power and
quality. Powerful A.G.C. is incorporated to counteract
fading from distant stations: bandspread at higher
frequencies makes reception of Radio 1 easy at all times.
Vernier type tuning plus the directional properties of the
self-contained special ferrite rod aerial makes station
separation much easier than with many larger sets. The
plug-in magnetic earpiece which matches exactly with the
output provides wonderful standards of reproduction.
Everything including the batteries is contained within the
attractively designed case. Whether you build your
Micromatic or buy it ready built and tested, you will find it

as easy to take with you as your wristwatch, and depend-
able under the severest listening conditions.

USE THIS COUPON FOR MICROMATIC AND Q.16 ORDERS

Specifications
si

1h" x
1° (46x33<13mm)

Weight incl. batteries:
1 0z. (28-35gm) approx
Tuning:

pue wave band with bandspread at higher frequency
end.
Earpiece.
Magnetic type
Case:
Black plastic with anodized aluminium front panel, spun
aluminium dial.

Complete kit incl. earpiece, case,
soider and instructions in fitted
pack.

Plus 11d. P.T. surcharge

Ready built. tested and guaran-
teed, with earpiece

Plus 1/1d. P.T. surcharge
Mallory Mercury Cell RM675 (2 required) each 2/9d. +

———=s

— SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED, 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRID
Ph ndcase se:

NAME

| ADDRESS

For which ! enclose cesh{cheque/money
order.

=] snd=air
| SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD.

es | 22 NEWMARKET ROAD

=} CAMBRIDGE Tel : 0223 52731

The world's smallest radio
This fantastic little British pocket receiver
is available in kit form to build for your-
self or ready built, tested and guaranteed
Its range and selectivity must be exper-
tenced to be believed; its power and

quality everything you could want. The
Micromatic tunes over the medium wave

band and has A.G.C. to counteract
fading from distant stations. Bandpass
tuning makes reception of Radio 1

easier; in fact, you will find your
Micromatic performing where other sets
cannot be heard at all. The neat black

case with aluminium front panel and
tuning control give the Micromatic

elegantly modern appearance.

© High quality mag-
netic earpiece

@ Choice of many
stations

© Plays anywhere

Kit in fitted

solder and instructions.

Built, test-
ed and
guaranteed.

Mallory Mercury Cells
RM. 675 (2 regrd) each
2/9

Z19



Actual Sice

© caummaito siow-moTioN
ma

© SANDSPREAD AND A 6.C.

© Tuners OvEN uw
© FANTASTIC POWER. SELECT

SWiTY AND QUALITÉ

@ Guanantiio à vas

Guarantee

question, FUI mAvICE F

IUTIES AVAILABLE TO ALL

PURCHASERS.

p-

with the world's smallest radio
To the fantastically small size of the Sinclair Micromatic must be added its
brilliant performance. This British made set assures you at all times of choice
of B.B.C. and many other stations in the medium waveband. After dusk, even
more stations come in all around the dial with amazing power and exceltent

lity. Vernier type tuning takes full advantage of the set's selactivity. This
kable se i good listening no matter where you are—indoors.

bus, train—everywhere. The Sinclair Micromatic brings à refreshingly
new approach to personal listening and for its size, appearance. price and
performance, thore is nothing to equal it anywhere in the world

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
6-stage receivs having two FLF_ sta

OF THE SINCLAIR MICROMA
à double diode de

. € output from w# powerful thres stage A.F. amp
into a spacially matched high
MICROMATIC has its

vernier type tuning over
fading from distant stat
x sin. is faced wit
outstanding etepance,
Available 25 kit in
instructions and sobder

————— ee vu ve vu vo vere0 00A SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. 22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE

Piense sond‘
!

ï
!
!

!-

tity lightweight carpiece. The
built-in fermie rod aoral and uses

1e medium wave band. A.G.C, counteracts
The beautifuify styled case, size 14/4 x 1" 10

o

an artist desigaes alunsmum front panel of

with aluminium tuning dial to match
‘see-for-yoursel”” fitted pack. with esrpiece.

ar built and ready for use,

NAME
ADDRESS

Kit as described

SINCLAIR

MICROMATIC
the world's smallest radio set

BY BUYING
THE

COMPLETE
KIT

4
BY BUYING À

READY BUILT
E

Originally 59/6 com
ith  aarpiece,

instructions
the Micro-

matic Kit now costs

©

ested
guaranteed

lete now c

FOR IMMÉDIATE
DELIVERY
Tes long. 144 Mes 5 ether of abus+ cela

1,106 ex

=!|=

UP IN LISTENING QUALITY
With sales and export orders for the Sinclsir Micromatic

have changed over to new production
hods to meet th demand for tha world's

smallest radio sat. V| us to effect dramatic
economies because of the large quantities of materials involved,
At the same time, we have appreciably improved tha sets
quality, We now supply a magnetic esrpiece which matches
parfectiy to the powerful output of the Micromatic. and what
was superb performance before. now sounds better than ever
Now that your Micromatic co
you can afford not only to have one f

as gifts. But be quick. At the new pric:
want the Micromatic. Order yours now.

© PLAYS
ANYWHERE

© FANTASTIC
POWER &

RANGE

© FULLY
GUARANTEED

@ 1, x15/,, 1 5in.

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE WHEN YOU BUY THE KIT

AND BUILD IT YOURSELF =Order form and more Sinclair designs
SEE PAGES 2 AND 3 SINCLAIR ADS

Er2[0)



Sinclair Radionics Limited
London Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ
Telephone St. |ves (04806) 4311

RECQUUAUULOUR
ALD5 OMALLEST RADIO

COMPONENTSPRICELIST
R1 1K 2p
R2 150K 2p
R3 470K 2p
Tel 3—40pF Tuning capacitor 8p
C1 10n, 0.01, 103Z 4p
C2 250pF 4p
c3 47n, 0.047 / SOn, 05Z 4p
C4 1n, 1K 4p
D1 Silicon diode 20p
D2 Silicon diode 20p
Tr1 E5385 25p
Tr2 E5385 25p
L1 Ferrite rod Aerial 25p
L2 Choke , 18p
Printed circuit board 25p
Magnetic earpiece

Z CE
50p

Socket TE 10p
Case with trim 25p
Dial and spindle assembly 10p
Battery clips, wire, locking washer, nut 10p
Solder 5p
Instructions 5p

Total £3.03

KitPrice  £2.48
NOTE 2 BATTERY CLIPS

2 LENGTHS OF WIRE

NUT & WASHER
Loi Vo EUTe208 de8

[Tdi 5

|

SOCKET !

,

| PRINTED
| CIRCUIT

dé1———=s BOARD

RT

R2

R3

Di
[2H

. =A Ca PA C7

Bai



TRANSISTORS
The transistor connections are shown in Fig. 8. Make sure that the
transistors are positioned as shown in Fig. 2, when the leads will
naturally fit into the correct holes.

VIEW OF UNDERSIDE OF

TRANSISTOR/

pe
EEE [IS

Le
EE LR A)—— ÆMITTER

CHOKE L2
Fit L2 as shown in Fig. 9. Do notfit this flush with the board. Leave
plenty of slack in the fine wire lead to allow for adjustment. Always
handle the choke by its thick wire support or this will rotate relative
to the body, breaking the connection.

Spare chokes are available at 3/- each.

EARPIECE SOCKET
This is fitted with contact B, see Fig. 10, through the slot in the board.
Contacts À and C are connected with wire to points À and C on the
board.

BATTERY CLIPS
These are fitted as shown in Fig. 11. First tin the board and clips, then
solder the two together. Nôw place the assembly on the edge of the
table and anchor the assembly by placing a suitable book on it, leaving
room to soider the clips. Holding the clips with the pliers (or tweezers)
soider them to the board, but make sure that they are correctly posi-
tioned before soldering. Great care should be exercised to avoid over-
heating the copper print on the board since this can be caused to peel
away by overheating.

BATTERIES
The Micromatic uses two RM 675 cells, available from most good
chemists and radio shops, or in case of difficulty from Sinclair Radionics
Ltd. They cost 14%p. each or 75p. for six. Fit them between the battery
clips as shown in Fig. 2 making sure they are the correct way round.

OPERATION
Plug in the earpiece and you should be able to hear a station or two
by adjusting the screw in TC1. If so the set is working and can be
fitted into its case.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
With the case flat on its face hold the board upright and fit the socket
into its hole, then rotate the board which will drop into place. This is
shown in Fig. 12.

Remove the screw and washers from TC1, retaining the washers. Screw
the dial assembly in from outside the case and fit the paxolin washer
brass washer, special locking washer and nut. Screw the nut tightly down.
Tune in a local station of known frequency. Remove the circular metal
dial insert, peel off the backing paper and reinsert it in the dial so that
the calibrations are correct.
The set's sensitivity can be adjusted by bending L1 sideways as shown
in Fig. 9. Always bend this by moving the main support wire, do not
touch the ferrite bobbin. As this is bent further from the upright posi-
tion the sensitivity increases, but if bent over too far the set will start
whistling. Do not experiment too much or the support wire will break

NOTICE
All components for the Micromatic are tested before despatch, but if

vou consider any of them are faulty we will replace them free of charge
if you return them to us with a stamped addressed envelope.
The Micromatic should work perfectly when completed and if it does
not you may have damaged some components or your construction may
be wrong. If you cannot cure the fault yourself we can service it for
you at a fixed charge of 75p.
Just return the set to us with earpiece and batteries packed in its original
box together with a cheque or postal order for 75p. Please use the form
supplied with the kit. If the fault is a very minor one we will return your
75p. with the set put right

B4a



TECHNICAL DETAILS
The Sinclair Micromatic is the smallest British transistor radio and
requires no external aerial or earth. Its high performance is obtained
by using the latest high gain silicon planar transistors in a completely
new circuit.
The circuit diagram of the receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The RF signal,
picked up by L1 and selected by L! and TC1, is amplified by TR1.
The gain of this stage is greatly increased by positive feedback from L2
to L1. The axes of L1 and L2 are normally at right angles but L2 can be
bent over to increase the coupling and hence the feedback
The RF output is fed to the double diode detector, D1 and D2, via C2.
The detected signal consists of three parts: an unwanted RF signal
which is removed by C1; a DC voltage proportional -to the signal
strength which is used to control the collector current on TR1 and
hence the gain of TR1, giving A.G.C.; and an a.f. signal which is fed to
the base of TR1. This signal is then amplified, first by TR1 and then
by Tr2.

The Micromatic, although minute, is not at all difficult to build if the
instructions are followed carefully. Read the instructions right through
before starting construction.

CONSTRUCTION
Use only the specified components, In addition you will need a small
soldering iron, such as the.Antex 15w model CN or the Adamin model
15 with a 332" bit, a small pair of sidecutters or nail clippers and a
small pair of pliers or tweezers.
Before starting check the components list to ensure you have all the
necessary components. The diagrams will help you identify them. AIl
the components should be mounted on the opposite side of the board
from the printed copper circuit and in the following order: —

L1, TC1, C1, D1, TR1, R2, C4, Tr2, D2, C3. C2, L2, R3, R1, earphone
socket and battery clips.
The positions of the components are shown in Fig. 2 and clarified in
Figs. 4 to 11.

It is very important that all components, except L2, be mounted as
close to the board as possible. The leads should be clipped to within
about ‘/32°’ from the board and soldered. Do not clip the lead off
flush with the board. The solder must not protrude further from the
board than absolutely necessary.

SOLDERING
Use only the soider supplied with the kit, further packs can be obtained
from us at 5p. each. Never use any additional flux as paste or fluid
fluxes will cause very serious damage to the board, and we regret that
we cannot service sets showing any traces of these fluxes, nor are such
sets covered by our guarantee.
To ensure a good joint the solder should be applied to one side of the
joint to be soidered and the tip of the bit should be applied to the
side of the joint. Leave the iron in contact with the joint long enough
for the solder to melt and flow over the joint but no longer as the
components may be damaged. Do not run the solder down the iron

as the special flux burns away very quickly. Fig. 3. shows the joint
before and after soldering.
Please read the notes on soldering. It is a good idea to get a friend to
show you how if you are not sure.

FERRITE ROD AERIALLi
Glue L1 to the board using a good quality glue such as Bostik 1 and
following the instructions on the glue, make sure you stick it the correct
way round on the correct part of the board, as shown in Fig. 2, and
make certain that the four leads to the aerial are all free. The fixed
aerial is shown in Fig. 4.
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Wait for the glue to dry. Now) using tweezers, thread the four wires
through holes 1, 2, 3 and 4, making sure that you get the correct leads
in the correct holes. Make sure that none of the silver end of the lead is
left on the component side of the board: solder the lead where the
silver section stops, then cut the free ends off.

TUNING CAPACITOR TCI
TC1 must lie flat on the board as shown in Fig. 5. The eyelet and bush
protrude slightly into holes on the board and it may be necessary to
bend the leads slightly so that they fit the holes property. The leads,
when clipped, should not extend more than 1/32" from the board, and
should be soldered as in Fig. 5.

C1, C3, C4
C1 and C3 are marked with their values. C4 may be either of the types
shown in Fig. 6. N.B. 1n= 1000pf=0.001uF.
Make sure the body of the capacitor sits well down on to the board
and not up in the air. This is shown in Fig. 6.

DIODES, RESISTORS AND C2
Bend one lead over close to the component body and mount flush with
the board as shown in Fig. 7.

It is important that the positive lead of the diode be bent over and
that the diode be correctly mounted in position. The positive end of
the diode is marked vellow on those diodes with a blue painted body or
black on those with a clear glass body or yellow on those with a pink
body.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Rd., St. Ives., Huntingdonshire PE17 4HJ
Should it be necessary to return this equipment to us at any time, for
any reason, please fill in this form. Enquiries and orders should be
written on a separate letter. Do not write on the back of the form.
Equipment should, where possible, be packed in the original box, and
returned using the attached label.
If the set has an earpiece and internal battery these should be included
for testing.
We cannot service equipment other than that produced by us, nor‘can
we check customers’ additions to the basic units we supply, unless à
special agreement has been made beforehand.
Please include the appropriate service fee.

Model Name or Number

Date of Purchase For office use only

Your Name and Address Job No.

Date received

Dealers Name and Address Date serviced

Serviced by

Previous Reference Nos. Job No.

Please state your reason for returning this apparatus
to us

Date received

Date serviced

Serviced by

Inspection

Your name Job No.

Your reference

Do not write on this section: the engineer will use it to tell you what the fault was.
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VERSATILE ; WATT
AMPLIFIER WITH
PRE-AMP STAGE

Will produce a perfectly “clean
half-watt of audio power from
very low output sources such as
tape heads, pick-ubs and micro-
phones, Ready built with instruc-
tions and unconditionally guaranteed.
CIRCUITS matched transistors and temper-
ature compensating diode in a transformerless
complementary-symmetry configuration. SINCLAIR
POWER OUTPUT—500mMW  undistorted TR. 5into 15 ohms. ,
SENSITIVITY—O.5mV. /POWER GAIN—80dB (100 million times). 59 5RESPONSE—50 c/s to 20 kc/s +3dB.
SIZE—24” x 145” x #". BUILT AND
POWER REQUIREMENTS—9 volts. TESTED

DRS/DIOBROWMERTAIMIPTATIENER

SINCLAIR TR(50 POWER AMPLIFIER
With built-in
volume
control
and THE TR750 (for building Yourself or available
switch ready built) measures only 2” x 2”. It will provide

: owerful loudspeaker. reproduction from theicro-6 which can then be used as a car radio
or domestic or portable loudspeaker set. The
TR750 also has many other applications such asrecord reproducer, intercom or baby alarm.
The output of 750 milliwatts for feeding into a
standard 25-30 loudspeaker requires only a
lOmV input into 2k@. Frequency response30-20,000 c/s + IdB. Power required—9 to 12

Designed specially for use
with the Sinclair Micro-6

volts.
All parts with / Ready built and /instructions 39 6 tested with 45 patcome to instructions

Ba3



ACTUAL SIZE

: : :, And a NEW Sinclair Power
Amplifier to match the Micro-6

This is a high-quality power amplifier contained within extremely SIZE— 2° x 2° x £"
on dimensions, having suffici output to drive a full-size loud-
SIREE vis more than encugh volume for normal demestierequire.|750 MILLIWATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT

ments. lc includes combined finger-tip operated volume control with|IDEAL FOR USE WITH EITHER THE
on-off switch, and is easily mounted in whichever way is mostconvenient  SINCLAIR MICRO-6 OR SINCLAIR ‘SLIMLINE’
to the user. Together with the Micro-6 it makes an unusual and
thoroughly efficient car radio or portable loudspeaker set. The TR750 MAKES AN EXCELLENT CAR OR

can also be used with the “Slimline”. Other applications will readily PORTABLE LOUDSPEAKER SET
suggest themselves to the keen constructor, ranging from record

Full building and operating instructions are included
players, hi-fi installations and Intercom systems to baby alarms' Per- with parcs for che TR.750, which includes latest type

formance characteristics are brilliant—# watt transformerless output Metal Alloy driver transistor and new Sinclair Se /
with response within |; 1dB from 30 to 20,000 c/s—hi-fi by any standards! ents including, volumecontrol vrich en-off ewiech, 39 Ô
Operating requirements are from Ÿ9 to 12 volts. Input 10mV into and printed circuit board. Total cost comes to

2k ohms for 0.75 watts out at 23-35 ohms. Ready built and tested 45/-

ITS ANOTHER WORLD-BEATING SINCLAIR MICRO-DESIGN
UNIQUE SINCLAIR GUARANTEE ‘To ShcLA RADIONIS LiD_ © méTon rone)

|
CAMBRIDGE

If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase I
(we are confident you will be delighted) your full purchase

!
Please send parts for building Micro-6 Receiver(s) and |

ice
will di dy

wi

;price will be refunded instantly without question
| Mallory Cell(s) Type ZM312 at 1/11 each, also |

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL
{ 7750 Amoifer(s) for which suce à & à I

SINCLAIR CUSTOMERS

If you do not wish to cut coupon from this page, please mention
! NAME

RC.5 when sending us your order on ordinary paper sas
MORE SINCLAIR DESIGNS ON THE NEXT PAGE ! res ASES

Hundreds already in use
Measuring only 2” x 27 and having its own built-in
volume control and on-off switch, the TR750 has a
full 750 milliwatt transformerless output for 10mV

into 10k©2. Frequency response is from 30 to
20,000 c/s within +1dB. This amplifier makes a

powerful car, domestic or portable radio used with
the Micro-6 or Slimline receivers, or a hi-fi record
reproducer used singly or paired for stereo.
There are many other uses for the TR750 which

is available for building or ready built.

fente om 306 v4LS 45/-

SINCLAIR
TR750

POWER
AMPLIFIER

perfect for use
with the Micro-6
and ‘Slimline’

BAG



SINCLAIR TR750 TRANSISTOR POWER AMPLIFIER

ca
toaopt

INPUT

SWITCH

e-vE 612V

ouTPur

TR2 MGT 400Ga

ton

TECHNICAL NOTES
The SINCLAIR TR750 Power

Amplifier which measures only 2”
x 2” x |” was designed for use with
both the SLIMLINE and M'CRO-6
receivers.  Loudspeakers with an

impadance of botwoan 25 and 40
ohms should be used with this
amplifier to obtain best results.

Two |5 chm speakers connected in
series would be very satisfactory

The amplifier is of the direct
couplad typa and, therefore, it is

very economical on components,
This form of coupling also allows

Te design of very compact ampli-
lors.

The signal is emplified by TRI
and is then fed directly into the
base of TR2 from the collector of
TRI. The biassing for TR2 is ob-
tained from the 3.9K resistor which

is connected to negative, this tran-
sistor then draws current and pro-
duces a voltage across R3. This
voltage is in turn fed back through
R2 and RVI to the base of TRI.
AC decoupling for TRI and TR2
is Everés by C3. Both the sta-
bility and the gain of tho amplifier
are excellent. Its undistorted out-
put of 750 milliwatis for lOmV
in is more than adequate for
comfortable listening.

The TR750 is supplied with a
k plug which fits directly

into the Sinclair Micro-6 or the
Sinclair Slimline. However, the
amplifier is equally suitable for use

as a high quality gramophone
amplifier with either à crystal or a

magnetic pick-up. With a crystal

js -up à 100K ohms resistor may
added in series with the input

THIS AMPLIFIER CAN BE SUPPLIED READY BUILT FOR 45/-.

simnce=air
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone : Comberton 682
AM M24i0 mes

PRICE éd.

snceir

TR750
TRANSISTOR

POWER AMPLIFIER

TECHNICAL DETAILS, ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
AND OPERATING NOTES

SINGLAIR TR750 POWER AMPLIFIER rec | vawe

INSTRUCTIONS RI 39k |ORANGE

The TR750, although small, is not at all difficult to build but the
instructions should be followed exactty. ou the components spocifiod

should be used. You will also require some flux corod solder and a pair
of side cutters or neil clippers.

Before starting construction check that you have all the following
components. Fig. 2 will help you to identify them.

Ri 39K 3d Ci O.imfd 1/-; TRI MATI20 7/9
R2 47K 39 C2 iccopF 9d TR2 MGT400 18/-R3 10 ohms 3

=

RVI 5K semi-log C3 125mfd eloctrolytic 1/9  Nuts, bolts and
with e…off switch 5 - Printed Circuit Board 4- instructions 6d

TOTAL COST WITH INSTRUCTIONS 39/6
Wipe the en side of the printed circuit board to ensure freedom

from grease and d
The position ofa the components is shown in Fig. 2 and details are

clarified in Figs. |, 4 & 5. |# is possible to build from those diagrams alone
but please read all the instructions before starting assembly.

Al! the components are mounted on the opposite side of the board
to the copper and in the following order :—
TR2, RVi, CI, C2, C3, Ri, R2, R3, TRI.

All leads must be bent, clipped end soldered, To ensur
the soider should be held against the wire and the copper, an
made quickly with the iron at fuil heat. All component loads should be
cleaned before soidering. TRI can be damaged by excess heat and it is

wise to grip the lead being soidered with a pair of twoezers or pliers to
act as à heat sink. |! is not necessary to hold the solder to the joints in the
case of TR! as the leads are gold plated, In the case of TR2 tho leads
must be bent, and then soldered at the fartkest end from the transistor
[es in Fig. 3}. The bolts holding TR2 also connect the transistor chassis
to the copper feeding the loudspeak

Connect ail leads to copper as in Figs. 3 and 4.
Capacitors C!, C2 and C3 are mounted as in Fig. 4.
The can of C3 îs the negative end. Correct polarity [see Fig. 4)

must be observed.
Resistors RI, R2 and R3 are mounted as in Fig. 4.

VOLUME CONTROL RV1
Fit tags through board and bend on to copper as in Fig. 3 then solder.

MOUNTING THE AMPLIFIER
This can be in whatever position js most cenvenient, it being only

necessary fe ensure access to the combined volume control and on-off
switch. À simple way is to mount the TR750 to the front, top or side up
close to à joining side of the housing, in which latter, a small aperture
should be made, about |” x 4". This allows the volume control to protrude
sufficiently for finger tip oparation,
BATTERIES FOR THE TR750

Any reatonably sized & to 12 voit battery will suffice.

ne joint
the joint

FOR TECHNICAL DETAILS, SEE BACX PAGE.

NO NOTICE SHOULD BE TAKEN CF THIS COLOURes —

eme\+ BROWN—|— BLacK
comes/— RED

# %

DENTIFYING
ca

Check that all battery and other navctions are correct before swilching on

FIG. 4 MOUNTING CI,

FIG. 5 MOUNTINS TRI

FIG. 6 MOUNTING TR2

TR? FITS FLUS< WHEN
CORRECTLY MOUNTED

TO BOARD cn fOLTS
LEAOS  SOINGNo THEIR

FROPER HOLES
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STEREO SIXTY
“PRE-AMP& TONE CONTROL UNIT

 —————————
Notwithstanding the TR 750 amplifier, October 1964 officially begins the
hi-fi amplifier era which was about to become one of the biggest fads of
the electronics lovers' community of the time.

The Sinclair X10 amplifier was one of the first to use the all new
technique of puise widif modutatfos It was an immediate success even
if its appearance was plagued with design and production problems.

This was the beginning of an avalanche of hi-fi products which soon
appeared on the market to satisfy the all new hi- fi craze which shook the
market for years to come. Sinclair products like others (QUAD for example)
not only were technologically advanced but made use of the then
fashionable " s#eerf0r1m7 ” design which commanded a very clean, square
and slim design in all sorts of technological products. British hi-fi systems
were able to get and maintain their share of the market among the more
powerful American and Swiss manufacturers witnessing the
transformation between the valve driven era to the solid state amplifiers.

i7il



A radical
departure from

e Complete with pre-amp

© 11 Transistors
© No heat sink

conventional e 10 watts output
design

# Overall site 2x1
+ Input Sensiciviey 1ov

ja 1KEI

+ Total harmonie discortion
0%

À Frequency response29000 cs 53
+ Speaker impedance 15.1

+ Quiexcent conmemption
7SmA

+ Power requirements 1!
vols

A GUARANTEED
SINCLAIR DESIGN

Please send term detailed bebe
TO SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD.

ALREADY ACCLAIMED THE GREATEST ADVANCE IN YEARS

oxbups and the

«normal use for about 3m

UNIQUE 4TRANSISTOR
OUTPUT STAGE

—— ——————OMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE. Comberton 682

URI DIS TUE TN S TN

VTTERTND

Rs 4 _ ç
SCHEMATICa [esmue.| meccee | [eme 1 [men |

mar | vs |+-f ee Leus N

- P.W.M. is the answer!
The principle of PALM. in brielly asfollows: À square wave of comtantvoitage amplitude and with à fre

: applied co the terminals of the
m0S ÉGNDG Acte ton has à high impodance aithis frequency negligible current

e fous Chraugh the voice coil of the
; socaker inquet signal and ie independent afÉDAG.O ‘a che atrence ot any input signal, 1he tradcier éharnétoniseier oi ‘thethe mark spa output éranustors, Tes the

tortion figures can be incredibly
row.

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE ===-



SIZE—

8x3} x 1°

WEIGHT—4} oz.

+ Ne. of transistors—12

À Rise-fail time—less chan 0.2 micro-seconds

+ Frequency response—20 co 20.000 c/s=1dB.

À Total harmonie distortion 01% at 10 wars
MS.

À Input sensitivity—ImV into 5K ohms

& Signal co noise ratio bercer chan 706B.

À Output into 7.5 ohms—20 watts R.M.S, music
power; 15 watts RMS, continuous; into 15
chms—15 watts R.M.S. music power: 12 watts
RMS. continuous

X-10 P.MW. AMPLIFIER
WHERE LESS POWER IS REQUIRED

Alerts ve 900 fus Ne ppm

20 watt combined

PW.M.
AMPLIFIER

& PRE-AMP
New design—New power!

Here is proof positive of the power and quality that a Sinclair
Pulse Width Modulated Amplifier can give you. The new
X-20 which is complete with integrated pre-amplifier uses
silicon epitaxial planars in the output stage, better than
anything ever before offered to constructors in transistorised

Many other have been
Into this latest Sinclair design. For example, absolute constant
amplitude ls maintained in the output square wave form

irrespective of the extent of the modulation applied. Building =

this amplifier is unusually easy and the results to be obtained
from it are completely rewarding. Unlike many hi-fi
amplifiers, the X-20 has power and power to spare. lt has

superb quality, too, all from a unit measuring only 8} x 4
x t'—dimemions which will inspire constructors to build to
entirely new concepts of design and layout /

étlos >>-— £9.19.6Pocste bei

sncaim SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD,
COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE|Tetsphone: COMBERTON 482

Weighs
only
4j ozs.

THE X-20 MANUAL
0

baionceandvapat
Aracaèle séparateiy 2, pou

127 4

MF 20 warrs RMS.
SIZE: 83 x 35 x1

In kit form or ready built
THE NEW

APPROACH TO BETTER SOUND
With the SINCLAIR X-20, power is no longer a prob-
lem of beat and size, for it requires neither heatsink
nor special ventilation. The X-20 wilt deliver up to 20

» watts RMS. into a 7-8 obms loudspeaker—40 wacts
Ÿ output by U.S.A. standards! With the 3<tage integ-

rated preamplifier an overall frequency response
from 20 to 29,000 c/s well within+1dB from input co
output is achieved. There is also greatly improved

E run.
» Indefinite working life—and it is casier to build and

install than any amplifier you have ever owned. Best
% of all the X-20 costs far less.

The only amplifier in the world to feature

À Requires 3EV due. ne T0OMA

# Add tone and = mes

systeme tar more
“

de inaut sonmaieny—} m4 into SKET

À Sera co noue rave—-beiter

\CLAIR X-20
£7.19.6

viésmes £9.19.6 “200 £4.19.6
ve meules carter

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LrD.,=|2 COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE Talephane: COMBERTON 682

sc=im
val

LAURE ITEN171
LUEISTIRISTHE MOST ADVANCED

HI-FI AMPLIFIER IN

THE WORLD

#8



SINCLAIR Z.I2
INTEGRATED I2 WATT

AMPLIFIER AND PRE-AMP
For size alone, the Z.12 marks an important advance
in quality design, for its amazing compactness opens
up exciting new vistas in amplifier housing and applica-
tion. Combined with this are fantastic power and
superb quality which can provide an effortless output
of 12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave from the
unique eight transistor circuit used, Basically intended
as the heart of any good mono or stereo hi-fi system,
the size and efficiency of this Sinclair unit make it
equally useful for a car radio (with the Micro-6 for
example), a high quality radio with the Micro FM,
in a guitar, P.A. or intercom system, etc. Other
applications are certain to suggest themselves to 12 WATTS R.M.S. OUTPUT C4WePEAE WAVE

constructors. The manual included with the Z,12
details mono and stereo tone and volume control 15 WATTS R.M.S. MUSIC POWER (30 WATTS PEAK) precircuits by which inputs can be matched (and switched À Ultra-linear class B output and 15 ohm loads. Two 3 ohm guaranteed.
in) to the pre-amp. The size, performance and price generous neg. feed back. speakers maybe used in parallel.
of the Z.12 all favour the constructor seeking the À Response—15 to 50,000 c/s À Input—2mV into 2K ohms.
finest in transistorised audio reproduction—it is in +1dB. À Signal to noise ratio—better 6fact today's finest buy in top grade high fidelity. À Output suitable for 3, 7,5 and than 60d

Specifications Using the Z 12
Number of transistors: 8
Overall size: 3“ x 1.8“ x 1.3"
Weight: 30zs.
RMS Output power into 392 load.

5 watts with 12v supply at % amp.

All connections to the Z-12 have been brought out to
one end of the board for the ease of connection, but
for some uses where lowest distortion is required or
where working at high power levels, alternative loud
speaker and power connections are provided.3,8. IV 0 0% à The connections are shown in Fig 2, and the number-

18: ;, EE UNT en VS :

ing should be noted as these correspond to the
Output power into 1.592 load will be nearly double numbered points on the circuits, and all connections
the above figures. tothe board will be referred to by these numbers.
Damping factor: 15 (1.592 load) 150 (1592 load)
Power response: 1.5 dB below 1K c/s at 20K c/s and

65 c/s s
Frequency response: 15 c/s to 50K c/s + 1 dB |

Input sensitivity: TuAÂ (2mV into 2K9). |

Quiescent consumption on 12v supply: 15mA
Signal to noise ratio: better than 60 dB + E {

N
ÿ

Total distortion: less than 1% =
É Le. 2er

-_vrurvwns

ou

| 2 Onsome units the copper may differ slightly but |

Fig 1 connections remain unaffected.

Power Supply
The Z-12 can be used on any supply voltage downto

| below 6v, or up to 20v. The supply voltage will not
affect the Z-12's gain, but the output power at which

|

clipping occurs will be reduced at lower voltages. The
supply should be connected with the positive to
terminal 1 and negative to terminal 9. It is advisable

|
to connect a 1.5a fuse in series with the negative lead.

| The fuse rating is not critical and a smaller one will
give more protection. It is also advisable where the
the power supply leads are longer than a foot or two,

| or when dry batteries are being used, to connect a
1,000uF capacitor between terminals 1 and 9.
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Sinclair Z.12
Integrated 12 Watt
Amplifier and
Pre-Amplifier 89/6

Sinclair PZ.3 79/6
À (transistorized mains
power supply unit
designed especially for
the Z.12. It will easily
supply two in stereo.
together with the Stereo
25. With a barely
measurable ripple of
0-05 V, this power unit
is ideal for the exacting
requirements of Sinclair
Audio Units.

f

Se

2

Eight special H.F. transistors are used in this remarkable
integrated twelve watt amplifier. Among its many outstanding
features are its great versatility, «ts great compactness, its power,
and brilliant performance and ability to operate satisfactorily on
anything from 6 to 20 volts D.C. This makes it equally suitable
for use as à true hi-fi amplifier. in an electric guitar, as a P.A.
unit. for car radio. in an intercom system or wherever the need
is for power. quality and compactness. The input connections of
the integrated pre-amplifier can be matched to the requirements
of all pick ups. microphones and radio tuners and detailed
circuits for appropriate tone and volume controls are given in
the manual supplied with every Z.12. The amplifier has an
R.M.S. output of 12 watts, continuous sine wave (24 watts peak)
and a music power output of IS watts R.M.S. (30 watts peak).
lt has no special heating or ventilating requirements when in use
Fhe Z.12 is supplied ready built

Technical specification
Output — Class B, ultra-linear, with generousnegative feed-back.
Output Power — 12 watts R.M.S. continuous sine wave (24 watts
peak); 15 watts R.M.S. music power (30 watts peak).
Frequency Response — 15 to 50,000 c/s, + 1dB.

Input Sensitivity — 2 mV into 2 k Q.
Signal to Noise Ratio — better than 60dB.
Output Impedance — suitable for 3, 7-5 and 15 ohm loud-
speakers. Two 3 ohm speakers may be used in parallel.
Power Requirements — 6 to 20 volts D.C. or Sinclair PZ.3
Mains Power Supply Unit.
Quiescent Current Consumption — 15 mA.
Size — 3” x 13” x 14" (7-6 x 4:45 x 3-2 cm.).
Weight — 3 oz. (85 gm.).
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< »ital to the per

De-Luxe
Pre-Amplifier
and Control Unit
£9.19.6.

Technical specification
Performance figures obtained from usine the Sinclair Stereo
25. two Z.l?'s and a PZ.3 Power Supply Unit
Sensitivity for 10 watts into 1-5 ohms toad per channel

Mic. 2mV into 50 K ohms: Pick-up 3 mV into 50 K ohms
Radio

—
2 mV into 10 K ohms

Frequency Response (Mic. and Radio) 25 c/st0 Mkes -1dB

extending to 100 ke/s 3dB
Equalisation for P.U.- Corrcet to within I4B on RIAA
curve from 50 c/s to M ke s,

Fone Controis—Treble 12d0B to VOGB at 10 kes: Bass
15dB to —124B at 100€ =

Size—61°<207<24° (14-54 6-3<6-Jem.)overall, plus knobs,
Finish—Front panel in brushed and polished solid aluminium
with solid aluminium kaobs. Black figurine on front panel

SINCLAIR STEREO 25
Pre-amp and control unit for use with two 1.12s or other stereo amp

THE SINCLAIR STEREO 25 has been designed ee es pee
specially to ensure the highest possible standards a PZ 3;
of reproduction when used with two Z.12s or @ INPUTS for P.U., Radio
any other first class-stereo power amplifier. and Mie,
The front panel of the Stereo 25 is in solid brushed @ FREQU ENCY RES-
and polished aluminium with beautifully styled PONSE (Mic. and Radio)—

solid aluminium control knobs. Mounting the 25 c/s to 1RETEunit is simple, and power is conveniently obtain- SOPCEETION Cable from the Sinclair PZ.3 which can also be ©
rect to within +1dB on R1AA

used to supply two Z.12s to make a complete eurve from 50 e/s to 20 ke/s.
bly. CONTROLS Volume,etea ©

reble, Bass, Volume, InputT
BUILT, TESTED @ SIZE 6$ x 24 x 24". plus

AND £ u . knobs.
GUARANTEED

FO
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SINCLAIR PZ4
STABILISED MAINS POWER SUPPLY UNIT

Heavy duty transistorised power supply unit to
deliver 18V d.c. at 1.5A. Designed specially for
use with two Z.12 Amplifiers together with
Stereo 25. Built, tested and guaranteed.

99/6

SINCLAIR Q.14
low-priced high fidelity speaker

It costs a quarter of what you would expect to
pay for a good stereo speaker system when
you choose Q.14s, This is the result of research

@ Handlesup and experimentation in materials and careful
to14watts design to make the Q.14 an instrument so

outstandingly good that experts, reviewers
and the public alike are unanimous in their
praise for it. The Q.14 measuring only 9#"
square on its face by 42" deep. Its unusual
contours permit it to be positioned where no
ordinary speaker could be used to advantage.

E7 19 G Black matt finish with aluminium bar trim
N 1 keep this speaker pleasantly in conformity

@ 60-16,000 Hz

@8ohms
impedance

with modern design trends.

y?
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the world's most advanced high-fidelity amplifier

The Sinclar IC-10 is che Wosd's fi

circuit high Fdekty porer amples and pre-a
Ercuit itself, wétich has an output power of 10 Waus

<hip of silicon only # twentierh cf an inch square by ©»

hurdredih of an inch thick, This liny chip cons
transistors (including two power lypes), 2 diodes

diode and 18 revisiort, 4 of which are formed simuhane-su In the sibcon tv à series of diffusions. The chyp «

encapsulaied in à vob plastic package which Polets ue
metal heat sink and connecting pins
Monolithic |C#. were origmaily dovaloped for
Computer and seace aophicat-ons wtivte tros
toughress v were even mes »

meer ane sdvantse

Iportsut pre complete freedom from therm.
' Ihesmal coupling beracen the à

as diodes ané very low leve) ol di

The 1C-10 is primævily intended #6» full po
lsesay power and pre amplifier, for wiich api

vesly requires cha addition of the usua! tone and

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD, 22 Newmarket Rd. Cambridge.Tel: OCA3-52996

10 WATT MONOUTIE INTÉGRANTE

GIREUIT AMPLIFIER

m Specifications
Power Output 10 Watts peak, 5 Waits RMS.

continuous.
Frequency response 5 Hz 16 100 KHz +148

c distodtion|Less than 1% at full output.
3 to 16 ohms

110418 (100,000,000,000 times) total.
81018 voit

5 1x04 x 02 inches

sv.
vctance Aujostatile extesnally up 10

25 M obyms los atvve sonsibivity

w Circuit Description
The circuit diagram of the 1C-10 is shown on tu

The first ihvoe transistors are sadin Che

te remaning 10 in the powor amplifier, The 6

operates 17 class A with clavely controlled quiescent
eurent which is independent of temperature. À higle
Jewel of cverait tive leedtock is used round boih

al supply vottages. Thus batery
paly satisfacsory.

m Construction
The monalithie LC. chip is bonded onto a gold ploied

n tho beat sin bar which rans ihrough the package.
« en weided betwven 1he (.C. and the tops of

5 which are alke gold plated in 1kis region,

complete assembly is encepsulated in sobd

pletoty mroinets 1e circuit, The fonal
4 that it can be dropprd thety feet an

any effect on por
also work pertactiy at ail terne:
+0 to above ttve builing point ol

sinceair
SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED,

22 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE
Telephone OCA3-52996

« Applications
te vel vaith à very comperhenaice

SINCLAIR

1C-10 ==
ORDER FORM AND MORE SINCLAIR

VUE TUAITA

25 WATTS
(50

NéinnÉITAIEE
?

2.30
0-02. DISTORTION
AT FULL POWER

vf:
UPLIFIER

THE WORLD'S LOWEST DISTORTION
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

OPERATES IDEALL
FROM € TO =

VOLTS

U28 33 x 24x je
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

FROM 20 Hz TO 30 kHz

a
UGE IT FOR

INSTRIps PLAYER, PA.

896 :
Buit, teateo a

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED
22 NEWUARKET ROAD. CAMBRIDGE Ter 8223 62731

49 16,000H1: 6 ohms impedanca: londing up to
4 watts; acoustically contoured pressure

£7.19.6
— mit

SINCLAIR 0.14
low priced hi-fi speaker

lt costs about à quarter of what you would ex; pect to pay for

pre lt resulted in an instrument so outstandingly

unanimous in their
revlewers and the public afike were
praise for the Q.14 at chis year's

Audio Fair. The Q.14 Is very compact, measuring only
9jin square on its face by 4#in deep. les wnusual concours
permit it to be positioned
could be used tonewith aluminium bar trim keep
conformity with modern desig

where no ordinary speaker
. The neat black matt finish

this speaker pleasantly In
n trends.

Hear che Q-[4 in your eur home. Es tue pet deigtondwith it, send it back, and
rentepistaés ar tAts pics QUE

=

TT A

+

avfa fe

j



{ Sinctair launch theïr System 2000 range with
the amplifier, tuner and speaker shown hore,
The tuner and amplifier ré separeté units
which may be mounted topether for con-

réoif and mayvenience. Eac' is comph
beused with existing high1
The System 2000 uses r

and ingenious constru

uioment
components

on in ways
wbich- reduce costs, increase performance
and improve rétiabihiey

For example look at the crcus of most
FM. tuners and you will find that they vary

2000 tuner
mventional

very little. Look at the Sy:

You will notice Mie absence oi

coils. They huve become an integral part of
the printed circuit and noyer need adjust-
ment—anot! jap in increasing reliability
and réducing (fe final price
Almost all othes turn se the Foster-Secley
discrirmi or the ratio detector The
System tuner uses » counting
discrs This is frge ‘r drift and

possesses tion than any

> suppres-
sion ining ane = indicators

h à sensitivity for fuil linsting of

an inctedible 3
8

ated. An

re all incorpor-
ive feature is

provision for plug-in remote ape,
tuning units (available
emplifier and loudspoakee are out.
standing and well wonh comparing -

yoursoif. Ask your denter for a demonstration

or write 0: ring us for a lentiet. F
is

System 2000 35 watt Integrated
S1erao Amplifier 29 gns

System 2000 FM. Tuner 26gns —
Plug-in stereo decoder 4gn8"

System 2000 & ot loudspeaker 12 ns =w

Sinclair Radionics Limited, 22 Newimarket

Rond, Cambridge. Tel. Cambridge 52996

There are four power RUrpUeSavailable from Sinclair. The PZ5,
PZ6 and PZ8 are designed for use
with the Project 80 sains andthe
PZ20 for use with the IC20.
The power supply selected for the
Project 80 modules will depend
upon the level of sophistication
and power output pe For
full output with two Z60s, the PZ8
is necessary.
Pz5

pair of Z40's in à simple set up. Output
voltage 30 voits

Pz20

stereo amplifier, and consists of a
transformer, bridge rectifier, and reservoir
capacitor. The bridge rectifier and

A simple unstabilized supply suitable for a

Power supplies

This power supply is speciticaily for the IC20

Pz20

capacitor should be rmounted on the IC20
pcb in the positions provided, and the
transformer mounted separately, wherever
convenient

Pz6
A 35-voil stabilized supply recommended
lor set h include à tuner

PZ8
The top-of-the-line power supply from
Sinclair. À stabilized S0wolt (adjustable)
unit ulilising re-entrant current limiting,
which makes damage from overload or

even direct short circuiting very unlikely
This principle has never bélore been
incorporalec in commercially available

tructor modules. The Pa requires à
ins transformer which will supply

approximately 2 amps at 40-50 volts ac

ps which

79



the world's most advanced h

With the introduction of an entirely new and original high fidelity stereo
F.M. tuner. the Project 60 range can besaid at this stage to be complete
It offers the constructor a most attractive choice of modular arrange
ments whereby a high voely system can be selec
prisons quirements t
modules separately or >ei grouped and so benefit gr eatiy from ia
flexibility in use these modules afford. The chart below sh some of
the most popular applications for constructors to assemble The Project

qually is possible to u

60 manual (free with the modules) suggests others as well and its 48
pages are packed with valuable information. The new tuner, for example
can be used with any good high fidelity system as well as Project 60

Project 60 now falls into-four interdependent groups.—1. The Z.30 and
Z.50 amplifiers which have only 0.02% distortion at al tpur levels and
are useful in a wide variety of other applications. 2 The control units
comprising the Stereo 60 preamp and control un d the Active Filte
Unit (AF.U.) with which both high pass and low pass filtering can be
introduced between control unit and power amplifiers he Stereo
FM. tuner as described opposite;and 4. The power supoly units PZ 5

igh fidelity modules
PZ.6 and PZ.8. For most requirements when using Z.30 power ampli-
fiers, the PZ.5 will be perfectly adequate ;

if low efficiency (high quality)
loud speakers are used, the PZ 6 stabilised power supply unit will be
used. The PZ 8 will be needed with Z 50s which can be used for any
Project 60 system

Project 60 modules incorporate some of the most advanced circuitry
in the world to achieve unsurpassed standards of high fidelity and
modern manufacturing techniques enable these modules to be sold at
exceptionally attractive prices. Assembling the modules requires no

skill or previous experience since the manual supplied with the modules
explains clearly how everything can be done with nothing more than
the simplest of domestic tools

Project 60 manuals
How to assemble and use Project 560 modules to best advantage in the
above and other applications will be found in the fuily descriptive
Project 60 manual included with Project 60 systems. This 48 page
manual is available separately, price 2/6d including postage

System The Units to use In conjuction with Costof Units + Project 60 tuner
A Car Radio z.30 Existing car radio, Sinclair 89/6

Micromatic
8 Simple battery po z.30 Crystal pick-up, 12V or more 89/6

record player battery supply and volume
control

C Mains powered record player Z.30and PZ.5 Crystal or ceramic P.U £9.9.0 £34.9.0
Volume control etc

D 20+20wattsR.M.S. stereo Two Z.30s, Stereo 60 Crystal, ceramic or magnetic £23.18.0 £48.18.0
amplifier for most needs and PZz.5 P.U.. most dynamic speakers.

F.M.tuneretc
E 20+— 20 watts R.M.S. stereo Two Z.30s, Stereo 60 High quality ceramic or £26.18.0 £51.18.9

amplifier for use with low and PZ.6 magnetic P.U.…. F.M. Tuner
efficiency (high performance) Tape Deck, etc
speakers All dynamic speakers

F  40+—40wattsR.M.S. de-luxe Two Z.50s, Stereo 60 AsforE £32.17.6 £57.17.6
stereo amplifier PZ.8 and mains transformer

G—Outdoor public address 2.50 Microphone. upto 4 P.A £5.9.6
system speakers, 12V car battery with

converter, or 45V d.c., controis
H  IndoorP.A One Z.50, PZ.8and Microphone, guitar, heavy £17.8.6.

mains transformer duty speakers etc, controls
J High pass and low pass filters A.F.U. D, EorFasabove £5.19.6sai Sinclair Radionics Limited, London Road, St. Ives, Huntingdonshire

Telephone: (04806) 4311

F1O
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SINCLAIR

0.16
clair Q

beun incorpe an exciting
opportunity fe

| proven acoustic s
ling are used in suc!

pntional design, the
with its attractivet

shelf mounting, snol
ir of Q16s

they give.

ts famous r. Listen to
tandards of qualityci atthe

GUARANTEE

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LIMITED
22 NEWMARKET AO. CAMBRAIDGE Te! 0223 52731

new elegance in a loudspeaker
of outstandingly fine performance

ir equipment with modern

snl=air

A specially
used in a

pressure

ns

Super IC.12

Having introduced Integrated Circuits to hi-fi
constructors with the IC.10, the first time an IC

had ever been made available for such purposes.
we have followed it with an even more efficient
version, the Super |C.12. à most exciting advance
over our original unit. This needs very few ex
ternal resistors and capacitors to make an
astonishingiy good high fidelity amplifier for use
with pick-up. F.M. radio or small P.À. set up, etc
The free 40 page manual supplied, details many
other applications which this remarkable IC

make possible. It is the equivalent of a 22 tran

Integrated circuit
high fidelity amplifier

sistor circuit contained within a 16 lead DIL
package, and the finned heat sink is sufficient for
all requirements. The Super IC.12 is compatible
with Project 60 modules which would be used
with the Z 50 and Z.30 amplifiers. Complete with
free manual and printed circuit board

SPECIFICATIONS
Output power: 6 watts RMS continuous (12

watts peak). 6-8N. Frequency Response : 5Hz
to 100KHz+1d8. Total Harmonic Distortion:Less than 1%. (Typical 0-1%) at all output
powers and frequencies in the audio band (28V)
Load Impedance: 3 to 15 ohms. Input Im-
pedance: 250 Kohms nominal. Power Gain:
90d8 (1,000.000,000 times) after feedback
Supply Voltage: 6 to 28V. Quiescent cur-
rent: 8mA at 28V. Size: 22 » 45 x 28mm in

cluding pins and heat sink
Manual available separately !15p post free

With FREE printed circuit
board and 40 page manua

£2.98 Pos: tree

F1a



sc=aiSUPER IC-12 Temporary Instructions

1 PINIDENTIFICATION

IDENTIFICATION GROOVE

2 1C-12 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

<)©
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—Æ mans
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Fig. 1.3. 2. PCB ASSEMBLY

2.1. Circuit
= [ES0e/À A

‘

THIS DOT
INDICATES PIN 1 ce—if . rs

SSS Po Rs R
. R2

TER RE v 2 ce |NA ALTERNATIVE IDENTIFICATION 0e
| GROOVE ca Jus 3-150A ; R3 LOUDSPEAKER

u 6
1 os Re +

ce ce c7 cs, cs

It is very important that the IC only be used _mounted ce Î J l J + es
on the printed circuit board which is supplied with it: +
see section 3.1. and 13.1. (a)|TYPICAL OPERATING CIRCUITsc=airSuper |C412 Instructions



] he easy
to buy and
oJOILLe)

Project 60

£29.95
rb 30 watt high fidelityAll you need for a supé

sterea amplifier

FIG

Project 605

the easy way to
buy and build
Project 60
without
soldering
Project 605 in one pack contains:one PZ.5. two
Z.30's, one Stereo 60 and one Masterlink, which
has input sockets and output components
grouped on a singie module and all necessary
leads cut to length and fitted with clips to plug
straight on to the modules thus eliminating all
soldering
Complete with comprehensive
manual, post free £29.95
All you need for a superb 30 watt
high fidelity stereo amplifier



Anintroduction
toProject 80

* Full high lidelity specifications
« Easy home assembly modular

construction
« Expandable to à fui

quadraphonie system

verting from ste ;

ausdraphonics? Nothing could
sier. Just add the Project
faphonic decoder (base
BS ‘SO’ system), two more

t amplifiers, anda
ipply and you have à

be art’ audio sy

which €

Up until now whenever you have
lelt à need to upgrace your sound

€ ation could result in
MS per channthe problem of scrapping your Thon see page € where details ar

isting amplifier and starting !alotmoreyou |!" ta
from scratch. Not any more lal'scratoh fier7SVT SN tra 608and POOSSO

Project BD expands with your which old worn 0-votvee Nite, ace à
complete modular amplitiers ihat
tetain the versatilily of the
Project 80 system, but each j

favourite recorcs beyond beliel
(and will also helptoeliminate

le sometimes caused by à

gel priced record deck). And

pocket
Start with à low cos! high quality
12 watts RMS mono amplifier
perhaps built into the base ot a

The next logical step would be to
the pre-amplilier/control unit

turntable plinth, By simpty which allows a wide variet an FM tune us advantages in ease of

aéding another Z40 module you|!NOuts volume. © HF jrans ee eot
€ gone sterao ee 5 rangés resultsallows you to improve your fiegupr

deck as it crackes
magnetic cartridge. background noises, andes

combined with the decoder
unit- stereo radio,
Al (his stage you would own &

amplifier comparable with the
very best made up units costing
pounds more. Not onty that, but

you will Nave à system which you
Nave built yourself, with all tne
pleasure and knowledge that tnis

anewconceptinexpandable
ifi

Project 80
Pre-amplifier
As with oiher Projact BD units jume controls operated by

the Stereo 80 is mounted by sliders. This enables
means of boits fixed at the roar xceptionally good
which pass Ihrougn holes drilles|environmental matching lo be

n the wood or plastic on which obtained, Provision is made for
modules are to be mounied, AI magnetic and ceramic plck-ups
the electronics are contained radio, and tape in and à

within the 1" deep tront panel virtual earth put e lorms
Connecting leuds are taken away part of \Ne up-Galed circuitry ol
simiiarly out of sight. Each the Stereo 80 to ensure the finast

€ n the Storac 80 has its possible quality from all signa:
own independent tons and sources. Generous ovarloas

margins are allowed on all inpuis

1I



Project 80

teste decoder
This module contains à Technical menton

quadrachonic SO ce
siscreet

rarioné factors 20 GE ai*+2 05 ailinput
Distortion 0 1% ;

Mél
— MIN HU

Active
filter unit
This afficientiy desig
makes à highiy à
any wornwhile

Jrchnicat scn6
Blue08x 00% 2
Voltage gain V7

ç Pr 6 Eeesorte ä

loetion A1 1 kHa ns g volts

| | | l1 | fe. CF eut a a -
LF eut fl tramble) 28 68 à 2 1B

; sloçe

separate
ésch ch ©

easier 10 Obfain idea
balance ir any 4
environment

FMtuner
À truly remarkabie luner in every
way—its unbellevably compact
size — ils original circuitry — its

pendable performance—al
Ihis in à boidiy designed moder
case measuring AEx 50 x 20 mm

x2x lin) To provide tni
tree ultra sharp per

varicap electronie lunir
followes by à 4-poie ceramic filter

IF saction for extra select
Greater acaptability (and
cossibly financia
convenience) resuits from :ne

funer and sterac deccder section

naing made available separately

Sænsitiolly 5 ocravolls
own requirements 2

ac Mk 88 92

Power
amplifiers
Z40and 60
Both the Z40 and the 280 power

lations us oS0h
they are read

acaptabie to an even wiger rangeof appiications. Both 240 an
incorgorate bulit-in protection
against short-circuiting and risk =Etre bread

of damage aris/ng {rom mis
is greatiy reduced. The very low
distortion (0.03% typicaliy lor the

Frequency response 30 Hz

260} Project É0 rangecharacteristics c'éan and open
sound
1C20

This is an integrated circuit
stereo amplifier wNich 5 in true

kit farm [that is i! c«

individual component
Nave lo be soidered onto à printes
circuit board) The imtsgrat ed
circuits are f'uily pro
against short
overload

Power supplies
There ara four power supplie

The PZ5a.labie from

nine Project 80
PZ20 tor use withine
Tnepower supply selected for 1ne

re

and cower outpu! res
! outout with two 260

s necessary

Project 80
Stereo decoder

rmitti ina diode
alically lights up

‘areo trans
n Designed essentially as

Distortion ‘ve Voltage gain »

Frequency
response fee

Toner
“esponse

Lesd impodance $



The watts...
Black, beautiful, and incredibly
good value. Sinctlair's two self-
contained hi-fiunits -—in one
handsome, elegantstyle.

A17 watts per channel
amplifier and a matching
FM tuner.

The amplifier offers 17 W
RMS per channel output ….
0.05% total harmonic
distortion… andaprice tag

ofaround £50.
The System;4000 tuner

completes a handsome, hard-
working system.

Engineered and designed
to accompany the System
4000 stereo amplifier, the FM
tuner matches itin specification
and design - and ataround £40
completes a system of
outstanding value.

andthe wherefores.

Getthe full technical
specifications.

See what impartial hi-fi
journals thought ofits
performance

And read up on the rest of
the Sinclair range

It's allin the Sinclair hi-fi
range fact-file.
Sendfor Sinclair's
fact-file now!

See ifthe answer's here —

the information on the
component you've been
looking for.

Simply cut the coupon and

senditto the no-stamp-needed
FREEPOST address below

We'Il send you the Sinclair
fact-file - giving you all you
need to know about System
4000, andthe restof the
Sinclair hi-fi range

Plus information about a
few extras you're sure to find
ratherinteresting

You've plentyto gain so
cutthe coupon now!
Sinclair RadionicsLtd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ
St!ves (0480) 64646

Please send me the Sinclair range fact-file immediately |

| Name a

genAddress

EE/9/4K
To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd,

hist Stives,7 Cambs, PE174BR

Please print

sncesir
F17



The watts.
The Sinclair|C20is a Andthe IC20 has integral
revolutionary new 20 watts short-circuit protection and
stereo amplifier kit. thermal cut-out — it's virtually

Itincorporates state-of-the- _indestructible. Useit for
artintegrated circuits — two converting your mono record
monolithic silicon chips each playerto stereo. for upgrading
containing the equivalent of your existing stereo. or for
over 20 transistors! These improving your car radio/tape
deliver 10 W per channel into player.
4Mspeakers Its cost? Only £795 + VAT!

and the wherefores.

ni-fi-0A ae mac
(he complete

joducis.

Getthe full technical sendit to the no-stamp-needed
specifications FREEPOST address below.

See what impartial hi-fi We'Il send you the Sinclair
journalsthoughtof its fact-file - giving you all you
performance. : need to know about IC20, and

And read up onthe rest of the rest of the Sinclair hi-fi

the Sinclair hi-firange.. range
It's allinthe Sinclair hi-fi Plus information about a

range fact-file few extras you're sure to find
rather interesting

You've plenty to gain
so cutthe coupon - now!

Send for Sinclair's
fact-file now! ;

See if the answer's here -
the information on the Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
component you've been London Road, StIves,
looking for Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4HJ

Simply cutthe couponand  St|ves (0480) 64646

| Please send me the Sinclair range fact-file immediately

=. -__elone |
To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, Please print
FREEPOST Stves,
HontagdonCanes SsAEdair

F1®
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The first electronic pocket calculator in the world was put on the market
by HEWLETT PACKARD an American manufacturer which managed to
introduce its model 75 in July 1972 beating the Sinclair Executive by
some three months. At the time when the smallest portable calculator was
of the pæ/t size type (SHARP EL-&), both these efforts were a real
revolution. The Sinclair revolution was mainly due to a new Texas
Instruments chip (TLS 1802) butthe real reason was the new kind of

palsisg power supply which allowed a much smaller and cheaper circuit
to be developed and marketed. This was necessary and vital to reduce the
power supply to the then current thirsty LEDs (light emitting diodes) used
for the display.

Ga



To-day the Executive is on show at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York. Even the chip manufacturer was impressed, as their own model using
the same chip was larger, thicker, longer and more expensive.

Afterwards the Executive Sinclair produced the Cambridge which, with all
its variations and models, must have been the most well known pocket
calculator in Great Britain at the time (and may be even to-day).

After having produced many more models and even one for the American
safety razor manufacturer GILLETTE, (model similar to the Oxford 100)
sales began to slow down all over the world. Another craze was fading
away to leave room for the cheaper and mass produced LCD (liquid crystal
display) calculator of to-day.

Soon before abandoning the market for more profitable lines, Sinclair

managed to produce the Enterprise and the sleek designed Sovereign
model which won the Design Council Award for 1977.

vou eu

RADIO LTD.
354 Edgware Road

ELECTRONIC AND
AUDIO SPECIALISTS
FOR 30 YEARS.

Highly recommended
calculator by us

for all trades and
professions

But ther rond genius lies an che cu

rain, the bosttencs, tive Heybon
ü n

ÿ Te
FROM STOCK 10 DAY MONEY 1

AUDIO-ELECTRONICS BACK GUARANTEE !

# RADIO ITD. SPECIALISTS €79 Also full back-up
‘ servi acihitcilities

si é0PEDUNEME ROAD, LONDON. W# 2
POST PAID

Ga



The other pocket calculators
fit neatly into your briefcase.
The Sinclair Executive is the world's smallest and
lightest electronic calculator
How light ? Just 25 0z. Less than the bunch of keys
you're probably carrying now

And how small ? It‘s 51 inches long, 21 inches wide,
2 g

Za

and an incredible‘inch thick — same as a cigarette.
Yet this featherweight wafer of modern technology
offers more than some desk-top models
With its brilliant 8-digit display it adds and
subtracts, of course. lt multiplies and divides—and
by a constant figure over and over again, if you
want it to (to work out discounts for example, for
currency conversions, or for percentages). It works
to 2, 4 or 6 decimal places—or it allows the decimal
point to float. Itrounds off automatically to the
nearest decimal place
The secret of the Sinclair Executive
The Executive‘s ‘brain’ is an electronic marvel—a
7,000-transitor intergrated circuit (the largest ever
produced for commercial use)
But the real genius lies in the circuitry linking the
brain, the batteries, the keyboard and the display
Circuitry soaks up power, which is why other
pocket calculators have to use large batteries and
that, in turn, makes them bulky

Inthe Executive, the Sinclair flair for miniaturisation
has developed circuitry which absorbs virtually no
power. Tiny hearing-aid batteries take up the
minimum space and, used from time to time during
the day, will last for several weeks.
Yet small though it is, the Executive is far from frail
Every one is covered by à five-year guarantee

Smallest...lightest...
exceptionally powerful...
and easy to test for yourself !

You’Il find the Executive at all of the stores listed,
andat other leading shops. Ask to handle one, and
put it through any performance test you please. See
how easily it slips into a pocket and compare it
with other ‘pocket’ calculators

snceaim
Kilroy Brothers Ltd,
Shanower Road, Whitehall, Dublin 9
Telephone : Dublin 379961
Distributors for the Republic of Ireland

G3



The Sinclair Cambridge.

and so compact.

Complete kit-£29-95!
The Cambridge - new from
Sinclair
The Cambridge is à
new electronic
calculator from Sinclair,

Four operators {

calculations, in a
compact, reliable package.
No other calculator can
approach the specification
below at anything like the
price and by building it
yourself you can save a
furiher £14 |

Truly pocket-sized
With all its calculating
capability, the Cambridge
still measures just
2x2" x +#". That means

vou can carry the Cambridge
wherever you go without

inconvenience — it fits in your
pocket with barely a bulge. It
runs on ordinary U16
batteries which give weeks of
lite before replacement
Easytoassemble

All parts are supplied — all you
need provide is à soldering iron
and a pair of cutters. Complete
step -by-step instructions are
provided. and our service department
will back vou throughout if you've any
queries or problems.
The cost? Just £29-951
The Sinclair Cambridge kit is supplied to you
direct from the manufacturer you can‘t get
it anywhere else. Ready assemblod, it costs
£43-95 — so you're saving £14 ! Of course
well be happy to supply you with one ready
assembled if you prefer — it’s still far and away
the best calculator value on the market

ina calculation.
#Constant and alge'aaFr a cost

than £
x Culouist testo8

signi ant dig
10=#to 105

display.

(Rep!

no other calculator is so powerful

Features of the Sinclair

. waight 3; oz
Standard keyboard. All you

neadforcomplex
Europe's largest +Clear-last-entry feature.
calculator manufacturer #Fully-flosting decimai point
It offers the power to #Algebraic logic
handle the most complex

with constant on all four

exponant range from

+Clesr, bright 8-digit

#-Oparates for waaks on
four U16 batteries

ament set costs
about15p.}

calculations

+

Sinclair Cambridge
Operations Summary

we y=Kx x... x (ai times)

ye=y=Kxx.x()CKx x. x (ml)
Iwy=K
—yy<kE-

WMa+b Ca+b=K==
<i(a+b) Ca+b=Kc

«bla +b) Cb+a+i=b-K
t-#Cy-KxCK

M -1Cy<K+++C-1
ExPreaxQ

+(xR)+... PXprqtOxgur+Rxrs.
pP'Hat4pxp+a+axqtr+exr

PIPHQO+AIRp-PXQ+a-QxR+r<R
ua + ay +

at tHadt a XYHX YU YHR
[| sciesEEy er-

ERER
Bree =(at)++. +()CHn=

e— 27182818

e 0O<y<1208+yx,ven LEA)Ijflxy+2+ixy+im
divide uséesut 174 iaO7€uraet 1ro  rauit

sys r—— x 208

@cienne Ky
=

C1,0010004 = Ky°
Mosult: .pqe + y — 1

‘tes

* log} bogar + logal0
tor ay —log.i6)

logal0 — 2.025851assCrée

EEREEN1234567-8sa
(8) (8) (+)

(4) (5) (6)
(1) (2) (3) (=)

(-] (0) E) (+)NeThe Sinclair C.
electronic calculator

Instructions foruse

tarder

your Sinclair Cambndge
Assembly time is about 3 hours
Contents

Coi

Interface ctwp.
Thick film resistar pack.

maun-

window and light-up display
posiban
Printed circuit board
Keybosrd panel

lectronic components pack
des, resistors, capacitors,

æsa

Large-scale intograted circuit

Case mouldings, with buttons,

lete kit!A comp -
The kit comes to you packaged in a

hoavy-duty polystyrene container!
contains ail you need to assemble

The valuable book—free!
H you just ave Cambnége for
routine ac

vor mare out O1
5 tres avc les
nefull parental of thés

1echnotogy

nes
Reciprocats
Compound

nthroots

AUGUST 1975

@4

The reason's simple:anly Sinclair
manufacturer

Europe 's largest electromccalculator
have the necessary combination af skills and scale

Radionics are 1ne makers of the Executive—the smailes: atectronic

Iculator in the world. In spite af besng one of the more expeñnsive of the small
calculators, *t was a runaway best-seller. The experience gaines on the Executive
has enabled us 10 design and produce the Cambridge à1 this romark
But that in itsel! wouldn't ba enough, Sinclair also have à very long experience of

producing and marketing electronic kits. You may have used one, and you've
atmvost certainly heard of them—the Sinclair Project 60 stergo moduies
l1seemed only logical 1o combine the knowledgeof doi
knowledge of smail caiculator technology

And you benelit

1 voursell kits with the

Take advantage of this money-back, no-risks offer today
The Sinctar Cambridge is fully quaranteeé, Return your kit within 10 days, and
well retund your money without question. All parts are tested &nd checked before
despatch—and we quarantes à corocily-assembled calculator for one year
Simply till in the preferential order form below and slip it sn The post today.

Pricein kit form: £27-23 + £2-72 VAT. (Total: £29-95)
Price fully built: 239-95 + £4-00 VAT. (Total: £43-95)

rca À

(27:23

—
€272VAT(T ‘atal

Ï
2 Sinclair Cambridge

calcule y
builtat£39-35 [400 Address Î

Total: £43 95)
31 eocjoss chaque for E

_
made = ES I

adiomses Led, and Î
*Piease debut my * Barclaycard Access

accour Accosun num I
1
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The Sinclair Cambridge:
more features
for your money.

Today you expect certain features in a pocket
calculator — 8 digits, a four-function constant,
algebraic logic — and yet it's exceptional to find
them all in one machine.
Particularly one as handy as the Sinclair
Cambridge.
Like every Sinclair calculator, the Cambridge
stands out. No other calculator looks like it. No
other calculator feels like it.

No other calculator gives you the same refined,
comprehensive package of operating features at
anything like the price.
It's not surprising thatthe Cambridge is a world
best-seller.

Features of the Sinclair Cambridge
8-digit display. Full zero suppression on
results. Exclusive ultra-violet screen gives
extra visibility in bright light.

Fully-floating decimal point. Positions itself
automatically throughout chain calculations.
C and CE button. To clear machine or clear
last entry.
Positive keyboard. Keys operate with an
audible click — no need to check display to
see whether an entry has registered.
Algebraic logic. Allows completely Ê

straightforward entry of calculations — f

even ofthe type 10--6-—. (Many
3

calculators still require you to enter
10+6= or 10+6=.)
Constant on all four functions.
Powertful constant operated by
separate ‘K’ button makes €

child’s play of percentages, VAT X
(sales tax), metric and currency
conversions.

- Pocket-sized. 44” x 2” x 44".
Weight: 33 oz. Trim-fit plastic
carrying case.
Battery life. 4 AAA
batteries give weeks
of normal use.
Comprehensive 1-year
guarantee.

©3



The classic Executive Memory:
precise, powerful, etegant.

Pencil-slim format. 52" < 21° x

In its distinctive black-and-white livery, the
leather carrying pouchExecutive Memory is still the slimmest,

lightest, best-looking pocket calculator in the
worid.

Features of the Sinclair Executive Memory
8-digit display.
Fully-floating decimal point.

C and CE butions. To clear machine or clear last
entry *
Constant switch. Provides constant facility on

:

multiplication and division.

= switch and M button. The Z switch allows
intermediate results to be entered in the memory.
The M button recalis the result for use in a
calculation.
Batteries. Operates for severai weeks on 4 hearing-
aid batteries.

Sinclair Executive

#7. Weight: 24 oz. Soft

Memory

CONTENTS

INTRODUCTION

CONTROLS

A: OPERATION — Simple Calculations
1. Numbes entry
2 Addition
3 Subtraction
4. Multiplication.
5. Division
6. Negative Multiplication and Division.

7, Chain Calculations

B: K-—-CONSTANT ARITHMETIC
B. Multiplication
9. Division.

10, Currency conversions.
11. Squares and Powers
12 in-calcutation reciprocals

C: MEMORY
13, Simple Memory Calculation
14. Memory use in Chain Calculations.

D: OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW

E: SPECIAL TECHNIQUES AND
EXAMPLES

15. Porcentages
16. Compound Interest
17, Mortgage C

18. Large Powers
19. Power Senes
20. Sums of Products and Quotients
21. Square and other roots.

F: BATTERIES

©Ô
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snceaim
Cambridge Memory

CCE RM CM

gs |u 5 ©

Quantity Unitcox Total

» 1

32 2

11 G

27/P 8

New-the Cambridge Memory:
amemory ata
common-sense price.

alcutator at an economi
ridge Memory's what you need

Sinclair Have added à memory to Ines best
tling Cambridge and s

calculator pa

sl ever need
ed w

subtracting, multiplying, divic
implied constant, memory—the Camb
Memory has it all. And like the basic
Cambridge, #'s got algebraic logic means
you can enter your calculations straigMt
forwardly

voursell keepir
cks ot envelopes
d Totalincalculations
pryfunction

ougel il, at à very reasonable price
Camariage Memory

Special features of the Cambridge Memory
AM and CM button. To arrive at your gran
simply press the AM/CM (recail memory/ctenr
memory duton). To clear, simply press it agasr

joua

Constant on ail four functions. Impliec constar
oporates automatically throughout à senes at
repetitive calculations.

Invoice 2055

G7



aPUnow imkitform
ï pb mt

So 15 the Scientific difficult
to assemble

N ,

Features of the Scientific
2 functions on à simplekeyboard

© Scientific notation
© 200-decade range

se Polish logic

Festures ot the Cambridge
@Onty4} x27x;°Weight 3207

Fully-floating decimal pou
© Algebraic logic

@ Constant on all four functions

© Constant and algebraic logic
combine to act as limited memory

@ Clear. bright & digit display
@ Operates for weeks on 4 AAA

batteries

Take advantage of this money-back
no-risk offer today

sc titre buiit
Cambrdqehit ES 95:me VAT

Combrrdge tot C13 IS 10e VAI

. -
Cambs  PET7GIH Pol St 1ves (0480) 64646 snclair

©

The Sinclair Scientific:
logs, trigs, and arithmetic
atthe touch of à button.

Sclentists, engineers, mathematictans.they
all have specialised requirements ot à
calculator

hey handle very big, or very small numbers
s hat can only be handled

» genuine scientilc
anent) notation.

They need logs and tnig instantly available in
îne course of à calculation - without the need
tor tables

Only à handtu! of pocket calculators in the
world can claim to be genuine scientitic
calculators, offering all these functions

And onty 1he Sinclair S

sensible pnce

Features ef the Sinctair Scientific
Functions summary

arathors
Ar

clentific offers them at «

and À

lan and À

Automatic squaring
Automatic doubling

L 9910 and Antilogio, giving quick access to x
(clucing square and other roots

Scientific notation. Dispiny shows 5 digd mantinsa
and 2-digit expanent, both signable
200 decaderange. 9.9090 x 10-49 10 9 9958 x 1088

Post-lixed operators. Post-trx
Potiat 5) allow chan calculations of

thse

‘Upper and lower case” operation. Basic arithmetc
Keys cach have two extra function
Pockel-sixed. 44"> 2°< 14" Woignt 402 Trmdit
plastic carying case,
Battery lite. Low-cost, disposable AAA battenos
operale (or around 25 hours of continuous use,
Comprahenaive 1 year quarantes.



Pocket calculators
by Sinclair
There are four Sinclair calculators.
All easy on the pocket. ‘

All easy onthe eye.
All tailor-made for particular jobs.
And oneof them's right for you.

What else can we tell you?

Sinclair make exceptionally versatile
calculators. They make them truly pocketable
And they sell themat astonishingly low prices
But you've read the brochure - you know all
that. Now you need to see the real thing to
test the calculator you're choosing...to see
how itfits in your hand to see how ruggedly
it's made
So why not drop into your local retailer's?
They're only too pleased to show you round
the Sinclairrange
And remember - all Sinclair calculators are
covered by no-quibble 1-year guarantees. If

anything, but anything, goes wrong, we'll
despatch a replacement by return

Seeing's believing. Drop into
your Sinclair retailer's
today

Sinclair Radionies Ltd
London Road, St Iives
Huntingdon

Cambs., PE17 4HJ
Tel: St |ves (0480) 64646

Sinclair Radionics Inc
375 Park Avenue,
New York, NY10022
Tel: 212 688 6623

Sinclair Elektronik GmoH
Rosenheimer Landstrasse 39
8012 Munich Ottobrun
West Germany
Tel: 089 601 5473

Ou 21can eSS4e yesYOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALEF

41-12 LITTLE BEDFORD STREET

FLDS NE29 GNW

TE) FOUONE 75144

Your Sinclair stockist

NOPTH

The Sinclair Radionics policy is one of continuous. =
ÿ Ir development and improvement: any published details are

subject to change without notice
inclair Radionics Ltd, 1974. Printed in England. 495C
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OXFORD 100 POCKINIE CALCUL AO

Algebraic logic
Allows calculations
to be entered exactly
as written (e.g.
10-6=, and not, as on
some calculators,
10+62, or 10£6Z)

Sinctarr Oxford

1 TEK! Constant key
Allows numbers to be
stored for repeated 12345618
use, so that they do
not have to be
re-entered.
C) Clear key
Press to clear display

|| Decimal point key
Press to enter decimal
point as required by
calculation

Battery
9 V PP3 battery gives weeks of normal use
Switching off calculator when not in use greatly
extends battery life.NErem rene =

[100]
: ;

|

Display
8 digits. Floating decimal point
Large figures
Angled for easy reading on a desk
Unwanted zeros suppressed

On/off key
When you are working with the battery
always switch calculator off when not in

use, even if only for a few minutes
This will greatly increase battery life

(CE) Clear entry key
Press to clear incorrect entry

Number keys
Press to enter numbers

Operator keys
Press to enter calculating instructions

'|=| Equals key
Press to close a calculation

Mains adaptor—optional extra
Allows day-long desk-top operation Simply plug 1n 10

mains and calculator socket. Available from your
Sinclair retailer

a—ui-



sinceair
ambridge Programumiable

go if neg
stop

"
A

PROGRAMMABLE KEYBOARD/VOCABULARY

ON/OFF SWITCH—top right hand corner
DECIMAL POINT AND EXPONENT ENTRY

«/BE/—

TEN DIGITS AND =
ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

CONVENIENCE FUNCTIONS (yellow)
Act on result of previous calculation

x: x —x 2x

FUNCTIONS(Basic and program)
Act on display contents

Upper case Lower case
sin arcsin
cos arccos
tan arctan
In x (=5

rcil (memory) MEx (memory)
() R»D
vx
sto (memory)
ChN DPR

FUNCTIONS WITHIN PROGRAM ONLY
go if neg vw (lower case)
stop # (number)

PROGRAM AND CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS
RUN learn
step go to

NOT USED WITHIN PROGRAM
A/W (shift key) C/CE

CHECK SYMBOLS (blue)
A E F G . vis

four volumes of programe
were available for this
caloulator as an option

G1g



Mains/battery scientific calculator with
keyboard- entry program facility

Keyboard-entry programmability
Programs entered simply by keying-in sequence
equivalent to calculation.

Scientific notation
Five-digit mantissa, two-digitexponent,
both signable
Floating-point entry option
Logand trig functions
Sin, cos, arctan (all in radians)
l0g:0, antilog;0 Other functions
immediately derivable
Mathematical functions

nai0 ae PS

vx x X?, sign change
Three-function memory
Store, recall, exchange.

‘Scientific
| Programmable

Contents
SV battery,

instruction booklet, program library.
AC mains adaptor supplied separately.

Æ sinclsir |Scientific Programmable

(Se) (8/e) [Exec

D&&8E-x antiloy oy

(4) (5) C6)sto xe»m rc°°=enter 6, var

(e](Ce)
(A) (+)

; )

THE SINCLAIR SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMABILI
FUNCTIONS AND "URES
24-STEP KEYBOARD-ENTRY PROGRAM FACIHLITY
The Scientific Programmable is programmed directly through the keyboard
À program of up to 24 steps can be entered simply by keving in à sequence of
instructions corresponding to the calculation to be programmed. It is stored
ready to operate on any numbers entered. The program cen be stopped at
any point for variables to be entered
Switching off the machine automatically clears the program
SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

S digit mantissa, 2 digit exponent, both signable. Number entry can be in
scientific notation or fully-floating decimal point: all results are automatically
displayed in scientific notation.
SCIENTIFIC FUNCTIONS

Directly available: sine, cosine, arctangent (all in radianst, logre, antilogie
(10%).
Immediately derivable: aresine. arccosine, tangent. degree conversion,
loge.
PERMITTED ARGUMENT RANGE:

Logs (base 10)—all positive numbers
Antilogs (base 10)}—numbers betsveen—99 and 9

,
7 —all positive numbers

Sin and Cos—between 0 and ! radians
Arctan—numbers between 0 and 49.99|-—results in radians
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS

| 20x2, = ; sign change, 4 X
x

ARITHMETIC FUNCTIONS
+, —-, x,
POST-FIXED OPERATORS

Ideal for complex full-Now chain caleulation
MEMORY

3 separate functions: store, recall and exchange
‘UPPER AND LOWER CASE* OPERATION
The keyboard layout is very simple: most keys have two or more functions,
instantly selectable, The outcome is a very wide range of functions (including
programming) available from just 19 kevs
MAINS/BATTERY OPTION

An AC mains adaptor is supplied with the Scientific Programmable, and
should be used where possible. A disposable 9 V cell allows the caleulator
to be used wherever AC facilities are not available, but is intended only for
occasional use, not for continuous operation.

2
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INDEX

A
Reactance- Frequency Chart
Frequency to wavelength
Amplitude of Harmonies of Waveforms

RCL Circuits
Decibel Conversion
Transistor Transconduetance
M.O.S. Transistors
Power Amplifiers
HF. Amplifiers

* Negative Feedback
Thermal Noise
Power Supply Smaothing
Transmission Lines

RADIATION AND PROPAGATION

Aerials

EXPLANATORY INFORMATION !

CE
rer

aarerereirarirmmeA0008

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS 2nee

denabarmement

EQUATION SOLVING E

GENERAL ARITHMETIC FORMULAE

Factorials 4

Polynominal Evaluation 4

Quadratic Equation 4
General Expressions 4
Series s
Decimal to Binary Conversion 6

Complex Numbers 6
Determinants 5

Log Base Change 6

GEOMETRY

Triangles 7

Parallelograms 7

Circles 8

Right Parallelapiped Cuboid 8

Cylinders 9

Cone 9

Sphere 9Em

mmeqerattSTATISTICS

Summations 10

Sample Varlance 11

Probability 11

Quality Controi u
Error of Difference !
Chi? "I

Simpson’s Rule, Regression 1

LPO
EErendemarre
FINANCIAL

Accumulation 12

Percentages 1
Compound Interest 1”
Loan Repayment 13

Cash Flow 13EE

nacre
GENERAL APPLICATION

|

Fahrenheit to Centigrade 14

Degrees minutes and seconds to Radians 14
Hours minutes and seconds to Decimal Hours 14

Tally Counter 14

Subtraction Game 14orneee=dan20ELECTRONICS

Ohms Law 15

c Theory
Radar Equation
Frequency, Angulas Velocity
Characteristic Impedances

Skin Effect
Series ResonancertESELECTROSTATICS AND ELECTROMAGNETICS

Electrostatics
Capavitance
Inductance ”

Magnetostatics
Electric Flux Refraction
Electron Dynamics

ELECTRICAL MACHINES

DC Machines
Induction Motors
TransformerstrMECHANICS

Parallelogram Law for Forces
Staties in 3 Dimensions
Relatavistic Effects
Frequency, Angular Velocity, Wavelength
Forces in Co-ordinate Systems
Tangential and Normal Components
Energy in a Gravitational Fielé
Scalar Product
Motion dueto various Force Fields
Moment of [nertia Theorems
Work Equation
Projectile Motion
Planetary Motion
Electron Dynamics

Scientific
Programmable
Program Library

snc=sir

5 € RES RENNEOoOERO ORFEI
100 programs on cards were
available for the scientific
programmable calculator

Escape Velocity
Doppler Effect
Mirrors and Lenses
Velocity of Sound

STRUCTURES

Beam Deflection Elastic Analysis
Beam Deflection
Struts
Klastic Bending
Elastic Strain Energy
Torsion of Tube
Complex Stresses
Cylinder Pressure Vesset
Strains due to Stress
Redundancy in Trusses

CENTRES OF GRAVITY AND MOMENTS
OFINERTIA

Shells of Revolution
Shells of Revolution
Solids of Revolution
Sotids of Revolution
Torroids

THERMODYNAMICS

Dryness Fraction
Polytropic Process
Heat Conduction
Heat Conduction (Shape Factors}
Radiation

FLUID MECHANICS

Hydrostatics
Pressure - Flow Measurement
Fipe Flow
Sudden Expansion
Vree Surface Flows
Free Surface Flows
Total Conditions
Compressible Flow
Perfect Gas Relations
Vortices
General

MATERIALS

Atomic Physics
Transport Properties
Lonic Bond
Elastic Properties
Siresses and Strains
X-rayDiffraction
Dislocations

snceaim
©1975Sinclair Radionics Limited
London Road
St |ves
HuntingdonCambs
PE174HJ
Telephone: St Ives (0480) 64646 Prmntedin England
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FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES
On/off switch
Display

8 digits plus sign fully floating decimal point, or fixed

point scientific notation format. Leading zero suppression
Arithmetic Functions

Ckey
Clears calculator completely (except program or memory)

CE key
Clears last entry

àkey
Selects upper case functions

Convenience functions
1x, x7, VX, 1, xy +

Brackets
Two sets of brackets provided

Memories
Seven independent, 3 function memories (sto n, rc! n, M

Logarithmic functions
Common logs and antilogs, Natural (naperian} logs and

antilogs (e*) together with y*.

Trigonometric functions
Sin, cos, tan and their inverses, with degree to radian and

radian to degree conversions
Programmability

Full 79 step program with merged upper case functions,
forward and backward step facility, conditions! and

unconditional branches
Battery

À battery of the manganese alkaline type, such as
Mallory Duracell Mn 1604, is required. No other type 0!
battery may be used

Ac Mains Adaptor
For continuous on-desk use the Ac mains adaptor
supplied should be used
Use of any other adaptor invalidates the guarantee
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CONTENTS

Page

Features 3

Batteries 3

Service Tip 4
Number and Decimal Point Entry 4
Simple Arithmetic 5

Negative Numbers 6
Chain Calculations Z

Error Correction 9
Overflow 10
Constant Arithmetic 10

Percentages 13

Square Root 14

Shifted Functions 14

Square 15

Reciprocal 15

Memory 15

Service and Guarantee 23

FEATURES

DISPLAY
8 digits. Floating decimal point. Red
LED with wide viewing angle. Unwanted
zeros suppressed.
ON/OFF SWITCH
Located in the centre of the bottom row.
Sliding it to the right switches the calcul-
ator on.
[F] key
Several of the keys have a dual function.
Normally they will perform the function
printed on the key, but if the [F] keyis
pressed first, they will perform the func-
tion printed on the case (’shifted’ mode).
The (F] key must be pressed each time
an upper case function is required. If

pressed in error, press again to cancel.
KEY

The ‘Clear’ key. Pressed once, it clears
the last number or cancels the overflow
condition. Pressed twice, it clears the
calculator, but not the memory. Pressed
after [F], it clears the memory, but
not the calculator.
NUMBER KEYS
Press to enter numbers.
OPERATOR KEYS
Press to enter calculating instructions.
BATTERIES
The Sovereign uses two 1.35 V
mercury cells. Suitable types are
Mallory RM625N or Varta 7002,or
any truly equivalent alternative. These
batteries are available world wide, but
if you experience any difficulty, please
write to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, who will
despatch batteries to anywhere in the
world.
To fit batteries, hold the caiculator
with the back uppermost and the battery
compartment towards you. Slide the

cover down and off the case. Fit the
batteries so that the battery on the

the bulge on the back wez
there to allows 9 voit PP3
battery to be used

©13
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Sinclair products were widely
reported in electronics mags-
zinez of the time.

PRODUCT

Oxford" series of calculators is Sinclair'a bid to
increase of the calculator
The Oxford 300 la aimed at the growing “electronic

slide rule” market and it looks like being @ success.
The e sclenti

€ and
commercial and businees users, to scientists and engineers
They hope to claim à 35% share of the market by the end of

1975.

CONSTRUCTION
The Oxford 300 consiats of a keyboard, à printed circuit

board containing the main circuits and à display unit. The

feel, making à click when operated. Replacement of à faulty
Keyboard would take enough time to be significant in cost

The calculating power is contained in a single integrated
circuit soidered, together with an interface IC and a few other
components on to à nent printed circuit board which is
mounted on plastic pillars and retained by three push fit

onty 17 connections, this board is easily
ce it contains the computing 1C replacement
ive. The display unit is welded to the case

and is the most difficult part to remove. The general standard
of construction inside this calculator may be described as
top domestic quality.

PACKAGING
Wihilst one can be reasonably enthusiastic about the

Oxtord 3004 internal construction, the same cannot be said
about the outside packaging. According to Sinclair, “final

styling of the Oxfords was determined by an ext
markot resoarch « © in which & number of alternative
case styles were rexearched far their modern and profes
sional appearance, convenience and customer acceptabi-
lity”, The others must have been bad for this black case can
only de described as duil

A second criticiem is the onfoff switch, disquised as a
function button on the main keyboard. It is à olider switch,
rather difficult to operate and a potential failure point. À
degree/radian switch is fitted on the back of the case in a
position much more suitable for an onfofl switch. Swapping
these two Switches would ssem to be both logical and more
functional

keybosré is of the dual function type in which a
“function” key in used to obtain the alternative functions.
This type of keyboard has the advantage that price is kept
to & minimum as opposed to the discrete function keyboard
which may have 40 or more keys for the same capability
The necessity of using @ function key in an algobraic machine

Practical Wireless, February 1976

not only increases the number of operations necessary
when calculations but it also means that con-
siderable care has to be exercised as well.

Tho Oxford range is not designed with pocket use In mind
although they should (if the average size pocket. The display
|s angled in such à way that It can be read with the machine
on a desk. The koys are larger than most pocket calculstors
making desk top ogeralion easier

AI! three calculators in the range are mains or battery
led and shoulé not bo confusod with the rechargeable

battery facilities offered on more expensive machines.

FACILITIES
Algebraic logic is used as opposed to reverse Polish

scientific notation as employed in the Sinclair Scientific
cacul his simplifies oparation for the average user
since calculations are carried out in the same way as they
are written down. The Oxford provides à constant facility on
all four arithmetic functions. There is also a very flexible
memory with M: (adé to memory), M (subtract trom
memory), MEx (exchange display and memary), MC (memory
clear) and MR (memory recall) functions available. Trig
functions sin, cos, tan and arcsin, arccos and arctan are
provided with a switch to soloct alther degrea or radisn
operation. Other functions provided are log 9x, €", V5, fax
andax key. There ls no x? function which can be rathor
frustrating at times although squaring can be carried out
using the constant facility.

Sinclair provide an adequate booklet showing exemples of
Now to use the calculator, The disalay gives results In oight
digit floating decimal point format or in scientific notation
with a Lve digit mantissa and à two digit signed exponent
Numbers can De entered in either notation, the machine
automatically adjusting the notation when Ne operation key
is pressed. There is à machine clear and à last entry clear
facility pravided by pressing the clear key either once or
fwice. Each of the four arithmetic functions has the ability
to store à constant so that if, for example k x a=is entered

juent numbers may be muitiplied by k simply
by pressing say b-— to give k x b.

CONCLUSION
The Oxford 300 is a powerlu! little package that will appoat

to many users at the price offered. The functions provided
are more than adequate for the run of the mil! scientific
problem and the algebraic notation certainly makes it easior
to usé than the Sinclair Scientific e

889
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Unique full-function
8-digit wrist calculator…

available onlyas a kit.
A wrist calculator is the ultimate in common-sense portable Assembling the Sinclair Instrument
calculating power. Even a pocket calculator goes where your wrist calculator A7 NS,74= 55/

pocket goes - take your jacket off, and you're lost! The wrist calculator kit comes to you
But a wrist-calculator is only worth havingif it offers a complete and ready for assembly. All

genuinely comprehensive range of functions, with a full-size you need is a reasonable degree of
skill with a fine-point soldering iron.208 EU

S ; ;

It takes about three hours to
This one does. What's more, because it /s a kit, supplied direct assemble. If anything goesfrom the manufacturer, it costs only a very reasonable £9.95 wrong, Sinclair Instrument
(plus 8% VAT, P&P). And for that, you get not only a high- will replace any damagedcalibre calculator, butthe fascination of building it yourself. components free: we
How to make 10 keys do the work of 27 want you to enjoy
The Sinclair Instrument wrist calculator offers the full range of assembling the kit,
arithmetic functions. It uses normal algebraic logic (‘enter it as and to end up with a
you write it‘). But in addition, it offers a % key; plus the valuable and useful
convenience functions y x, 1/x, x?; plus a full 5-function memory. calculator.
All this, from just 10 keys! The secret? An ingenious, simple
three-position switch. It works like this.

1. The switch in its normal, central
position. With the switch centred,
numbers - which make up the vast
majority of key-strokes — are
tapped in the normal way
2. Hold the switch to the
left to use the functions to
the left above the keys…

3.andholdittotherightto
use the functions to the
right above the keys.
The display uses 8 full-size
red LED digits, and the
calculator runs on readily-
available hearing-aid
batteries to give weeks
of normal use.

Contents
Case and display
window.

Strap.
Printed circuit board.

Switches
Special direct-drive chip

(no interface chip needed).
Display.

Batteries.

Everything is packaged in a neat plastic
box, and is accompanied by full instructions.

The only thing you needis a fine-point soldering iron.
All components are fully guaranteed, and any which are

damaged during assembly will be replaced free.
The wrist-calculator kit is available only direct from
Sinclair Instrument. Take advantage of this 10-day money-
back undertaking.
Send the coupon today.

| To: Sinclair Instrument Ltd,

|
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.

|* Please send me … (qty) Sinclair Instrument wrist-calculator
kits at £9.95 plus 8Op VAT plus 25p P&P (Total £11).

|) Au
Dimensions: ONLY

154€ (46 mm) wide, pie
1Kç (37 mm) deep. *Weight:

{ ; 5)
lessthan10z(28g).

a AMORNE |

|

|

“lenclose cheque/PO/money orderfor£..........…...…..….….

* Complete as applicable.

LE 4e) Name 1585 pe |Ads ESS

Sinclair Instrument Ltd, TE RE6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, (Please print)
Cambs., CB2 1SN. l understand that you will refund my money n full if | return the

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 311488. kit undamaged within 10 days of receipt EE/3

G1l7



From Sinclair
New calculators.…. new low prices

no quibble guarantes
And becsuse à million pockets cart be wrong,

match.
Thote are nov prThey/re 1he Sinclair Oxtords - rot pocket calcitetors,
butmænsibanery
They to sit on your desk and work on
tive mains oil day. (There's à neat Sinclair mains
adagptor avinlatée sé ar ophionai extra "costs
£295 + VAT.I

Or they fit compenionæbly into your briefcase
and give you weeks 0f normal use con
cheap 9-volt battery

welghs and substance allihotmingea
maire; battery csiculator needs

Sinclair are Europe's targest
calculator macufacturers Intime

evorytin
fin taroe handsorme. robust packages

First ihare's the Oxford 100.118 2 classic

B.drait 4.tunction calculato made à be specal

Dis amuse pomértu constant The Oxford 200
Oxford 300

adds à memory and an automate * xey - an

0 Aron evométiss cube ta
extremety useful tac! ty *or anypody handling VAT.

mark-upé Cscouns. re sruilar caiculators

The Oxtord 300 15 different Nofters anexceptonai feu furetrene

array 0é soptushcated screntific *unctons, ardisone Anse, sasPtraehe PMnétichas danse

ane scenic portables où Algateac tous
Ermaraessat one eancrs mm merite
Kccnatnet

All thvree machines vif work with tre Snclaie mains Dpmartus canauune ne 68 (ous furet

aaptoe Al Errew are suppled with S-voit battenes moi
and fuit instructons Cmary rgésract entry rt
Alithree are coverac by Sincais no-auibble One ee
‘year quaransue. € you buy à calculator from 80 Fentor va

, vou ra
22 prriany Hapéend oe tr cacao Enaee cabcutrhora maucPy a entier

40 gel service or repars - or a replacement) Starag Sendpts acnttés Sperpten sr ‘

cæiculator working. vs D ea
we! ve spait out in detail etat they do. Betas ptanteies acte meme

As you see, they offer even more than the Sinclair
mrccuage accurate re nandaene vie Se V5ave

pocket calculators ste Votre pignacran itsavoue ms ancre

Vot they start at the sure price. £12 96, plus VAT -
es eetentsasDEL

and nouther range by à reputable makar can beat pape amapage

ri vue ces... =Where to find your
Dhctaten organes actriiey or

Curry Greso'e sure Centres, Monet ; PJ
Ryman, J sf Stone, Underwocds, larger branches Parysooptcais

ä

Boots

and
Dsbenharma; Harrods, Lewis's, Sarfridges:

mes rack pete
Sinctoi Radionres L1d

peus DE ee carre eraeime mr London

osd
SitesHunangdon, Camba PEIT A0

sue
Fat; Stives

in caseof difficulty sand 8 or your Access or Eva «1° grip vague em 105000

mumbor direct to Sirecais se
namery.3 es

= ç

mains adsptor for the Oxford range isE2.95)
macatrenended rein prices:

WWe"il Cespatch à calcutator direct 10 you he vit.

14 -dey monay-back uidertaking, of course

Advertisement appearin i

g as whole page in the Dail Ï

\ ] €

y Telegraph,S
Express, Observer, Financial Times, and as a créent fn00 Sept



The Black watch must be the missing link in this research into Sinclair”s
archeology trip. It is, in fact, a unique product both in its singularity and in
its number.

The Black watch was one of the first LED (Light Emitting Diodes) watches
on the worid market and one of the first electronic watches to be offered in
kit form for home assembly.

The fact that it was a real failure, does not subtract from the fact that
nothing like it had ever been seen before and probably never will ever in
the future. Its unconventional design did strike the imagination of many
who, having ordered a kit, were never able to assemble it,let alone makeit

Hfl}



work. The fact that, if you were lucky enough to make one work, you had
to press a button to read the time did not subtract from the lure of the
novelty and even the Swiss Horological Society was so impressed by it as to
invite Sinclair to exhibit it at their Royal Horological Fair.

5o many things went wrong in its production that even to-day people make
jokes aboutthe way it was designed to be built by home constructors with
the aid of clothes pegs (to keep all the parts together while fitting the
batteries) and glue (to keep the plastic case parts together once the
building was finished).

The Black Watch kit
£14.95!

à The Black Watch by Sinclair is unique.
Controlled by a quartz crystal, and
powered by two hearing aid
batteries, it uses bright red LEDs to
show hours and minutes, and

| minutes and seconds. And it's
styled in the cool prestige Sinclair
fashion: no knobs, no buttons,
no flash.
The Black Watch kit is unique, too.
It's rational — Sinclair have
reduced the separate

77 components to just four-and
/ its simple: anybody who can

* Practical-easilybuiltby £

anyone in an evening's Le

straightforward assembly. |f4

* Complete-right down to
strap and batteries. )

* Guaranteed. À correctly-
assembled watch is
guaranteed for a year. It 0.works as soon as you putthe Ÿ

batteries in. On a built watch
we guarantee an accuracy
within a second a day-but
building it yourself you may be use a soldering iron can assembleable to adjust the trimmer to Ë a Black Watch without difficulty.
achieve an accuracy within a aan From opening the kit to wearing the
second a week. watch is a couple of hours’ work.

Touch and tell
Press here for hours and mi

… here for mi and d: B easily replaced at home.

pa

HILIDRNNEI

The specialist features of the Black Watch
Smooth, chunky, matt-black case, Large, bright, red display-easilyread Runs on two hearing“aid batteries
with black strap. (Black stainless- at night. Touch-and-see case- (supplied). Easily re-set using special
steel bracelet available as extra- no unprofessional buttons. button—no expensive jeweller's
see order form.) service.

1



1. Displaying the time
The watch is always working, but displays
the time in digital form only when the
appropriate area on the front of the watch
is pressed. The watch operates on a 12
hour cycle.

Pressing area 1 displays
hours and minutes.
Pressing area 2 displays
minutes and seconds.

Button 3 on rear of
ë

watch is used in setting
the time (see section 3).

2. Replacing batteries
Lift the tab on the
back of the watch
and pull to remove
the battery cover.

Slide the spring clip
from under the
retainer (a ball-point
pen may help here)
and remove the old
batteries,

The Black Watch-using the unique
Sinclair-designed state-of-the-art IC.

The chip… andhowit works
The heartofthe Black Wa!chis a À crystal-controlled reference is used
unique IC designed by Sincla frive achain of 15 binary dividers
custom-built for them using which reduce the frequency from
state-of-the-art technology 32,768H2 to 1Hz This accurate
integrated injection logic signal is then counted into units of

seconds, minutes, and hours, andon
request the stored information is
processed by the decoders and
display drivers to feed the four
7-segment LEO displays. When the
dispiay is notin operation, special
power-saving circuits on the chip

reduce current consumption to oniy
afew microamps

This chip of silicon measures only
3mmx3mm and contains over

2000 transistors. The circuit includes
a) reference oscillator
b) divider chain
c) decoder circuits
d) display inhibit circuits
e) display driving circuits

The chip is totally designed and
manufactured in the UK, and is
the first design to incorporate
all circuitry for a digital
watchona sinale chip

LED display

Quartz crystal

2000-transistor silicon integrated circuit

LaceLeSN TE

£14.95!
RuPiLAC Tee cet delet1ée)

unique Sinclair-designed IC

encapsulated quartz crysta

trimmer
(To T 116

[Eco foie 14
2-part case with windowin
position
batteries

. battery-clip
. black strap (black stainless-

FAC TI Re ete TE dojo ile NS 41 EE
see order form)

MCE tte Tnile a (ed o)P1[o ff)
anduse.

Le RAT ColeRTE Se RTC AT)
he Jle lala le Rico la Late Fed)deSREdei lan)TER al Re RAGE SIT 6

service department for help.

Take advantage of this
no-risks, money-back | Piasesenime Totat £
offer today! (qty) Sinclair Black Watch
The Sinclair Black Watch is tully
guaranteed. Return your kit in original
condition within 10 days and we'il
refund your money without question

AI! parts are tested and checked
before despatch -and correctiy-
assembled watches are guaranteed

for one year. Simply fill in the FREEPOST
order form and post it-today'
Price in kit form: £14.95 (Inc. black
strap, VAT, pp).
Price in built form: £24.95 (inc. black
strap, VAT, p&p).

kit(s)at£14 95 (inc. block
strap, VAT p&p)

(aty) Sinclair Black Watch(es)
built at £24 95 (inc black
strap, VAT, p&p).

(aty) black stamnless-steei
bracelet(s) at £2 00
linc. VAT, p&p).

| Name (please print)

Address

Ï To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4BR.

*tenclose cheque foi £

* Please debit my *Barclaycard/Access/
American Express account number

to Sinclar Radiores Ltd
ssec

| ||sindeair |  ..Radionics Ltd,

I Signature

Reg. no: 690483 England. VAT Reg. no: 2138170886. Î FREEPOST- no stamp required. * Delete as requiredL

Ccocoooooooecosoooues
note that the stainiesz steel
bracelet wazs sn optional extra



Fit new batteries as shown.

and negative faces corres-
pond with the diagram.
Replace the spring clip by
placing on top of batteries
as shown and sliding the
clip tabs under the retain-
er pegs. Replace the cover.

Press Areas 1 or 2 to check that the
display lights up. If not, check that you
have inserted the batteries correctly.
The watch will now need setting.
The batteries used should be Union Carbide
386, Mallory 10L124, Ray-O-Vac RW44
and RW24, or National WL-11.

Batteries should be replaced when the display
is very dim or does not light up.
Always remove exhausted batteries to avoid

_

damage through leakage.

Make sure that the positive
3. Setting the watch
Start about two minutes before a time
signal for ultimate accuracy. To set
hours, press Area 1 followed by Button
3 while still pressing Area 1. The hours
will count forward at 1 hour per second.
When the correct hour is reached , release
the buttons.
If the watch is being set for the first time
after battery replacement, count the hours
through a full 12 hour cycle before stopping
at the correct hour.

To set the minutes, press Area 2 followed
by Button 3 while still pressing Area 2.
The minutes will count forward at 1 minute
per second and the seconds will be set to
zero, i.e. the exact minute.[|f the minutes
advance through 59 to OÙ, the hours will
advance by 1.) When the correct minutes
are reached, release Area 2.

The set time can now be held by main-
taining pressure on Button 3 only. The
display will go out but the time is held
exactly as set. The watch will start as
soon as this button is released.
Check that you have set the time correctly

4. Adjustment of the Metal Bracelet by pressing 1 or 2.
(Optional Extra)
The bracelet is adjustable in two ways:1. The simple, quick adjustment is by
moving one side of the strap into the
‘’buckle’’ by springing out the removaole
bar with a needle, or similar object, and
moving it along inside the outer section of
the ‘’buckle’’. Only adjust the link section;
do not alter the folding section of the ‘’buckle’.
2. |f the adjustment by the above method is
insufficient, the links on either side of the
‘’buckle” may be removed. The relevant
links have an oblong slot in them and an
arrow. Insert a screwdriver or knife into the
slot in the link and slide in the direction of
the arrow. Repeat for the adjacent link. and
remove the link. Clip the links together and
push the arrowed bar back into place to
remake the connection. There are two
removable links on either side of the
‘“buckle”

Service and guarantee
The Sinclair Digital Watch is solid state

;
How to use your. buttons as the only moving Sinclair Digital Watch

It is fully and unconditionally guaranteed ù ; ; où. re fe from the date ét purchase Your Sinclair Digital watch is one of the

against defects in materials or workman- most advanced time-keepino instruments

ship. During this period it will be repaired available.

or replaced (at Manufacturer‘s Option) Frequent demonstration of the watch as
without charge to the owner, if it is returned, well! as normal time-keeping usage during
carefully packed, postage pre-paid, preferably the first few months of ownership may well
by registered or recorded delivery, to result in the initial set of batteries providing
Sinclair Radionics Ltd. Please enclose a
letter clearly stating your name and address,
the date of purchase, and the nature of the
fault. The guarantee is void if the watch has
been damaged by accident, unreasonable
use, neglect or improper service.

a shorter life than expected.

Before returning your watch carefully re-
check the instructions and also check that
the batteries do not need replacing.

U.K. owners should return their watch
direct to :

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
Watch Service Dept.,
London Road, St. |ves,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 4HJ. snc=air

IG



Having dabblied around with electronics since he was young Sinclair had
always had a soft spot for the radio experimenter. One of the first
integrated circuits on the worid market, the IC-10, was marketed by
Sinclair in 1968.

So it was only natural that, after the crude Signal Injector of 1963, he
should have turned his attention to the laboratory necessities of the time.
The instrument line of multimeters, oscilloscopes and frequency
counters enjoyed a relatively large success at the time. So much so that
some of them arestill in production to-day under the name of Téesdar

From the LED multimeter model DM-1 to the more successful LCD DM-2
and the portable PDM-35 they all showed the now traditional Sinclair
elegance of design and innovative electronic advance.

fi



Useitonthe move Kerpthe DM2 ts arrying Case Use itin your laboratory.The DM2 sits ‘igidly on ts
it'salwavs'eady for use combined carrying handie stand



‘The Sinclair PDM35.
A personal digital multimeter foronly £29.95

Now everyone can afford to
own a digital multimeter

À digital multimeter used to
mean an expensive, bulky piece of
equipment.

The Sinclair PDM35 changes
that. It's gotall the functions and
features you wantin a digital
multimeter, vet they’re neatly
packaged in a rugged but light
pocket-size case, ready to go
anywhere.

The Sinclair PDM35 gives you
all the benefits of an ordinary digital
multimeter - quick clear readings,
high accuracyand resolution, high
input impedence. Yet at / 29.95
+8% VAT), it costs less than vou’d

expect to payfor an analogue meter!
The Sinclair PDM35 is tailor-

.made for anyone who needs to make
rapid measurements. Development
engineers, field service engineers,
lab technicians, computer specialists,
radio and electronic hobbyists will
find it ideal.

With its rugged construction
and battery operation, the PDM35 is
perfectly suited for hand work in the
field, while its angled display and
optional AC power facility make it
just as useful on the bench.
What you get with a PDM35
3/2 digit resolution.
Sharp, bright, easily read LED
display, reading to + 1.999.
Automatic polarity selection.
Resolution of | mV and 0.1 nÀ
(0.000114 A.
Direct reading of semiconductor
forward voltages at 5 different currents.
Resistance measured up to 20 Mr.
1% of reading accuracy.

Operation from replaceable battery
or AC adaptor.
Industry standard 10 M(1 input
impedance.
Compare it with an
analogue meter!

The PDM35’s 1% of reading
compares with 3%of full scale for a
comparable analogue meter. That
makesit around 5 times more
accurate on average.

The PDM35 will resolve 1 mV
against around 10 mV for a
comparable analogue meter - and
resolution on current is over 1000
times greater.

The PDM35' DC input
impedance of 10 M(lis 50 times
higher than a 20 k(1/volt analogue
meter on the 10 Vrange.

The PDM35 gives precise
digital readings. So there's no needto
interpret ambiguous scales, no
parallax errors. There's no need to
reverse leads for negative readings.
There's no delicate meter movement
to damage. And you can resolve
current as lowas 0.1 nÂ and measure
transistor and diode junctions over
5 decades of current.

To: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,StIves, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4H].
Please send me (qty) PDM35(s)

Peer| carrying case(s) @ £3.00 (inc VAT
and P&P) each:—quy) )
240 V 50 Hz power @ £3.00 .

inc VAT and P&P) each: A

|
Ienclose cheque/PO made payable
to Sinclair Radionics Ltd for
(indicate total amount)...

l understand that if! am notSHARE
satisfied with my PDM35, I may return it|viahin ten days for a full cash refund.

&

Technical specification senc
DC Volts (4 ranges)
Range: 1 mVto 1000 V.

Accuracy of reading 1.0% + | count.
Note: 10 M {1 input impedance.
AC Volts (40 Hz-5 kHz)
Range: 1 V to 500 V.

Accuracy of reading: 1,0% + 2 counts.
DC Current (6 ranges)
Range: 1 nÀ to 200 mA.
Accuracy of reading: 1.0% + 1 count.
Note: Max. resolution 0.1 nÂ.

Resistance (5 ranges)
Range: 1(1 to 20 Mn.
Accuracy ofreading: 1.55% + 1 count
Also provides 5 junction-test ranges.
Dimensions: 6 in x 3 in x l'z in.
Weight: 6/2 oz.
Power supply: 9 V battery or
Sinclair AC adaptor.
Sockets: Standard 4 mm for
resilient plugs.
Options: AC adaptor for 240 V
50 Hz power. De-luxe padded
carrying wallet. 30 kV probe.
The Sinclair credentials

Sinclair have pioneered a whole
range of electronic world-firsts — from
programmable pocket calculators
to miniature TVs. The PDM35
embodies six years’ experience in
digital multimeter design, in which
time Sinclair have become one of
the world's largest producers.
Tried, tested, ready to go!

The Sinclair PDM35 comesto
voufully built, tested, calibrated and
guaranteed. It comes complete with
leads and test prods, operating
instructions and a carrying wallet. And
getting one couldn’t be easier. Just fill
in the coupon, enclose a cheque/ PO
for the correct amount (usual 10-day
money-back undertaking, of course,
and sendit tous.

Well mail your PDM35 by return!
Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4H],
England. Regd No: 699483.

Name.

Address

EE/12

ss1
scsicss World leaders in fingertip electronics|
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Display
Screen dimensions:Graticule divisions :

Phosphor:
External Adjustments :

32mm x 26mm
5 horizontal x 4 vertical (6mm)
Blue-white, medium persistence
Intensity, Focus, trace rotate

Vertical Deflection (Y input)
Bandwidth:
Coupling :

Sensitivity :

Input Impedance:Maximum Input:

D.C. to 10MHz + 3 db at 1 div.
deflection
Switchable D.C., A.C. or ground.
A.C. coupling — 3 dB at 2 Hz
10mV/div to 50V/div in 12 ranges
Calibrational accuracy + 3% of full scale
1M@Q in parallel with 47pF
350V (D.C. + peak A.C.) provided the
component does not exceed 250 volts

Horizontal Deflection (X Input) — switch selectable
Bandwidth:Coupling :

Sensitivity :

Input Impedance:Maximum Input :

D.C.to 2 MHz + 6 db
DC.
Approximately 0.5 volts/div

1M©Q in parallel with 10pF
25 volts, protected to 250V r.mss.
50/60Hz

Timebase — switch selectable
Sweep times:
Operating Modes:
Triggering Circuit
Source :Coupling :

O.1u secs/div to 0.5 secs/div in 21

ranges. Calibrational accuracy + 3%
of full scale

free-running or triggered sweep

Internal or external switchable.
AC, DC, TV Frame, or TV Line
filtering

Level :
Slope:Sensitivity :

Modes :

Calibrator

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

Continuously variable over waveform
+ or — selectable on level control
Less than 1 div. for internal trigger
Less than 1 volt for external trigger
Bright Line :

Time base free runs until synchronised
by trigger circuit
Trigger :Timebase reset with display blanked
until sweep initiated by trigger circuit
Economy :Instrument switches to a power saving
mode with display blanked until time-
base is started by trigger circuit
External :

As for Bright Line but with external
trigger input

Square wave output of amplitude 1 volt pk-pk + 5%. Frequency
1kHz + 30%.

Power Requirements
4V to 10V D.C. via disposable cells, rechargeable cells, or A.C.
adaptor.
Typical Power Consumption:
Physical Details
Dimensions :

Weight :

Operating
Temperature range :

Bright Line — 900 MW
10 MHz3divisions — 1300 MW

Economy — 350 MW

10" x 5.8” x 1.6" (255 x 148 x 40mm)
12 Ibs (800 gms)

0°C — 40°C

14
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The DM235 incorporates the most
important features of a bench-top meter
into a rugged yet lightweight instrument for
true portability. High accuracy, resolution
and input impedance mean superior
performance to analogue meters — but at à

price significantly lower than many. The
DM235*s design and specification makes it
ideal for all but the most demanding
applications.
Big, bright, unambiguous display
Full 3!» digit display, reading to1999
8 mm LEDS, ultra wide angle of view.

Six functions, 26 rangespovois. .1\mVto 1000V

AGvoits.. . ImVto 750V
DC Current.……. SES lu AtolA
AC Current...a lu AtolA
Resistance.……… ; …1Ato20MQ
Diode test……… …0.Ju Ato! mA
10M©Qinput impedance.

High accuracy
Basic accuracy of 0.5% (2 V DC range.
Other DC ranges and Resistance 1.0%.
AC ranges 1.55% 30 HZ - 10 kHz.

Easy to use, by anyone, anywhere
Automatic polarity operation, automatic
decimal point placement, automatic out-
of-range indication

Lightweight but strong
High-impact moulded ABS case, size 10 in

x 5.8 in x 1.6 in. Weight less than 12 1b

Basic operation from disposable cells, for
independence from ACsupply.
Line operation available via optional AC
charger/adaptor.

A full range of optional accessories
IDM235 meter complete with test leads
andpIrods.se £49.80
AC adaptor/charger 240 V 50 HZ... £3.50
Eveready carrying case with lead
stowage compartment..…..........….…. £8. 50

Rechargeable battery units... L 8.00
30 KV high voltage probe... 15.00
(All prices subject to 8% VAT)

Find out more!
Sinclair Radionics are one ofthe world’s
largest producers of digital multimeters —

the DM235 embodies over seven years”
expereince. It comes with a full12 month
guarantee. If vou’d like to know more about
the DM235, send the coupon below. We°I1

send all the facts (and alist of distributors

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4H}.

snceairWorld leadersin fingertip electronics

To:Sinclair Radionies Ltd,StIves,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4H]

ase send me full illustrated
| »marre new Sinclair DM235

=5 3S 5 =

by return.
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The Sinclair PFM2O0 digital frequency meter.

20 Hz-200 MHz..8 digitsUnder£50.
The Sinclair PFM200 brings digital frequency measurement within the
reach of every engineer. It has a performance comparable with the
very best bench-top instruments, but it’s packaged in a compact
case which is rugged but light, ready for use anywhere.

The PFM200 out-performs many much more expensive
instruments. Its 8-digit display and variable gate time give high-
resolution coverage of frequencies from 20 Hz to over
200 MHz It gives you exceptional sensitivity and simplicity,
atafraction of the price of meters with similar
specifications!

The PFM200 1s ideal for use with audio, video
and radio systems, and all electronic and digital
circuitry. Now every development engineer, service
technician, student and hobbyist can afford
to have a personal digital frequency meter.

The PFM200 embodies Sinclair
Radionics’ seven-vear experience
in digital test equipment design and
production.

PFM200: features
20 Hz-200 MHz guaranteed range
(typically better)
Frequency resolution down to 0.1 Hz
High sensitivity (10 mV typical
High-accuracycrystal timebase
Full 8-digit capacity
Sharp, bright, easily-read LED display
Built-in attenuator
Variable sampling rate
Low-battery indication
Truly portable

Where to use the new
PFM200
The PFM200 is useful in every field of
electronics, providing the ultra-precise
frequency information that an oscilloscope
can’t give
Transmitter checks: mobiles, ham,
radio control - check frequency and stability
on Lowand High band VHF,etc, up to 200
MHz AMand FM. In most applications, the
PFM200's optional telescopic aerial avoids
the need for direct connections.
Audio testing and design: check
oscillator frequencies, band width limits,
crossover frequencies, resonances, etc, with
resolution down to 0.1 Hz
Digital testing: check computer clock
frequencies, divider ratios and other digital
circuitry
RF circuit checks: test local oscillators,
BFOs, test IF and detector performance.
Video equipment: check syncronised
circuits, scanning frequencies, video band-
widths, etc

#
/‘/

Technical
specifications
Frequency range: 20 Hz to 200 MHz
Display resolution: up to 8 digits
Lowest frequency resolution: 0.1 Hz
Gate time: decade adjustable from 0.01 secs
to 10 secs
Sampling rate: varies with gate time up to
5 per second
Display format: $ LEDs, direct reading
in kHz.
Attenuator: -20 db
Input impedance:1M in parallel with 50 pF
Timebase accuracy: 0.3 ppm/°C,
10 ppm/year
Dimensions: 6.2 in x 3in x1.25 in

Weight: 6 oz
Power requirement: 9V DC or AC
adaptor
Sockets: standard 4 mmfor resilient plugs
Standard accessories: test leads and
prods, carrving wallet, owner’s instruction
manual

;

Optional equipment: AC adaptor for
240 V 50 Hz power; deluxe paddedcarrving
case; connector kit comprising BNC, co-ax,
DIN and phono adaptors, plus

| for off-air transmitter
measurements

# back undertaking, of course
* tous.

4
Built,

tested,
‘ready to go

#
 TheSinclairPFM200

P comes to vou fully built,
tested, calibrated and

7 guaranteed. It comes com-
# plete with leads and test prods,

operating instructions and a

P carrving wallet, And getting one
” couldn*t be easier. Just fill in the order

Ÿ
form below, enclose a cheque/PO for

> the right amount (usual 14-day money-
,and sendit

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Rd,
St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4H],
England. Regd. No. 699483.

pesereeePFM200 Order Form
Plvase send me
PI M200s at 453.78
inc 8% VAT) cach f;

guy; De-luxe
carrving cases ar (324

inc 899 VAI} cach /

qtv ACadaptors
for 240V power at 4,3.24

inc 8% VAT each L

gtv) connector kits
at (10.58 inc 8% VAT) each £

A
qu

Post & packing ‘please add) (0.65

I enclose cheque/PO made payableto
Sinclair Radionics Ltd for ‘indicate total
amount 4

lunderstand that if! am not completely
satisfied with my PFM200, ! may return it
within 14 davs for àfull cash refund

Name
Address

PW/s

& === [|World leaders in fingertip electronics.telescopicaerial



MICROŸ AGIR mue

The pocket TV was another example of (Sir) Clive Sinclair's obsession with
miniaturization. Having spent his lust on the pocket radio, the pocket
amplifier and the pocket calculator, his dream now was a miniature
portable TV.

It took Sinclair 15 years (from 1963 to 1977) to develop and puton the
market the TV 1A, the smallest all standards pocket television of its time.
The design and research took so long mainly because he wanted to put a
flat screen tube in it but in the end had to compromise with a traditional
CRT made by AEG Telefunken. He finally managed to succeed with the flat
screen tube only in September 1983 after SONY had already had their
model FD-200 on the market for more than a year since February 1962.

Bi



The TV 1A was small and good buttoo costiy. Something had to be done so
Sinclair marketed model TVIB which was designed for automatic
production and so much cheaper to make. The only snag was that it was
good for the UE only as the VHF tuner was not, at the time, available or
fieeded in Great Britain. Later a model TV 1C for the American market and
TV 1D for the European market were developed and marketed. À monitor
MoniA with the same Telefunken tube (the coffin tube) was also
marketedin 1977.

TEA 11,20 TP(O(CIKIRIE TBE EN (SION

I VHF channel in bands 1, 3, 4 orTiny Tele! 5 and consume less power than a
OR the past four or five large pen torch bulb—to be exactF years, rumours have been 750mW from 4 AA nickel cad-

fiying around thick and fast mium rechargable batteries.
concerning the imminent appear- When fully charged, life is about
ance of a pocket sized TV. It's 4 hours, with a 14-hour recharg-
true to say that a couple were ing cycle. Audio output is 50mW,
produced and shown to the Press, while EHT to the tiny tube is
but were never marketed due to 2kV.
some fundamental design fault. The Microvision is the result,
There were also more, we are led say Sinclair, of 12 years research
to believe, that were never re- and some £500,000 spent in de-
vealed to the Press, but were sent velopment work alone. Readers
back to the “Drawing board” for may also remember that the NEB
a further re-think. However, Sin- granted a large sum of money to
clair—possibly one of the leading Sinclair, which really does prove
exponents of the miniature elec- that some Civil Servants know
tronics industry in this country, a good thing when they see it!
are now producing a truly tiny Manufactured at Sinclair’s
TV, which really is “Pocket” size Headquarters at St Ives, the
—well large pocket size anyway! Microvision is priced at $300 in
—-and are claiming a World first. the USA or £175-00 plus VAT in

Called the Microvision, it’s just the UK.
6 X 4 X ll,in with a 2in screen, Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London
and is claimed to work just about Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
anywhere in the Western World. Cambs PE17 4HJ. Tel: (St Ives)
It can tune in to any UHF or 0480 64646.
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Microvision- pocket television.
From Sinclair for just £9925

There's television. There's porable television.|lVs the simplest possible way to watch
And there's Microvision — pere television, sport. news and enterainmer
different from anything else in the world of dovrs; at home, in the offic

Microvision works on alkaline ght ;
à » u

beemarfrindrer è*sineairTV stations, and a built-mn foudspeaker. It Me : €

has an adjustable stand, a plug-in ear-phone, watch vour houschold TV fromten|World leaders in fingertip electronics

ascreen houd, and à camying case tv fiftcen feet away You'Il watch Mic
. - 7-1 at normal reading distance. S

| 1e two-inch screenis as big as à full-size
scteen. And the picture quality is unbebev:
bright and sharp

Pocket TV-the idea that's here to stay.
1r's hard to imagine life without trans-

istor radios, or pocket calculators. Yet onlv à
few vears ago, they were ideas as breathuakine
æs pocket television Soon, Microvision wil

be just as much part of everyday life
Yet this world first for Britain costs under

2106 - vers hide for a concept whick can
de canstorm the way

Microvision-for the first time, television
,indoors,out|the way you want it wherever you want it
on hohday

saon|Sinclair Radiontes Ltd Vel Si 1ves (0480 67414

See Microvision at: Hoots Department Stores, Camping International, Curry
Harrods, Kendal Milne, Rackhams, Selfridges, Vallances, Wallace Heat

Citer, The Co-ap, Dingles, House of Fraser, NEEB. Owen Ow

+, Dixons, Furocale, Fortnum & Mason, Gailey Caravan Gr
Iso at selected branches of: Allders, Beatties, Binns, Chiesrmas

RSC, SEB, Underwoods, and many local stockists.

aoccscosaceusansad
the monitor is the one in
the middie

LG
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Sinclair flat-screen pocket TV
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Getting down to facts A

The truly pocketable TV
The su

readyto

V yen

ï Dis Mtiot roms
ou Everything you need for personal,

pocketable TV viewing, For £79.95,

vchue pocket TV

he SineLur pocket TV comes complete watt
Ù sal foldaw.ry serai You also pet

nt v 16, for truly personal TV

nitlery5mcluded enough
tour ; Andfor £795 you car

dcr Nito aras Baitent Dowérior A prices include VAT, postage, pure hariz ans venir à
vwher you're out and abc

you can watch
ere

/ Division, Sinclair Rescarch, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surr

sinceair

É/92

GUTS 3BR

Code Iters Price Total

a
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ss
FLAT-SCREEN POCKET TELEVISION

SINCLAIR FLAT-SCREEN POCKET TELEVISION: ORDER FORM

To: TV Division, Sinclair Research, *| enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to

FREEPOST, C berl GU1 3BR
Sinclair Research Ltd for £

; Su y 5 * "Please charge my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard* account no

Please send me: P-I08E AISE REE
T7 =

Hont Qty Item price£ Code Total£|S'gnalure-—
Sinclair flat-screen TV 7995 001 Mv/Mrs/Miss

ar d Extra pack of 3 batteries 995 003 Address |

[e, ay. Mains power adaptor 795 _004 UE
;

%

.
TOTAL £ cdd -

The Sinclair flat-screen pocket television Please tidkif you require a VAT receipt au |

All prices include VAT, postage, packing and insurance PLEASE PRINT

Ada l=N ICIMo Me l=NI-R6SN 201 1Chétolal= 160

products.
It took six years’ hard work and over

£4 million to develop the most elegant
window on the world that the world has
ever seen.

The Sinclair flat-screen TV combines
Ftatslrote ut=M= tete Mellefié-VRd-teinlaile [VA 10151

single, purpose-built integrated circuit. :
It exploits to the full the revolutionary

 ”

flat-screen technology. It incorporates
the smallest tuner ever developed. And it
dorsaie a tonate lt lésRela = Wine ic-10 Lake: 150)

sized battery.
It receives UHF transmissions almost

anywhere in the world, switching from
standard to standard automatically. It

foMOTO M olon doi -Mdnie=1-Rélaat= Real La1 51e

than conventional technologies offer,
and it monitors and controls its own
jen du c=R=1e- 1010 le REIOICo ant= 1007-11 Ze1
do is switch on, and tune to your channel.

The result is a television set which is
not merely pocketable, but outstanding in

every facet of its performance. For just
£79.95.

*Delete/complete as applicable TVM401

LO



Like Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, Sir Clive must be considered
as one of the great historic personalities who changed the way computers
were regarded and accepted not oniy by users but by all people.

His ZE 80 was the first computer to be sold in the UK for less than £100
and the foilowing model the ZX &1 was the first to be soid in the United
States for less than $100.

His first model MK XIV (which stands for Microprocessor Kit 14th) was
the first popular microcomputer kit to be widely sold (by post) in the UK in
1978. It used a National Semiconductor SC MP-11 microprocessor and
sported a glorious 256 bytes (sic) of memory .

Lutil



But the real computer history killer was the Spectrum which started with
16k of memory easily expandable to 48K. And it was in colour! Just to
figure out its place on the market suffice to say that all that Commodore,
the other popular mass producer of home computers, was able to offer at
the time was its model VIC-20 with a massive 4K of memory (1?).

Anyway how could 5 æ//ff05 customers be in the wrong?

What went wrong was instead the delivery time of the next computer: the
ill fated QL. Instead of the promised 28 days delivery time, some of the
early customers had to wait six/seven months (or more). Sinclair's
marketing promises and economic practices were never a model for
anybody but this time the dragon had bitten its own tail.

the MK XIV had a glorious 256 bytez of memory. (but you could have added another 256!)

From Science of Cambridge: the new MK 14.
Simplest,most advanced,most flexible

microcomputer -in kit form.

fs 5 V regulator
Power railsandPROM-512 bytes CCe L input/output edge connectorRAM-256 bytes

ExtraRAM
(optional)

4.43 MHz crystal RAM 1/O device

8-digit, 7-segment
LED display

512 bytes

RAM-256 bytes

xtra RAM
(optional)

MK l4including
optional RAM VO
and Extra RAM.

Edge connector for
external keyboard with
up to 32 keys

LA



The MK 14 is a complete microcomputer with a
keyboard, a display, 8 x 512-byte pre-
programmed PROMSs, and a 256-byte RAM
programmable through the keyboard.

As such the MK 14 can handle dozens of
user-written programs through the hexadecimal
keyboard.

Yet in kit form, the MK 14 costs only 39.95
(+£3.20 VAT,and p&p).
More memory —and peripherals!
Optional extras include:
!. Extra RAM -256 bytes.

. 16-line RAM VO device (allowed for on the
PCB) giving further 128 bytes of RAM.
Low-cost cassette interface module-which
means vou can use ordinary tape cassettes/
recorder for storage of data and programs.
Revised monitor, to get the most from the
cassette interface module. It consists of 2
replacement PROMSs, pre-programmed with
sub-routines for the interface, offset
calculations and single step, and single-
operation data entry.
PROM programmer and blank PROMsto set
up your own pre-programmed dedicated
applications.

All are available now to owners ofMK 14.

À valuable tool—and a training aid
As a computer,it handles operations ofall

types-from complex games to digital alarm
clock functioning, from basic maths to a pulse
delay chain. Programs are in the Manual,
together with instructions for creating your own
genuinely valuable programs. And, of course,
is a superb education and training aid —

providing an ideal introduction to computer
technology.

‘

sw

=

_

SPECIFICATIONS
eHexadecimal keyboard ® 8-digit, 7-segment
LED display® 8 x 512 PROM, containing
monitor program and interface instructions
e256 bytes of RAM € 4 MHzcrystale 5 V
regulator® Single 8 V power supply® Space
available for extra 256-byre RAM and 16 port
LOe Edge connector access to all data lines
and I/O ports
Free Manual
Every MK 14 kit includes a Manual which deals
with procedures from soldering techniques to
interfacing with complex external equipment.
It includes 20 sample programs including math
routines (square root, etc), digital alarm clock,
single-step, music box, mastermind and moon
landing games, self-replication, general
purpose sequencing, etc.

Designed for fast, easy assembly
The MK 14 can be assembled by anyone with a
fine-tip soldering iron and a few hours’spare
time, using the illustrated step-by-step
instructions provided.
How to get your MK 14
Getting your MK 14 kitis easy. Just fill in the
coupon below, and post it to us today, with a
cheque or PO made payable to Science of
Cambridge. And, of course, it comes to you with

a comprehensive guarantee. Iffor any reason,
vou’re not completely satisfied with your MK 14,
return it to us within 14 days for a full cash
refund.

Science of Cambridge Ltd,
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 311488

re es rs ie es re000 000 000 0000 000000To: Science ofCambridge Ltd, 6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Please send methe following, plus details ofother peripherals:
[OMK 14 Standard Microcomputer Kit ® (43.55 (inc 40p p&p.)
OExtra RAM@(3,88 (inc p&p.)
DRAM VOdevice £8.42 (inc p&p.)
Ienclose cheque/money order/PO for £

Address (please print

|

|

|

| Name

|
|
|

Alrow 21 days for deliverype
(indicate total amount.) |

Science of
Cambridge

|

|5—0|
2

the MK XIV wez marketed by Chris Carry who Ister left
Sinctair to found his own company ACORN (of BEC B fame}

miRING OF 1C 4 5,66 TWAY
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ZX80 software-
now available!

Sec advertisement in Personal
Computer World, Electronics Today
internatiorial, and other journals

New deciales sotiware - developed
mdepærdtenily 0! Scænce of Cambesge

reflects me enormous mierest the ZXBO More
soteae avæslatre sour tram leading consult
ancies lware nouses

Britain's first complete
computerkit. | —

TheSinclairZX80.
19%

Please note: many kil makers quote VAT-exclusive prices

Youveseen the revews you ve bear ihe uxcie
ment noue maice Ia kit

Thai the 2X80 Personal Computer Wosa' gave
A Salars toc wxcollent value Banchenaes lents
say ils fasses han af presous DESONAI COM)

entess Andine response Tam ks enthassasts
Pas brentrementous

To help yoy aopreciate 45 voice, Ina prcors
shower above 50 aés$ miihout VAI Tr a 80

vou can compare Ihe ZX 69 wait compatove
sits Ihat SON! a00eù mi iNChusre prces

"Excellent value Indeed'
For pest 173 95 (vrchung VAS anc 080) vou

eeesu
ms

VAT £1043
Post and packing FREE

ANCeG components tive Sanctour

BASIC mterpreter, ad irse Syctas teach
ronurset BASIC marco

The unique Sngtar BASIC rlerprete ofters
prce
Ttve 209 progeamenecs in BASIC Ne

1he character sel. operabng syslerDeginners 270 experts adibre

monter And ne ZXBO 5 1 Bye RAM 5
typing. Key words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, ste.)

also ouestThe 28015 præasantiy stage torwarg 10 Have IMvais own eingle-key entry.
° ; vor" Lt …yrlorrrg 100 hmns of

Gore consacit In'your TV tint ho an Montiheseners ermedutesy TMspravenis|BASIC IKey words occupy ordy a sage tvlo | The Sinclair ZX60. Kit: 279.95. pes once Iapproprate cet as you te sy Ja here : 299.05. Con ORDER T°: Cambridge LI6. 6 Unge Parade, Combridge Caribe. CB2 154
ready logo tauits ony éacovered when you Iry to An Bienchenank lents shoes Ihal fie / 280 ENEEE sde 4 poces shown msude VAT postage ani packng No hidden estras

===== nr ihem es 2x80:
€

out 2280 kit comsins. LS Problemn' 114 2650 avadatée rendy
@ Pratgé circuil board with IC noches tar an pouce quiéprenacberdren | œvantes|rom jee To“

strings Can undergo si reiabonss tests (e 9Eonty 290 95s
© Complote components set notudne ai

r

”
Bree Ph80Prr none Campus

ZXBOMARC man, soc ares aa
Heaity ausecetées se
Pre mette ZMNEASIE 1
sou

ag” use the

Veasng wOCes
© Newrupgets Sinctse bayboard touch

sersire. wpe clean
© Nasdy moulded casa
ei

© Up to 26 pingle dimension arays
© FOFUNEXT

antrrmatsc, CONshons esprensons, lc
© Excepbonaily powerful ect lachibes, ahows

© Randomisa tunchhon, upahs toi gares ani
s@crol COGEs, n8wE4 25 More vénous

dormente TV arc casseite reconser
(Programs can be SAVÉS ans LOADed

© FRLE course m BASIC programnna an
apcrcatons

© Times une pengram ones

Name Medsrs a
| Adaress

|

|

pes ]

more vil ba returned at once Agen. ol |
|
|
|

|

Kings Parade, Cerbrage, Camis CB21SN
41: 0223 311488 Te"Una 8 600 mA al 9 VOC normes urveyata)

éme orne 4 pare ie0

ÉSEOdESdOoooodHaoG a>
the 2X80 was the first
computer to be sold for
1ese than £1 00.00

RIVE
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, Aciascuno
ilsuo computer.

ÆAnche voi avete bisogno del
computer personale

Tutti hanno sentito parlare di
microelettronica e di microprocessori

Molti ne conoscono : vantaggi ma ASvorrebbero sapernedi più moiti 2

amerebbero sapere tutto
Qui si svela che ZX80 ë

l'apparecchio più importante del nostro
tempo. Cid che moiti anni fa era
costosamente consentito solo ai grandi

organismi, ora à alla portata di tutti; del
professionista, della piccola azienda,
del nucleo familiare, persino della
persona singola.

Lo ZX80 della Sinclair
offre servizi di gran lunga
superiori al suo prezzo.
Pesa solo 350 grammi
Ë applicabile a
qualunque
televisore.

Puè
essere
collegato
à un registratore di
cassette per la memorizzazione
permanente di istruzioni e dati.

Ë un piccolo apparecchio che pud
mettere ordine in tutte le vostre cose e
aiutarvi più di una schiera di segretari Alcune

applicazioniI primo computer personale À casa memorizza iveramente pratico compleanni, i numen telefonici, le
ZX80 anticipa i tempi. Le sue qualità ricette di cucina, le spese e il bilancio

colgono di sorpresa anche i tecnici, familiare, e altre mille applicazioni di cut
poichè il raggiungimento delle si pud presentare la necessità
caratteristiche che lo distinguono

sarebbero dovute apparire fra moito Per aziende
tempo. Piccole gestioni di magazzino,

Ê conveniente, facile da regolare, archivio clienti © forniton eccetera = .
da far funzionare e da riporre dopo l'uso. =|| ET eiSoddisfa l'utente più preparato. Per professionisti

Calcoli matematici e trhrgonometrici,
Esempio di microelettronica elaborazione di formule, archivio sHepavanzata

Û ëËLa semplicitä circuitale à il primo Peril tempo libero
pregio dello ZXB0, la potenza è il Lo ZX80 gioca a rte, risolve le

secondo pregio. Insieme, ne fanno parole incrociate, fa q asi gioco g Chiedere opuscolo illustrato a:
l'apparecchio unico nel suo genere venga messo in memona GBC Italianà, casella postale 10488 Milano primaveraDimostrazioni e vendita presso i

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE
MICRO Z80A
LINGUAGGIO BASIC
MEMORIA - | K RAM ESPANDIBILE À 16 K

TASTIERA KEYPLATE CON SUPERFICIE STAMPATA
VISUALIZZAZIONE SU QUALUNQUE TELEVISORE
GRAFICA 24 LINEE A 32 CARATTERI
MEMORIA DI MASSA SU QUALUNQUE REGISTRATORE

MAGNETICO
BUS - CONNETTORE CON 44 LINEE, 37 PER CPU OV. SV, 9V, CLOCK
SISTEMA OPERATIVO 4K ROM
ALIMENTAZIONE 220V. 50 Hz CON ALIMENTATORE ESTERNO

OPZIONALE
LISTINO PREZZI IVA ESCLUSA
e COMPUTER ZX80

MPUTER ZX80 KIT
0080-00 L. 285.000

081-00 L. 240.000
e MODULO PER ESPANSIONE DI

MEMORIA FINO À 3K RAM TC/0083-00 L. 39.500
e COPPIE DI CIRCUITI INTEGRATI

PER OGNI K DI MEMORIA TC/0082-00 L. 17.000
© ALIMENTATORE TC/0085-00 L. 12.900
« LIBRO “IMPARIAMO À PROGRAMMARE

IN BASIC CON LO ZX80" TL/1450-01 L 4400
« MODULO DI ESPANSIONE DI

16 K RAM COMPLETO DI INTEGRATI TC/0087-00 L. 191.500
e ALIMENTATORE PER ZX80

CON ESPANSIONE DI 16 K RAM /0086-00 L. 22.000
e FLOATING POINT AOMS BK TC/00BB-00 L. 60.000

the 2X20 had à good marketing success even overseaz. This is
the ad. for the Italian version imported by the GBC in Milan

219



sadIt waz possible to

upgrade the EX 8Û

with the new 2X81 ROM.

À new keyboard wsg
slso supplied in the Kit

a

Z80 À microprocessor-new,
faster version of the famous
Z-8B0 microprocessor chip
widely recognised as the best
evermade.

UHFTV
modulator.

RAM chips.

Sockets for TV, |cassette recorder. |

power supply.
SUPER ROM |

Clock.
|

Rugged, |

flush, |

Sinclair

merenœumrTePEEs En ET



| Ccssmtsemmenmieues
"| Po ar the EXS1 wez the firat computer
? to be goid for 1ese that $ 100.00

Introducing
the ZX81 kit

1 you really want to
save money, and you enjoy
buitding electronic kits, you
can order the ZXB1 in kit form

the incredible price of just
tne same, fui featured

r, only you put it together
Well send complete, easy

to-tallow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZXB1 in just à few hours.

All you have to supply is the soktering iron:

How to order
Sinctair Research is the world's larg

est manufacturer ot personal computers
The ZXB61 represents the latest

technology in microstectonics, and
picks up right where the ZXBD left off

Thousandsare sefng every week
We urge you to place your order

for the new ZXB1 today. The sooner you
order, Ure sconer you can start enjoyimg
your own computer

fo order. simply call our toil tree 8
number, and use your MasterCard or VISA eTo order by mail, please use the E; #- re De es a 0 5 te meupon And send yout Check or money {AD CODE va PRICE* or AMOUNT

order We regret (ha! we cannot accept
;

€

T

7x8: Kit s995
CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op J |

erator # 509 in Otvo call 800-582-1364 '
fK BASIC ctyp (far ZX 60) 3095

in Canada cali 513-729-4300. Ask for Memory Modute (for ZXBt or ZXB0) 0695

Dé

Ch

ne

nat

vous

x

Ni

LE

diedACEE

operator # 509 Phones open24 hours
4 } |

:

a day. 7 days à week Have your Master
Shippmg and Handling

|
495

| |
84-05

Card or VISA ready — Ta ship outside USA add S10.00

These € for orders
= Tor.

| f
only For mtor u must write to

E

MAIL TO: Sinciair Research Lté_One Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH 03061 ë

Sinctair Resmarch Lid_ One Sinclair Plaza
Nashua, NH 03061

sincdleair
NAME

D

EE

ADORESS

ME

EEE

TY/STATE/2P
ts Derters

M

A

EE

nn

PS

EE

PE

RAND RETURN 1 INPUT POKE PRINT

P.
TAN INT RND STR$ ei 15h) ef» = PEEK TAB

211") [AOlE! GOTO GOSUB LOAD | (as

V7
NE

—
N

PRINT SLOw FAST LLIST **
SnCAEN S ;

Li

CON oO NN

IN KEYS

— FUNCTION

L NEW
LINE

v
PAUS

= £
M SPACE
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New! Sinclair ZX8I
|

Personal Computer.
Kit: £49.# compiete

‘

Reach advanced
computer compre
ina few absorbing hours

irraugh -1he
mplete

inches £100 AI

spe

1960 saw à penune bres
Sinciaer ZX80 word’ n

personal computer
£90 95. the ZX8O 0!

offers even meer ac
lacibties at
Ve 2X61 bat

saving At 54
A0 dés fo 0

Wal the ZXEN 015 pus!

teach yourself com
ZX81 pack
capatolty !

you to plot grapts.
animals plays

And tne ZXBY mcorporates «

operation relinements he facé
1064 and save named prourams
cassette, for examgile ©

1e

Higher spécification. lower price
how'slt done?
Quite smyply. by dessau He 7

reducedine chap
from 400
Mme 2510

The secrets

rravehmue

Provence prose ss0e, mu AK BASIC
veu masiROM, RAM- and uraque

it's up to you!
The preture shows dramatcalty how
vasy 1he ZXB1 kit is 10 built pus! four
chps 10 assemble (plus, af course Ie

pou 1024 ven |

pe 214 |

1105
LH 1845 a a

|

1H dt mali an
| Bar a111 rren À

Eutb
2g LE

tr ue 10 16

SUP Io 26 FORUNEXT toux

0

@Cassette LOAD anus SAVE mth
named programs
@1K-byte RAM expandatie 10 16%

OC nominal urrequlated (suppaes with New
dut varsont

xilandbultversionscomecompere|Sinclair
saith all leads to connect 10 your lv teach-yourself
(colour or black and white) and ASICcassette recorder

manual

 specualiy
wntier manual a
complete course
mn BASC program
mag, from first principles to complex

inomedgeprograms You need no pro
children from 12 upwards son

become familier with computer
ooerntion

watt Sinclar RAM pack
(BAble to cnva Ina now Sincta ç
finot avaitabie yet tot
(B Advanced 4 crop sersar
processor ROM HAM

"unique, custom met cr18280 Crups

Thenew
Sorcsaus ZA18 ave

vers as à rog e repéacement chap
(Complete wait new keyboars tormpiaie

and operating mis

the
Designed exctusvely for use with Ine
ZX8V (an
tne panter offers full alpharumencs
across 32 columns, and hably sophists

pos

I6K-BYTE RAM
pack for massive
add-on memory.

ete madtabe to fit

x Ram

BK BASIC RC

"ptar ot armated
pce heaturas of

atatte on your
tubly te drive me

soon-
IX Printer.
14 2XB0 avth BK BASIC ROM)

How to order your ZX81
HYPHOINE ;:

me Rousarcn Ltd FREEPOST 7, Cembridge. CR21YY

por 1e

“

Aucess

|
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!

!

!

|
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|
|
|
|
|
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voase ges
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Video modulator
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(note pad)
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(0 Crimex) UserManual the American version of the ZX61 had a fuil-
2K of RAM memory and it was named the T/S 1000

4
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4
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1508 Gireureutenmeseuts
xSS 00» the T/S 1500 wes the0%” e 16K versionof the ZX81

& cû s. CG in s Spectrum styless S®« 0 keyboard
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Sinclair ZX Specti
16Kor48K RAM...
full-size moving-
key keyboard...
colour and sound...
high-resolution
graphics...
From only
Z1251 Prey

First, there was the world-beating
Sinclair ZX80. The first personal computer :

for under £100
Then, the ZX81. With up to 16K RAM Ready to use today,

available, and the ZX Printer. Giving more Key features of the |
power and more flexibility. Together, easy to expand tomorrow Sinclair ZX Spectrum |

they've sold over 500,000 so far, to make Your ZX Spectrum comes with a mains
Sinclair world leaders in personal adaptor and allthe necessary leads to @ Full coiour-8colours each for
computing. And the ZX81 remains the connect to most cassette recorders foreground, backgroundandborder, |
ideal low-cost introduction to computing and TVs (colour or black and white). plus flashing and brightness-intensity |

Now there's the ZX Spectrum! With Employing Sinclair BASIC (now used control |

up to 48K of RAM. À full-size moving-key in over 500,000 computers worldwide)
keyboard. Vivid colour and sound. High- the ZX Spectrum comes complete with

@ Sound BEEP command with variable
|

: ; ; : pitch and durationresolution graphics. Andalowpricethat's two manuals which together represent a |unrivalled detailed course in BASIC programming @ Massive RAM-16K or 48K
|

ù Whether you're a beginner or a competent : ; a aeProfessional power-— pesant you'll find them both ofim- Maenkeys at normal typewriter pitch, withj 1 mense help. Depending on your computer f hkpersonal computer price! experience, you'll quicidy be moving repeat facility on each key

The ZX Spectrum incorporates all into the colourful world of ZX Spectrum @ High-resolution-256 dotsthe proven features of the ZX81. But its professional-level computing. horizontally x 192 vertically, each
new 16K BASIC ROM dramatically There's no need to stop there. The individually addressable for true high-increases your computing power ZX Printer- available now- is fully resolution graphics

You have accessto a range of 8 compatible with the ZX Spectrum. And @ ASCII character set-with upper- andcolours for foreground, background and later this year there will be Microdrives for
ùborder, together withasound generator massive amountsofextraon-linestorage,|'°YerCase characters

and high-resolution graphics plus an RS232/network interface board. |@ Teletext-compatible- user software

separate data files orother settingsYou have a choice of storage capa-
= 1cities (governed by the amount of RAM) aegnebu0ee16K of RAM (which you can uprate later

to 48K of RAM) or a massive 48K of RAM ee110Yet the price ofthe Spectrum 16K
is an amazing £125! Even the popular © Sinclair16K extended BASIC-

incorporating unique ‘one-touch’48K version costs only £175!

keyword entry, syntax check, and

|

|

|

|

|

Ï

You have the facility to support
£ =

| can generate 40 characters per line

|

|

You may decideto begin withthe |

report codes |
16K version. If so, you can still returnit later
for an upgrade. The cost? Around £60.



| ZX Spectrum software on
| cassettes -—available now

The first 21 software cassettes are
now available directly from Sinclair
Produced by ICL and Psion, subjects
include games, education, and business/
household management. Galactic
Invasion…Flight Simulation..Chess
History_…Inventions… VU-CALC... VU-3D

47 programsin all. There's something
for everyone, and they all makefull use
ofthe Spectrum's colour, sound and
graphics capabilities. You'Il receive a
detailed catalogue with your Spectrum

RS232 /network
interface board

This interface. available later this
year, will enable you to connect your
ZX Spectrum to à whole host of printers
terminals and other computers

The potential is enormous. Andthe
astonishingly low price of only £20 is
possible only because the operating

| systems are already designed into the
| ROM

sncairSinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road,
Camberiey, Surrey GU15 3PS.
Tel: Camberley (0276) 685311.

The ZX Printer-—
available now

Designed exclusively for use with the
Sinclair ZX range of computers, the
printer offers ZX Spectrum owners the full
ASCII character set-including lower-case
characters and high-resolution graphics.

A special feature is COPY which
prints out exactly what is on the whole TV

screen without the need for further
instructions. Printing speed is 50 charac-

ters per second, with 32 characters
perline and 9 lines per vertical inch.

The ZX Printer connects to the rear of
your ZX Spectrum. À roll of paper (6Sft
long and 4in wide) is supplied, along with
full instructions. Further supplies of paper
are available in packs offive rolls.

The ZX Microdrive-
coming soon

The new Microdrives, designed
especially for the ZX Spectrum, are set to
change the face of personal computing.

Each Microdrive is capable of holding
up to 100K bytes using a single inter-
changeable microfloppy.

The transfer rate is 16K bytes per
second, with average access time of 3.5
seconds. And you'll be able to connect up
to 8ZX Microdrives to your ZX Spectrum

Allthe BASIC commands required for
the Microdrives are included on the
Spectrum.

A remarkable breakthrough at a
remarkable price. The Microdrives are
available later this year, for around £50

Le = En

How to order your ZX Spectrum
BY PHONE -Access, Barclaycard or

Trustcard hoiders can call 01-200 0200 for
personal attention 24 hours a day, every
day. BY FREEPOST -use the no-stamp
needed coupon below. You can pay by
cheque, postal order, Access,

Barclaycard or Trustcard
EITHER WAY- please allow up to 28

days for delivery. And there's a 14-day
money-back option, of course. We want

you to be satisfied beyond doubt-and we
have no doubt that you will be[re: Sinclair Research, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GUIS 3BR. || Qty ‘Item

n Code ltemPrice Total
£ £

| de Sinclair ZX Spectrum -16K RAM version 100 125.00
| “Sinclair ZXSpectrum - 48K RAM version

ÿ 175.00

| ___— SinclairZXPrinter ___
27 59.95

Printer paper (pack of S rolls) 16 1195
|

“

Postage and packing orders under £101 28 295
orders over £10 29 495

sta &_

Please tick if you require a VAT receipt
*| enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair Research L1d for £

“Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account nc

as applicable
Signature

PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

|
|

|

|

| *Please delete/complete

|

|

| Pcwso:. |

FREEPOST-nostampneeded. PricesapplytoUKoniy.  Exportpricesonapplication. |

ut 11 1



MORE MA REC OSEOSRE >
the T/S 2068 was the American
version of the Spectrum with 72K
colour, sound and cartridge slot
SOSEeASE—SOAOuai

Now from Tmex.….a powerful new computer.

um

72K on-board memory. 8-octave sound
More “

PPT de LE LEE
PL | 1 sk

Sleek new compact design. Raised typewriler keyboard ile) de natate lie Retea tale (+1

Timex Developments
1 KG 50 EEE ce0 0el ieuneE x Sinclair 2068 computer see your local dealer, ot cal 1-800-24-T-M-E-X

The printer is out, Three new machines
are about to hit the market, Another price
reduction is made. These are among the
recent developments in the Timex Sinclair
computer field.

Timex Sinclair 1000 for $49.95
In our last issue we reported chat Timex

Computer Corporation hud reduced che
suggested retail price for che TS1000 to
569.95, On April 28, 1983, Timex an-
nounced a further reduction to 549.95.
Remember the breakthrough of the origi-

nal ZX80 for $199.95?

Timex Sinclair 1500 for 879.95
On May 17 Timex announced the intro-

duction of the Timex Sinclair 1500, an
enhanced version of the TS1000. Shipment

is expected to begin in Juty.
The most obvious enhancement isa new

styled case supporting à full movement
keyboard instead of the familiar mem-
brane keyboard, The 40 keys have the
same layout, commands, functions, graph-
les, and characters as che TS1000, The
second major enhancement is that the on-
board RAM has been increased to 16K Photo 1. The Timez Sinclair 1500.

and can be expanded to 32K by the TS1016
16K RAM pack.

The TS1500 is compatible with all
TS1000 peripherais and software. Stand-
ard cassette recorders are used for saving
and loading, but the new instant-load soft-
ware cartridges being developed by Timex
will plug directly into the computer. These

sized cartridges are expected to cost
from $12.95 to 529.95 and to be available
in August

Timex Sinclair 2000 Series
Timex also announced on May 17 that

two computers in the 2000 series would be
available to retailers in August. One with

RAM is priced at $199,95; the other
with 40K RAM at 5149.95. The video

y can be output to most color and
black-and-white TV sets as well as to à

monitor.
The keyboard has 40 moveable keys

arranged in typewriter format with upper
and lower case letters, répeat key option
for all keys, 16 built-in graphics characters,
and 21 user-programmable graphics char-
aciers. Each key performs up to six

Photo 2 The Timex Sinclair 28. functions. Most of the functions, com-
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To order by telephone
— Phone Camberley (0276) 685311. (Please do notuse this number for other enquiries.

The operators do not have general or technical information).
— Have yourcredit card number ready. (Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard only)

It may be possible to extend your existing credit limit.

Please ask our telephone staff for more details.

To order by mail
— Complete the form and send it to the address below.

For credit card purchasers it may be possible to extend your credit limit

Full details will be sent when we acknowledge your order.

Please allow 28 days from receipt of order for delivery 14-day money-back option.

For general enquiries
— Phone Camberley (0276) 686100 or write to the address below

Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3BR.

——ssssseESSend to: Sindair Research Ltd, Computer Division, FREEPOST,

Qty tem Code

Sinclair OL Computer 6000

QUUB membershap (one year)

1pe & packing any order ©

=1e|= 119,

Tick the appropriate box

[[] 1 endese a cheque made payable to Sinclair Rescarch Ltd for £

7 » charge my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account number |
[[] Please charge my Access/Barclay

Mr E Tedeschi
56 Bolsover Road Sinclair Research Limited

Hove Stanhope Road Camberiey Surrey GUIS IPS
ï 0276685311Sussex Te

BN3 SHP

|Signature
Mr/ Mes

[Address;y 11} 411 EL
22nd February 1984ER TN

Dear Mr Tedeschi
We are writing to confirm your order for our QL computer.If any of the details shown enclosed - name, address, goods
ordered or credit card number, if applicable - are incorrect

; please let us know immediately by returning this letter
showing the changes. If at any time between now and
receiving your QL you wish to cancel or make any changes
to your order please use this letter to indicate such changes.
To avoid any confusion and consequent delays always use thisletter to cancel or change your order: please do not
telephone us vith changes.
If you have applied for QLUB membership, we will be sending
your membership card with your QL, and your twvelve month
period of membership will commence at that time. During
your membership you will receive 6 issues of the QL
newsletter, the first of which will be sent shortly after
your QL.
If you have paid for your QL or QLUB membership by cheque, it

SOSNSHRSSNSNSNNENNNENNEESENEE has been banked in a Trust Account. Your money is released
to Sinclair only after the QL has been sent to you. If youhave paid by credit card your account will not be debited until

the appesrance of the QL, like many Your Que Dee ereen
ç s

The demand for the OL has been phenomenal from the day we
other Sinclair products, weag delasyed launched it. We expect to be able to deliver your QL notlater than the end of June. We realise that the time

à anê ê

= between now and then will be frustrating, but we are confidentfor many monthe, giviné rise to ui that your QL will be vorth waiting for and, of course, ve
will do everything possible to beat our target date forhappy customers and bad business sending it.

reputation Yours sincerely

ccteenmeciteme||4e1Nigel Searle
Managing Director

Las



TheinsandOuts

Two

built-in

QL

Microdrives,

each

with

a

capacity

of

100K

and

an

average

access

time

of
3.5

seconds.

Two

slots

are

provided

on

the

front

of
the

device

allowing

the

QL

Microdrive

cartridges

to
be

inserted.

An

extension

slot

allowing

up

to
six

further

QL

Microdrives

to
be

attached

to
the

system.

Two

slots

available

for

|

QLAN,

providing

the

potential

for

a

communications

link

for

up

to
64

OL

and

ZX

Spectrum

|||
À

monitor

port,

which

,

provides

two

modes

of

resolution:

512

x
256

(pixels

(four

colours)

and [lock

the

local

area

Two

custom-designed

à

;

chips,

one

to

control

the

These

RAM

chips

comprise

display

and

memory,

and

.
128K

of

internal

the

other

to

control

the

QL

Microdrives,

the

real-time

The

connectors

to

attach

network

and

RS232C

the

keyboard

to
the

circuit

The

QL's

main

processor

transmission.

board

—

the

68008.

The

Intel

8049

chip,

which

Trait

crystal

controls

the

keyboard,

ev

sichys

4
‘

generates

the

sound

and

generates

the

clock.

acts

as

an

RS232C

receiver.

The

modulator.

Two

RS232C

|

communications

interfaces

for

peripherals

such

as

printers

and

modems.

The

expansion

port

for

the

r—

0.5

Megabyte

extension

RAM

board,

which

will

expand

the

internal

memory

to

640K.

The

ROM

cartridge

slot

which

accepts

one

32K

The

QL's

full-size

QWERTY

keyboard

includes

a
space

bar,

left-

and

right-hand

Shift

keys,

five

function

|

computers.

Data

is

passed

256

x
256

(eight

colours).

ROM

cartridge.

|
over

the

network

at
100K!ÿBoth

monochrome

and

|

baud.

c”

our

monitors

may

be

A

eu

c

ected.

reset

button,

whici

enables

the

computer

to
be

The

slot

to
accept

the

cleared

without

the

need

to

power

cable.

‘pull

the

plug’

keys

and

four

separate

|
Ê

F.

cursor

control

keys.

An

A
TV

port

for

both

|

Two

peripheral

slots

are

audible

click

accompanies

monochrome

and

colour

allocated

for

D-type

à
key

making

contact,

and

televisions.

joysticks,

to
be

used

for

a

membrane

beneath

the

games

or

cursor

control

keyboard

protects

the

circuit

board

from

dust,

etc
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*SPECIAL
KEYBOARD UPGRADE € ROoRRECdROSRoESeO OOo dEEooddodcag

The sppelliné keybosrds of the SpectrumA not and of the ZXE1 sparked s whole lot of
by upgrade your Le cu dt cé aieSpectrum into cottage industries aupplying alternative

Keyhosrds with resl keys.

€2 à new keyboard,
we can upgrade your“old Spectrum into a new
D.K. Tronics keyboard

which includesfor only £31. 5 vbe + return
andVAT

$£49.95 (inc. VAT) + 80p P&P

FES ÿ

SOSSGSGGGSGGEGSSSGGSGSSSSCOGGGSSGGGSSSSSSOSSSSOSSSOSSGGGEGGSNOSGES

Sinclair's answer to this was the Spectrum + which was simply a 48K Spectrum with a “tactile”
(whatever that means} keyboard. This keyboard waz also supplied to be retrofitted to existing
Spectrume but it was still a membrane type and therefore not very "user friendiy".

NEW
This key clears the
computer's BASIC
memcey ares, erasing
any program held init

ENTER
Press th

program
compilrec dungst

select the lowersee pu

keyword or san on the
raised section ol tte

EXTEND MODE key Vihe used after
This key selects the EXTEND MODE, it
upper keyword above selects the symbol or
the raised section of keyword immedrately
any key. When above be saised

" by SYMBOL sechon

—
sec pagesSHiFTandakey it | caps smiET | Caps LOCK | Ï : 0gelects the sign or Press this key witha | LKethickeyil you |

Space bor
Tone

keywork immediately|letterkeyto produce a|want the lelter keys to serp 5 produtes a space Prennpneethese keys makes the cursorabove the raned capital letter. 1f you produce capital Tlns key produces the like the spèce bar on à move in'the same direction as the arrows.
sectionolihekey-see|want a number of (upper case) ietters all

evwoid which | *ypewnter These keys are often used by programspages 20-2 etters to appear in the time Press it again controls the | to control the movement of shapes on
Capitals. use CAPS to get smal (lower spec tro « sound the screen, They are also sed when
LOCK case) letters ynthesizer | eating progrants
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128 WIDE OPEN...
Here’s your first glimse of the guts of a 128 — EIRE mea

A
rsEdanghserey ce ad amor reves Termes>hotthat the heavy metal heatsink on

the right is essential
The edge connector is unchanged trom previous Power pack plugs in here
Spectrums so all add-ons should work in 48K just don't try one off

mode and many may work in 128K mode. Those your oid Spectrum as the
that load software into RAM during initialisation 128 needs à more
may not work at ail powerful unit.

A nice fat 32K EPROM with every new machine
center 1er 6PE although Investronica will switch to 32K ROMs as
plug. Production machines should also have soon as the dust is settled.
colour composite video nel 0 fie sont

The new modulator supplies the TV with both a
picture and a sound signal.

The Spectrum Plus-style
reset switch returns you
to 128K mode.

The MIC and EAR ports
have moved to the left
edge of the board.

A phone-style jack
provides both an RS232

port and a MIDI port.
Here's our old friend the Sinclair ULA. Rumour has

it that it's exactly the same as the one in the
normal Speccy!

Oops ..the hole here is where the Spectrum's
c perso mett BE tiny loudspeaker would have been. The speaker

apparently interfered with the new 8912 sound
sound through the TV is a vast

In 1966, while the Sinclair in England was in difficulty, the SPECTREUM + 128 appeared in
Spain with a Spanish keyboard and a separate numeric keyboard. Whilat the keyboard was the
same as the Plus model with s series of metallic fins added on the right side, the inside was
completely different. The memory expansion wez handled by the 280 microprocessor in “pages”.

80K BANKED RAM

PC
FFEF-S

PAGES PAGE 7 PAGE 1 PAGE 3 PAGE 4 PAGES
EDITOR'SBASIC PROG|VORKSPACE

coo8 — — s. DaPAGE 2
BASIC PROG R frAgSES

8000 —
PAGE 5

BASIC PROGDDC = STANDARD 48K SPECTRUM
4000 — AND SPECTRUM-PLUS

BASIC EDITOR INTERFACE CONFIGURATION

ROM ROM ONE
ROM

6069 —

16K OR 32K BANKED ROM



They're here at last -the spectacular
ZX Microdrives And as promised they
deliver tremendously fast access to
gigantic amounts of program and data
on ZX Microdrive Cartridges

Microdrives are controlled by the new
ZX Intertace 1, which also provides an
AS232 peripheral interface and sets up

à local area network (the ZX Net) of
anything from 2 to 64 Spactrums!

Lightning access to massive storage-save and load in seconds.
ZX Microdrive
Only Sinclair could bring you all the
advantages of floppy-disc drives -al à
traction of the cost! You could pay
hundreds of pounds more for the facili
ties the Microdrives give you -and
you'd have to give up à lot more desk
space

Just look at the advantages
of Microdrives

1. À typical 48K program, which would
take several minutes to LOAD from
cassette can be LOADed in as little
as 9 seconds. Relanly First time.
every time
Data can be SAVEd, LOADed
VERIFYed just as quickly How often
have you skipped the VERIFY
function (to save time) onty to dis.
cover à problem later on?
Typical access time to any file is just
3.5 seconds. No more hunting through
a pile of cassettes or winding through
à seemingly endless cassette
With a minimum of 680K bytes ot
program/data on line at any time, the
scope is enormous. Stock control
word processing, financial modethng,
complex accounting -andevena
tife-long adventure game! The
possibilities are limitless.

How the ZX Microdrives work
The ZX Microdrive allows the storage ot
programs, blocks of code, screen:

ë nd data files on interchangeable
t85K bytes

N

e

»

5, each with at

The first Microdrive is connected to
the ZX Interface 1 by à Microdrive lead
(supplied with Interface 1). Up to 7 further
Microdrives may be chained together

using à Microdrive connector (supphed
with each Microdrive), giving à minimum
of 680K bytes of on-line capacity.

Cartridge contents ot up to 50 files
can be individually identified, sorted

automaticalty, and displayed in alpha
betical order or deleted

Microdrives are powered from the
Spectrum's power supply, and have a
red dicator light which shows when
they are running

ZX Interface 1
The ZX Interface 1 is a multi-purpose
device It controls up to eight
Microdaives !lincorporates an RS232
interface And it sets up the ZX Net

The unit screws to the under-side of
the Spectrum, raising it to à pl
ergonomic angle, and dupli
rear the peripherai port of the Spectrum,
allowing the same expansion potential

It is supplied with a lead to connect
the first Micradrive, and à net tead wath
Jack plugs 10 sét up the first link of the
ZXNet

Microdrive controller
The ZX Interface | expands Sinclair
BASIC to include Me-handfing and
communications facifitie
ducing the combined us

à programming language
Ipurating system, it makes the Spectrum

RS232 interface
Incorporated in the ZX Intertace1

the RS232 industry standard seria
interface allows the Sp

full-size printers, to com
other computers having c

face; and to transmit data over telephone
vnes via modems Interface | allows
operation at all standard baud rates up
to 19.2 kbhaud

The RS232 employs à special AS2
lead (not supplied, but available from
Sinclair as an optional extra)

32

The ZX Net
he ZX Netis ah

tions link Detwee:
transmitting atpe ols rire een Ltd, (JBS)
allow (ransmitting and receiving stations mCpe Ion

to be specified by one another, or the Camberley
data may be broadcast over the net to Surrey
any open Spectrum. À fui! screen can be GU15 3PS
transferred in 3 seconds

; can act as ponter
S rums on the ZX

Net, driving either a ZX Printer orany
other printer usin 232 intertace

Spectrums may also be dedicated
to act as file-servers, exchanging files
from their Microdrives with other
Spectrums on the ZX Net

The ZX Net allows games to be
played between several players wilh
their own compulers -allowing intriguing
possibéities!

EachInterface 11s supplied with one
metre /X Neticad

Telephone: (0276) 68531 1

a———
The microdrive sags became even
worse than that of the QL.
When they finalilv became available
only two per customers were allowed

G102399260

DATE AS POSTMARK

Dear Kr Tedeschi

and Interface 1. An order form is enclosed with this letter.

no limit on Interface 1. However, @

early Spectrum owners as possible, ve are having to limit Interface 1

to one per order.
you are welcome tc order as many Of these as you require up to a total
of 8.

snc=air

1 am pleased to say chat we are now in à position to offer you ZX Microdrives

This order form refers to à limit of 2 Microdrives per order and æentions
order to offer products to as many

The previous limit on Microdrives has been lifted and

You will receive your products within 28 days of us receiving your order.
Please only use the enclosed order form. We cannot accept telephone orders
and any other form of order could lead to unnecessary delays in despatching
your products.
I am sure you will be delighted with the extra speed, capacity and
sophistication which chese new peripherals wil! add to your Spectrum.

1 look forward to hearing from you shortly.
Yours sincerely

Nigel Searle
Managing Director

Lt UP



Brief technical data and prices
Full data on the ZX Microdiive and ne ZX Interface 1 are suppies witihe product

ZX Microdrive
£49.95
Inchudmg one cartrstgeis sample program

n Fast access miss storage device
stormg programs, blocks

of
code screens, arrays

and data files on mterchangeuble cartidges, ec
* carticge witn at ieast ASKbytes capacity

Cartéages are imtalinet watt the FORMAT

communs. and contents raybe read witrs Pre CAT

command, which dépiays he corrige name.

ap10 506105 on the cartndge in aiphabetical order

an tie free space in kéabytes Fées may be
deleted with Iba FRASE comment

\f the tirst command enterad into the Spactum
aattsr switcA-0n 15 RUN, lors the Microutive wi

autormatycally ioad à program

ZX Microdrive Cartridge
£4.95
Function storage medium for ZX Microuriee

Capaoty at least A5 bytes
Physical pustinto Mcrodive Detachable lug

peevents arasure 0° contents it require
Subphea sngly wat an order form tar repeat
purchases

ZX Interface 1

£49.95
182995 when baugtt with Microstrs
Manual suophet

Physical Ina fst Microdnve 15 connected 10
Intertace | ueng tre Microdnve lead supohes with
the intartace | Subsequent Microdnives to à totat

1 8 in ait may be connected using Me Microdrive

ormectors They are poweres from the ZX

Spectrur's power supply, and a rest ind
upto show actraity

Suppdod wir Microdrve toi, matructons,

and sample cartritge carpag demonstalior
program (wtch may De erased; anis an order
form tor ban Micradtive cartnages
Guarantee 1 year

€ 5, and may ba gccansed Irom BAS
uang SAVE. OAD, VERIF Ÿ and MERGE. ©

OPENing à stream 10 Ihers and using
PRINT INPUT

INKEYS and LIST MO armand move:
tom one stream or channel to another streair

channel
Physu /scre ed to naze of Spectrum
Supplied with. screws, Mae lead, Net tea
witri jack prugs) manuelde

network,
Guarantee. 1 year

RS232
Function (rc

allowng Sp9
rates (50 110 607
19,200 baud) Spe

E. ae| atoapteonss conne vus poster

Up to 8 Microddves erung
ne ZX Net allows à sigle Spectr

printar-sorver or fle-server 05 ob
and'opens the

way
ta games batweer

Wptost
systems | not form à

cas cn tra can use ttvs |

Micro 7% Prnter

ë- Sinclair Research Ltd, (JBS)
RoadStanhope

How to obtain Microdrives and Interface 1 Canberley
11 vou purchased your Spectrum by mail to Sinctas Research Lit, Department M,

order éiracty from us, you will receive an FREEPOST amberle a EEorder form in due course aunS5 3BR
‘

2H chas Spectrum t 2 > em ime, the ZX Microdriv I
dessiner amies prrrrgee200 vi Ii ma: tone tai

avt wii add you to the matling hist eparate item fromthe address below Sinclair Research Li

P 5 avt à POSTCARD ONLY, witt for£5 achiriq VAT ant Stanhope Road, CFa ; JS IPS =

MR E TEDESCHI VAT RECEIPT
56 BOLSOVER ROAD
HOVE DATE: 03/02/84
EAST SUSSEX
BN3 SHP REFERENCE:W553104000

= PRODUCT|DESCRIPTION oTy|vart

0029 POST AND PACKING (OVER 1 15 4.30

7000 ZX MICRODRIVE 2 15 86.86

7001 INTERFACE l WITH 1 15 26.04

7200 MICRODRIVE CAR 10 15 43.00

TOTAL GOODS 160.20

TOTAL VAT 24.10

TOTAL 184.30

LiLQ



It is often considered that the C5, Sinclair's electric tricycle, was the cause
of the Sinclair Research demise and bankruptey. This might be the case but
certainly I think that some sort of greatness and vision peculiar to great
rninds must be very near to a kind of blindness and stupidity which strikes
even the most intelligent of the MENSA members.

In this respect ! think that the real cause of the great fiasco must have
been his fascination with creating something new even, in this case, against
all obvious reason not to do so. I Know, in retrospect it is easy to criticize,
but I still maintain that even great minds can have temporary lapses of
reality at times (or maybe they have them just because they are great
minds!).

gd



Not much happier is the situation with his second electric attempt: the
ZYKE electric bike, still in production to-day (?) and the third one, the
electric power package for ordinary bykes called ZETA. They must be
another really slow moving (in all senses) productof Sinclair time, but how
long for ?

CS HLIBCTIANE TONLEGLS

A new power No petrol, no driving licence, no pollution A vehicle for today - and tomorrow.
and an energy cost of around a penny for five TheSinclair C5 is constructed from top

in personal transport miles (or nearly 1,000 miles for the price of à quality components, many newly developed
gallon of petrol!). specifically for the C5using state-of-the-art

Congratulations. You're among the first Easy to use, easy to maintain, the C5 is a techniques, Each has been rigorously tested and
owners of the remarkable Sinclair C5 — the resource for the entire family. The more you use n

E

world's first practical personal transport it, the more uses you'll find ughly checked before

powered by electricity But whatever you do, wherever you go, je

one thing about the C5 never changes: the and yrganisation
sheer fun of driving it! | hope, and expect, that your C5 will give

you years of service and pleasure

by a nationwide parts

CLIVE SINCLAIR

/FREE:
— Lateuea C5 K

{ guide to=rieur safe driving1 LLer. Sinclair C5all isoHRL532 the ROSPA wss not amused
Send for your by the C5 and reised several
personal C5 registration card and
personal number plate-today! safety arguments

@ RoSPA

a



Know your vehicle
Throughout this handbook left and right are as

seen from the driving position
Steerng bars
Front brake lever
Rear brake lever
Parking brake locking lever
Power switch (situated under a rubber
moulding on hand grip)

6. Instrument pod
7. Master security switch
8. Cut-out button
9. Lamp switch

10. Pedals
11. Drive chain
12. Boot lock
13. Boot
14. Front lamp
15. Rear lamp
16. Front wheel cover
17. Battery securing straps
18. Vehicle serial number plate
19. Central tunnel
20. Lifting points

VAUN

=

Battery
21
22
23
24
25
26.
27

Battery
Terminals
Battery cover
Securing nuts
Securing nut covers
Carrying strap
Contact cover

Tools
28. Vehicle support
29. Battery securing nut and hub cone spanner
30 Wheel nut spanner

©..Charger
31. Charger
32. Charger-to-battery connector
33 Mains plug
34 Charge indicator lights
35 Mains lead

113



Part No.
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
<5674
C5674
C5674

â

Battery cover kit

9 Master security switch assembly C567
10 Battery carrying strap C56

4

74
11 Battery rétainer kit C5674

C5674
C5674 3

C5674
5 Rear amp C5674

16 Bulb access housing C5674
€

reel
wheel spindle set

35 Front brake lever

36 Rear brake lever

37 Steering bar cover

38 Stee-ing bar grips
39 Wirngharness
40 Front brake cable
41 Rear brake cable
42 Control box
43 Cham tensioner
44 Crank axie
45 Crankset
46 Pedal set

47 Acaraxie
48 Sprocket and freewbeel
49 Drive gear
50 Brake back plate
51 Gearbox
52 Motor
53 Heat semsor

54 Chain
55 Drive bel
S6 Rear ty

57 Rear inner tube
S5B LH wheel location set

59 Mator support
60 Rear Bralce shoe set
61 Rear braice fitting kit

62 RH rearvthee
63 LH rear wheel
64 RH wheel location set
65 Mater brushes
66 Thermaitrip
67 Replacement key

quote (ref no)
68 Jack tube (Vehicle support
69 Battery securmg nut and hub

cone spanner
70 Wneel rut spanner
Fittings kil, body

Ettings kit, Éecbles
Owmers handbook

C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
Cs674
C5674

C5674
C5674

c5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674

+C5674
C5674

C5678
C5674
C5674
C5674
C5674

792

407

319
318
321

Foéngs lit. rétai C5674 355
Emergency let C5674 372
Tooi hat C5674 373
Contact cover C5674 387

Available from Sinclair Battery Centre:
71 Battery charger
72 Battery

Spare battery kit

Special C5 service tools available from
Hoover Service Office:

Service frame C5674 382
Cranked cone spanner C5674 383
Lockine collar release toois C5674 384
Sprocket remover C5674 385

Available from your normal too! supplier
Cotterless crank remover
Chain rivet extractor

To obtain your replacement parts (except
battery and charger) contact your Hoover
Service Office (See separaté leafet or refer to
your local telephone directory)
To obtain à battery or charger contact à Sindar
Battery Centre - see separate ieallet
For approved accessories contact Sinclair

Vehiches Ltd

For youf own comfort and satety ff onty ongnal
Sinclair designied parts to your C5, Not to do so
may invalidate the warranty. Please quote the
correct part numiber and the vehice
serial number of your vehicle on orders and
correspondence.

armes8ABS

ESS
 ssemssmverense

The C5 was sssembled by HOOVER (the
wazhing machine people) and they also
gerviced vour vehicle invoux home

LG
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OMVNFERS HANDBOOK
Le—

THE WORLD'S FIRST VIABLE ELECTRIC BIKE

The batteries, for instance, are nickel-cadmium
cells which are half the weight of the lead acid

type, allow four
times as many
recharge cycles
and recharge in a
tenth of the time.

The motor
employs a new
form of ‘rare
earth’ magnet,
resulting in a

The Zike's recharger unit unit that can
sOSseI? propel a 17 stone

man along at 15mph, vet is smaller than a jamjar.
À regenerative braking system has been

pioneered, so when you go downhill energy that
would normally be wasted in braking recharges
the battery.

And the Zike'’s frameis constructed from
aircraft-grade alloys and the latest ICI composites
to give maximum strength,
vet an all up weight
of just 24 1bs-no
more than a

The rare-earth
motor weighs less

than 850gms.

racing cycle.
It is built

in Birmingham,
patents are pend-
ing and the Zike
comes with a year's
warranty.

By now, probably only one
question remains: “Howdo I get one?”

Simply fill in the order form opposite
and send it with vour cheque, or call us with
your credit card number.

Not surprisingly, demandfor the Zike has been
high, so orders will be despatched on a strict
rotation basis.

So the sooner vou get your order to us, the
sooner you'll be on your Zike.

SINCLAIR RESEARCH
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1 In the interest of both motor and battery it srould

yau pedai balors saitching ZETA on.

2 Fer in wat weather the
lond on the unit car be increased by attaching

way 10 secure both your bicycle and
ZETA & ta pass à chain Ihrough he U-bracket as

ZETA
ALWAYS CONNECT THE CHANGEN YO THE
BATTERŸ FIAST AND THEN PLUG THE

The WHEN CHARGING
18 COMPLETE UNPLUO THE CHANGER FIRST

THEN JONNECT THE BATTERY.
2 wireete onee1Y AND CHARGER AL! TMEPU DO NOT PULLON TeA0
> reee .WARM DURING

CHARGING

MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY

sl
RE

ZETA
well as the rear wheel or stays. For added
security you can unpiug the batiery and remove

4  Ensure Mat ZETA à suitched off nber the bike is

voumany uoutle trsamdetvi jour Mince ZERO EMISSION TRANSPORT ACCESSORY*
Resoarch ZETA. A ==

rot in motion. *__Ahrays hawo (he battary buy charge, Youcanoréer 8 second batiery which n aitowpeSeEU you to change battaries in n maîter of seconde.OTeeeTE TA RO .@ The Sinclair Research ZETA ia NEITHER à

the cover removed. lvogage
we either. Mis-vse will invañdale your warranty.

Regulariy inspect the underside of 1heÀ spare battery will prove fo be useful, By keopirg n
second batiery tuly charged you can switcn batlones
# seconds and etfectivoly double your range

IMPORTANT: Spsre batteries snoulé only be
purchaged from SINCLAR ni

Terminate on other batieries may not I he Datiary

CHARGING THE BATTERY 5

The battery may be charged wtide stif in IMe vrat Ur
aitu or saparatoty trom the urit.
* Remove the cover by fittng al the resr end below

the refiactor.

be decoupled by pivoling on ts hinge
né rapoiionira the load strap around 1ho

2 Remove the battery Connector. taking care net to
bend the contacts. SPECIFICATION

A In aitu charging Battery: 12 oh, 74h
Motor: 1744 — maximum poner34 Connect charger to batteryae jar Fiat 5e
Traramission ee 4.5 koi

The Sinclair Research ZETA is a power pack designed to drive the
u

y ces 2220/2400 Input: 12V, rear wheel of à bicycle and so reduce the pedalling effort needed tocons " maîintain speed. !t can be easily fitted to the jority of bicycles, usi
38 Undo battery retairéng strap and remove Daltery 46 hourstarMaty scharged simple tools. PE : dd

48 Connect charger to battery. battery Th ;

Céstte 4 |

© ZETA has an advanced electric motor powered by a
88 Plug charger into mans and swlich or. Masse= a TE

| rechargeable battery. The drive is transmitted by means of a pulley
Charging can jou en 10 14 veut feraou Range: 10-30 miles. depending or mounted belt which contacts the tyre.

pesace sel ZETA is attached to the seat stays by means of a U-bracket andee } clamp. The U-bracket allows the unit to pivot so that its own welght
5 keeps the drive belt in contact with the tyre. In addition an elastic

more than 36 hours ne usmay damage Ie oies
and shorten its effactve

Sinclair Research Ltd. Agent/Orstribiater load-strap is provided to cater for bumping or joiting when riding on
15/16 Margaret Street, rough surfaces.
London, W1N 7LE The unit features à buill-in waler/mud quard and has a specially
Tek. 071 636 4488 Fax: 071 580 6628 siyled cover.

ZETA is controlled by means of à handle-bar mounted switch.
"A bicycle powered by ZETA |s pollution free.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
Tools needed: Two 8mm spanners

scrvacriver
pd à small Phillips

1. Remove rear mudguard (ZETA nas à bull-e mudguard
2 Undo he battery retairing strap Unplug Ihe battery

«8 remove1habatir
3,1 your brcycin has cantilever braras (A) unhook the cable.

Side-pul trakon (B) au not affected

pudley resting on the 1yra, brng ihe U-brackat up ta
tas seal stwys (Fig 1). rer 1he bolts as shown and

samprg bar. Now fil the washers and nuts and lighten
walficiently to hoid U-bracket in piace. There are now 2

rangs 10 check
N\ For maximum efficiency 1 is e"portant ta have as much of

tyre. There should

1 The puéey should be aligned will Ihe centre of the
tyre. Adjust € necessary by moving Me clamp siceways.

With 1he unit property aligneé the clamp muls can be fuby
sightenec

M you have cantilewer Grakns rofit the cable.

Feed îne switch and “is cable INraugh the U-brachel as
shown in tv main drawing. Mount Be switeh or 1e letl

handie-bar close to Ibe brake laver (Fig 2/3) Tighien 1e
camping screw atime Prallps screwdover = If the clsnp is
1n6 large for 1he Nandiebars, use some of the foam tape
aupoñed to 4! up hé Gap.

7 Attacn ihe toud-strap to the wheel brochet [Fig 51 For correct

byretaring rot (Fi 6) a hop die sa amour cû tension

# Fwplace the baîtery. Relit tre connector. making sure (hataenent quart (Fig 7)3 the cons try lecatir Ia front end first anté then pressing
the rear end doar Éemby into place

Further important mformation à grenn on page 4
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TAKE THE SLOG
OUT OF CYCLING
THE NEW SINCLAIR ZETA TRANSFORMS YOUR BIKE FROM PEDAL POWER TO ELECTRIC

POWER IN MINUTES TO GIVE YOU EFFORTLESS CYCLING. JUST £l44.95 DELIVERED.

Have you ever cycled upahill
and had to get off and walk?

getting nowhere fast?

Have you ever wished someone would

come up with an ingenious invention

to take the effort out of pedalling

when it gets too much?

The device you've been waiting

for has just been invented.

Called The Sinclair ZETA, it's a

world's first. The inventor is none
other than Sir Clive Sinclair, originator
of the pocket calculator.

Like most brilliant inventions, ZETA

is simplicity itself. À neat, electric power
unit transforms your bike from pedal

power to electric power, greatly reducing

the amountof effort needed to pedal.
To use ZETA, simply

touch the “on/off” switch

on the handlebar.

ZETA is so well engineered

that it's maintenance free
and works well in all weathers. What's

more, you can fit it to your existing bike

in a matter of minutes.

GRADIENTS DISAPPEAR;
CYCUNG BECOMES ENJOYABLE AGAIN.

: HEADWINDS VANISH.

The battery pack and charger are
included in the price, and the battery can

be fully recharged for less than |p.
Charging can be carried out in situ, or

by removing the battery from the unit
You can also purchase a back-up battery

to carry with you to extend your range.

Depending on how much use it gets,

one battery can last anything

between 3 -10 years.
The distance you can travel

on one battery will vary

depending on how much

effort you put in. By reserving ZETAfor
gradients and headwinds, you could get

up to 30 miles. If you don't pedal at all

and let ZETA do all the work for you,

then you can expect to get about 10 miles.

SINCLAIR ZETA
Send ta: VECTOR SERVICES LTD.. !3 DENINGTON ROAD.

WELLINGBOROUGH, NORTHANTS NNS 2RL. TEL: 0733 279300.

SINCLAIR RESEARCH LTD. 15-16 MARGARET STREET, LONDON WIN 7LE.

SAFEIN ANT
WEATHER

@occoconecco00c00c0e0000c000e000000000

00000

The beauty of ZETAis
that it will go wherever your
bike goes, making ît ideal for

relaxed cycling with the LESS THAN
FORA

family at weekends, or KECHARGE

going to and from work without
effort. And, just like your bicycle,
ZETA requires no licence, tax or
insurance. It has a top speed of

14 mph and can be legally ridden

by anyone over the age of 14.

Priced at just £144.95 including
VAT and delivery, ZETA is not

available in the shops. So, fill in the

coupon at the bottom of the page, or
telephone your order on 0933 279 300.

Each ZETA unit carries

an unconditional one year
guarantee; and your money
will be refunded in full

FALLY

if not totally satisfied. PRIENOLY

Send to: VECTOR SERVICES LTD... 13 DENINGTON ROAD.
WELLINGBOROUGH, NORTHANTS NINS 2RL. TEL: 0933 279200

Please send me: Sinclair ZETA (Qry) @ £144.95 each.

back-up baczeries _ (Qry) @ (29.95 each

Tori order value: £ ………

Packing and Posage included (UK and Channel Islands orders oniy).

OC!enclose a cheque payable to Sinclair Research Led.

for €

OC] Or debit my credit card: () Visa C Mastercard

Expiry Dace: Month __.… Year …—
Card Number:

rrlE LIT T1LFor telephone orders,
call our Credit Card Hotline on 0933 279300.

HEsp_— eo
NAME

IG



It is obviously impossible to read the future but I think it is reasonable to
think that, not withstanding the C5 failure, Sir Clive will be pursuing his
dream to give people an economical means of personal transport to be used
locally and beyond. If this project finally materializes then one could still
use à large car for longer journeys but use a small, economical, handy
electric vehicle for local journeys to the supermarket.

The problem is that, while similar projects have already been pursued
casually by some car manufacturers, amazingly there are no known
projects for an electric long range car, with serious characteristics and
intentions. I know that Sir Clive is working with a major car manufacturer
to develop such a vehicle and let's hope that in about three/four years they
will be able to come up with an economic and economical practical (and

@a



safe!) electric vehicle with a large popular appeal that would be easyto use
and cost near to nothing to run.

If it can be done then I! think that Sir Clive can. This will add another
product to the already collectable series illustrated in this boole.
Good collecting.

fly Elie

ReOA COR TS
the future.
This is the world of the next 20 years.dicnsteD The world that began in 1980.

Before that, nothing like these pictures
was possible. Computers, printers,

September 1983 networks, software —the whole explosive

pococececaconss powerof the digital revolution was largely
the preserve of big business, with big
ON IIS Mol lolo 116 N

In 1980, Sinclair made digital power
universally available. Suddenly, everyone
had access to the most powerful and
fundamental technology since the
invention of printing.

The products in this leaflet
demonstrate how far and how fast the
revolution has progressed.

from & flat screen ad.



- The Sinclair story by Rodney Dale, published by Gerald Duckworth &
Co Ltd, 1985

- Sinclair and the sunrise technology by Adamson and Kennedy,
published by Penguin, 1986

- Sinclair Database by Adams, Beardsmore andGilbert, published by Big
Brother Publishing, 1984.

- Fire in the Valley by Freiberger and Swaine, Osborne /McGraw-Hill,
1964

- The personal computer handbook by Variley/Graham, 1983

Pi



- The personal computer book by Robin Bradbeer, 1982

- Practical Wireless magazine, various issues

- Practical Electronics magazine, various issues

- Everyday Electronics, various issues

- The Radio Constructor, various issues

- Radio & Electronics Constructor, various issues

- RER, Radio and Electrical Retailing, various issues

- À Guide to HP Handheld Calculators and Computers by
Mier-Jedrzejowicz, self published in 1995

- International Caiculator Collector Journal, Issue “7, Fall/Winter
1994

- Historicaliy Brewed, magazine of the Historical Computer Society

- Sinclair User, various issues

- Sinclair Programs, various issues

- Sinclair Projects, various issues

- Sinclair User annuals

-ZE Computing,various issues

- ORDI-5, various issues

- Interface, various issues

- SYNC, various issues

- Timex/Sinclair User magazine, various issues



this s photocopy of my hand. You couid GIVE ME À HAND by lettiné me have vour addendum,
corrections or more simply: your comments. Thank vou!
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